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LMA790-3-LM 4 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
5.2.1 GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, & CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
The Guidance, Navigation, and Control Subsystem (GN&CS) consists of a primary guidance and navigation 
section (PGNS), abort guidance section (AGS), control electronics section (CES), and radar section. 
GN&CS malfunction procedures are divided as follows : 
• Integrated GN&CS flight displays (paragraph 5. 2. 2) 
• Primary guidance and navigation section (paragraph 5. 2. 3) 
• Abort guidance section (paragraph 5. 2. 4) 
• Control electronics section (paragraph 5. 2. 5) 
Radar section malfunctions are manifested by abnormal flight display readings or improper LGC operation. 
Therefore, these malfunctions are included in the malfunction procedures for the integrated GN&CS flight 
displays and the primary guidance and navigation section. 
Maj or GN&CS malfunction symptoms A and B serve as entry points for GN&CS malfunction procedure 
paragraphs 5. 2. 2 through 5. 2. 5. · 
5. 2. 1. 2 Assumptions 
The GN&CS malfunction procedures assume that if the LM is in a critcal maneuver, the crew performs 
only those steps required to safe the LM. The crew can continue the diagnostic procedures at their 
convenience. 
Table 5-1. GN&CS Procedure Entry Sheet 
Sym Page 
Symptom No. No. 
Total attitude abnormal A 5.2-5 
FDAI error needles abnormal B 5.2-5 
Table 5-2. GN&CS Failure/Symptom Cross-Reference Index 
Sym Page 
Failure Symptom No. No. 
Abnormal vehicle dyna mics FDAI error needles abnormal B 5.2-5 
ORDEAL failure Total attitude abnormal A 5.2.5 
II 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date _____ _ Page 5.2-3/5.2-4 
SYMPTOM 
A 
Total attitude abnormal 
B 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 F ebruary 1969 
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PROCEDURE 
FDAI OFF fl ag visible 1 
PROCEDURE 
GUIDANC E , NAVIGATION, & CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
Chcmge Date 
ORDEAL FAILURE 
REMARKS 
(D D11ft between ISS & ASA & comouta-
l1onal d1ffe1ence between LGC & AEA 
do not const1lule a symplom for lh1s 
procedu1e 
PGNCS caused error needle anom 
al1es have not been integrated be-
yond step 5 
(D Dri fting c11ter1a are observed three-
axis dnft and 'or absence of RCS jet 
f1nngs. 
A-300LM 4-592 
REMARKS 
Page _5_. 2_-_5_1_5_. 2-6 
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5.2.2 INTEGRATED GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, & CONTROL SUBSYSTEM FLIGHT DISPLAYS 
Table 5-3. INTEGRATED GN&CS FLT DISP Procedure Entry Sheet 
Sym Page 
Symptom No. No. II 
Attitude error is zero in one a.,xis (remains zero) while other axes display actual 1 5. 2-11 
attitude errors 
AGS in follow-up, attitude error is not zero in one axis while other axes are la 5.2-11 
held at zero 
RANGE ind pwr/ sig fail lt 2 5.2-12 
X pointer ind pwr fail lt goes on when X pointer is in use 3 5.2-13 
FDAI pwr th appears while FDAI is in use 4 5.2-13 
One FDAI total attitude display goes to (and remains at) specific attitude 5 5.2-13 
, 
One FDAI total attitude display erratic or inaccurate 5a 5.2-13 
FDAI rate needles abnormal 6 5.2-14 
Tuning fork indicator displayed on MSN TMR ind 7 5.2-14 I 
Table 5-4. INTEGRATED GN&CS FLT DISP Failure/ Symptom Cross-Reference Index 
Sym Page 
Failure Symptom No. No. 
AEA - FDAI interface failure One FDAI total attitude display goes to 5 5.2-13 
(and remains at) specific attitude 
One FDAI total attitude display erratic 5a 5.2-13 
or inaccurate 
A TCA/ rate gyro interface failed open. FDAI rate needles abnormal 6 5.2-14 , 
Rates in affected axis cannot be dis-
played. Needle movement possibiy due 
to vibration 
D-c power to FDAI failed or FDAI pwr th appears while FDAI is 4 5.2-13 
FDAI shorted in use 
Failure from MODE SEL sw to RANGE ind pwr/sig fail lt 2 5. 2-12 
RANGE ind 
Failure of LR or AGS output to RANGE RANGE ind pwr/ sig fail lt 2 5.2-12 
ind or failure of one deck of S/ C: 
AGS SW 
Failure of RR output or line to RANGE ind pwr/ sig fail lt 2 5.2-12 
RANGE indicator 
FDAI attitude error display failed Attitude error is zero in one axis 1 5.2-11 
(remains zero) while other axes 
display actual attitude errors 
Basic Date 3 February 1_969 Change Date _..__ ___ _ 
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Table 5-4. INTEGRATED GN&CS FLT DISP Failure/Symptom Cross-Reference Index (cont) 
Sym Page 
Failure Symptom No. No .. 
AGS in follow-up, attitude error is not la 5. 2-11 
zero in one axis while other axes are 
held at zero 
FDAI pwr tb failed on FDAI pwr tb appears while FDAI is in 4 5.2-13 
use 
FDAI rate needle failure FDAI rate needles abnormal G 5.2 -14 
IMU - FDAI interface failure One FDAI total attitude display goes to 5 5. 2-13 
(and remains at) specific attitude 
One FDAI total attitude display erratic 5a 5. 2-13 
or inaccurate 
I 
Loss of TE of PCMTEA Tuning fork indicator displayed on 7 5. 2-14 
MSN TMR incl 
Loss of 10 cps in TE of PCMTEA Tuning fork indicator displayed on 7 5.2-14 
MSN TMR ind 
One FDAI total attitude display inter- One FDAI total attitude dis play goes to 5 5.2-13 
connect failure from AGS (and remains at) specific attitude 
One FDAI total attitude display erratic 5a 5. 2-13 
or inaccurate 
One FDAI total attitude display inter- One FDAI total attitude display goes to 5 5. 2-13 
connect failure from PGNS (and remains at) specific attitude 
One FDAI total attitude display e rratic 5a 5. 2-13 
or inaccurate 
One or three AEA attitude error Attitude error is zero in one axis 1 5. 2-11 
channels failed biased (remains zero) while other axes display 
actual attitude errors 
AGS in follow-up, attitude error is not la 5. 2-11 
zero in one axis while other axes are 
held at zero 
One of three AEA attitude error Attitude error is zero in one axis 1 5. 2-11 
channels failed open (remains zero) while other axes display 
actual attitude errors 
AGS in follow-up, attitude error is not la 5. 2-11 
zero in one axis while other axes are 
held at zero 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date _____ _ Page 5. 2-8 
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Table 5-4. INTEGRATED GN&CS FLT DISP Failure/Symptom Cross-Reference Index (cont) 
Sym Page 
Failure Symptom No. No. ---One of three LGC attitude error Attitude error is zero in one axis 1 5. 2-11 
signals failed open or failed biased (remains zero) while other axes display 
actual attitude errors 
AGS in follow-up, attitude error is not la 5. 2-11 
zero in one axis while other axes are 
held at zero 
Open condition downstream of CB RANGE ind pwr/sig fail lt 2 5.2-12 
Power to X pointer ind failed or X pointer ind pwr fail lt goes on when 3 5. 2-13 
X pointer ind shorted X pointer is in use 
RANGE indicator shorted RANGE ind pwr/sig fail lt 2 5.2-13 
Rate gyro failed on FDAI rate needles abnormal 6 5.2-14 
RA TE SCALE sw failed open. Max FDAI rate needles abnormal 6 5.2-14 
rate displayed = 5° / sec 
S/ C: DEAD BAND sw failed open in Attitude error is zero in one axis 1 5. 2-11 
previous position (remains zero) while other axes display 
actual attitude errors 
AGS in follow-up, attitude error is not la 5. 2-11 
zero in one axis while other axes are 
held at zero 
Signal path from AGS to one FDAI Attitude error is zero in one axis 1 5. 2-11 
attitude error display failed (remains zero) while other axes display 
actual attitude errors 
AGS in follow-up, attitude error is not la 5. 2-11 
zero in one axis while other axes are 
held at zero 
Signal path from PGNCS to one Attitude error is zero in one axis 1 5. 2-11 
FDAI attitude error display failed (remains zero) while other axes display 
actual attitude errors 
AGS in follow-up, attitude error is not la 5. 2-11 
zero in one axis while other axes are 
held at zero 
Total attitude display failure One FDAI total attitude display goes to 5 5. 2-13 
(and remains at) specific attitude 
One FDAI total attitude display erratic 5a 5.2-13 
or inaccurate 
X pointer ind pwr fail lt failed on X pointer ind pwr: fail lt goes on when 3 5. 2-13 
X pointer is in use 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Dote _____ _ Page 5. 2-9/5. 2-10 
SYMPTOM 
ATTITUDE MON sw ? 
• ATTITUDE MON sw -AGS 
Symptom rem a1ns7 
NO 
13 
Switch same input to other 
iCAI 
• ATTITUDE MON sw- PGNS 
(other FOAi} 
t----------t YES 
Symptom appears? 
NO 
14 
SIGNAL PATH FROM PGNCS 
TO ONE FOAi ATTITUDE ER-
ROR DISPLAY FAI LED 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
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PROCEDURE 
• ATTITUDE MON sw- PGNS 
REMARKS 
M.5. 
(D Attitude errors are normally held 
at zero in AGS follow-up when 
GUID CONT sw · PGNS 
S/C: AGS sw -ATT HOLD 
or 
GUID CONT sw- PGNS 
SOO = 0 
or 
Symptom rema1ns 7 S/C: AGS sw -ATT HOLD 
YES NO 
Sw1tth same rnr111 In other 
FOAi 
• ATTITUDE MON sw-AGS 
(other FOAi) NO 
SIGNAL PATH FROM AGS 
TO ONE FOAi ATTITUDE 
ERROR DISPLAY FAILED 
CAUTION 
GUID CONT sw-AGS will 
result rn abnormal vehicle 
dynamics 
• AnlTUDE MON sw-PGNS 
(CDR and LMP) 
• GUID CONT sw- PGNS 
•ATTITUDE MON sw -AGS 
(CDR and LMP) 
PROCEDURE 
INTEGRATED GN & CS FLIGHT DISPLAYS 
Change Date ______ _ 
ACA. out of de tent 
(D FOAi attitude error display will show 
erroneous nonzero value rn affected 
axis. 
0 When GUID CONT & ATTITUDE MON 
sw - AGS, att itude error signals go 
to FOAi & CES. Failure affects con· 
trol of LM & display. 
(D One FOAi attitude error display 1s 
lost in oneaxrs. 
(D SIC DEAD BAND sw- MAX or MIN 
capability is lost in one axis. 
© When ATTITUDE MON sw -PGNS, 
LGC attitude error signals go to 
FOAi's. Failure affects disp lay only. 
300LM4-584 
REMARKS 
Page _5_._2_-_11_ 
- ' 
I SYMPTOfi \ I 
I 
I 
I 
11 RANGE ind pwr / sig fail It I : 
Light on if: 
Signal is lost 
1
115v. 400 cps power 
below 90 · !Ov 
28 · vdc power falls 
22 · 2v 
SYMPTOM 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
falls I 
I 
below 1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Basic Date 3 F ebrua r y 1969 
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1 
RNG/ALT MON sw-RNG/RNG RT, 
RNDZ RADAR: NO TRACK It · on? 
2.J Check for short 
PROCEDURE 
WJ 
1,-:..:YE;;;S _ __, -~ Normal condition when tracking 
lock-on is lost 
~i~~/~~ m ~:s:Ni;R~i~i RT YES -
RANGE INDICATOR SHORTED open and cannot be resetl 
Check for open 
•CB FLT DI SP: RNG / RNG RT - open 
or 
•CB/ AC BUS A: RNG/ RNG RT - open 
RAN GE ind pwr/sig fai l It - off7 1-Y_E_S _______ _,, 
- µJ 
•Open other cb I 
L!.I 
Check alternale path for open 
• Close CB (procedure 6) 
• Open other circuit breaker 
ti (f) 
YES .2.J ,4,-\ 1 
RANGE ;od ""';:;"' " - ; =-- Zr';, CONDIT;ON oow,srm, ~ ~ \JI' - I 
.--.----"----......., .. __________ 1.__ ___ 'W"' __ _ 
W n 
Verify status of indica tor - driving 
source (rada r or AEA) 
• Radar - Check transmitter power 
of sou rce system (RAD AR: SIGNAL 
STRENGTH ind) 
or 
• AEA - Observe normal operat ion 
of DEDA di splays 
Source operating normally? YES 
.!!l 
Select alternate display source ~~ 
1---(-wh_e_n_op_e_ra_ti_ng_l ____ -1 ~~ty _ 
RANGE ind pwr / sig fail It off due 
to new sign al source 7 
RR 
ONLY 
RR 
& 
LR or AGS 
2!.I 
FAILURE OF RR OUTPUT OR LINE 
TO RANGE INDICATOR 
L!3.J 
L_ _____ ..,._ ~1~~:E1~6 L~Ro~A~~tRi uiuTo~~ 
l!.U 
FAILURE FROM MODE SEL SW TO 
RANGE IND 
PROCEDURE 
DECK OF S C: AGS SW 
INTEGRATED GN&CS FLIGHT DISPLAYS 
Change Date _ _____ _ 
REMARKS 
0 LI will normally be on when power 
rs supplied and indicator is not 
used by AGS. LR. or RR. If either 
input signal goes to zero. lighl goes 
on. Light may flash randomly when 
range ra te is below 10 fps. Neither 
condition ind icates mal function. 
Q) Range ind pwr 1srg farl It is 
on when : 
RNG 1ALT MON sw - ALT 'ALT RT 
MODE SEL sw - PGNS 
(D Alternale di splay sources. 
a RR range. RR range ,ate N78 
b. LGC: range. range ,ale. 8 N54 
c Latitude. longilude. alt itude N43 
d. DEDA address 337. LM altrtude (hi 
e. DEDA address 367. LM al titude 
rate 
f. DEDA address 317. LM to CSM 
range (RI 
g DEDA address 440, range rale 
between LM and CSM 
A-300LM3,583 
REMARKS 
Page _5_._ 2-_1_2_ 
X po,nter ind-zero7 
NO 
3 
POWER TO X POINTER IND FAILED OR 
X POINTER IND SHORTED 
.1 o/~~ l (µ,) 
• Cor~tponding FOAi {I or 21 sw to 
other pos1t1on (ORB RATE or 
INRTLI 
FOAi moves7 
AP 
YES 
~ 
YES 
X POINTER IND PWR FAIL LT 
FAILED ON 
FOAi PWR TB FAILED ON 
0 C PO WER TO FOAi FAILED OR 
FOAi SHORTED 
REMARKS 
G) Assumpt ion, 
. Ordeal is operating 
0 ORB RATE & INRTL total at!1!11dc 
di splays are 1dent1cal I minute per 
orbital period. 
M,<...(.. : 
II . 
- .,------+-----------------------------------------1-_:,~::!' ====~~=::!:!...~ ~f-"•V...L 
(in, f DAI t0ta1 at11tude 
d•splav goes to land -~------
re,n.11ns at) spec1f1c 
atti tude 
Sa 
One FOAi total atlitude 
display eriat1c or in-
accurate 
SYMPTOM 
PGNS 
Switch input ;ource to 
FOAi 
• ATTITUDE MON sw-AGS 
1----------tYES 
Symptom remains 7 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
• ATTITUOE MON sw- PGNS 
Symptom remains? 
YES 
roTAL ATTITUDE DISPLAY 
FAILURE 
CAUTION 
FOAi tha t displ ays symptom 
can be driven from one 
source only 
NO 
PROCEDURE 
Switch same input to other 
FOAi 
• ATTITUDE MON sw-AGS 
!other FOAi) 
AEA - FOAi INTERFACE 
FAILURE 
INT EG RATED GN& CS FLIGHT DTSPLAYS 
Change Date ______ _ 
ONE FOAi TOTAL ATTITUDE 
DISPLAY INTERCONNECT 
FAILURE FROM AGS 
CAUTION 
FOAi that displays symptom 
can be driven from one 
source only. 
f!J Failure includes following, 
One of six IMU output lines fails 
(complete loss or magni tude/ polarity 
error) or GAST A failure 
{3't Failure incl udes following, r One of six AEA output channels failed 
(comple te loss, or magnitude /pola rity 
error) or one of three AEA re turn lines 
failed. 
300LM4-598 
llEMARKS 
Page 5. 2-13 
7 
FOAi rate needles 
abnormal 
I Tuning fork indicator displayed on MSN TMR ind 
GREEN EL 
Light on if: loss of 10 
cps from PCMTEA and 
MSM TMR ind usint 
internal clock 
SYMl'TOM 
I 
Basic Date 3 February 11169 
•Stabilize vehicle via out-the-
window indications 
•Compare rate needles with 
vehicle motion 
Indicated rates greater than vehicle 
motion? 
NO 
Rate needles at zero when 
maneuver was commanded? 
NO 
ind 
NO 
..P 
C, 
LMA790-3-LM • ~ 
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YES 
FOAi RATE NEEDLE FAILURE 
WARNING 
Do not switch to AGS until affected 
axis S/C: ROLL, PITCH, or YAW sw 
has been set 'lo PULSE or DIR • 
ATCA/RATE GYRO INTERFACE 
FAILED OPEN. RATES IN AFFECTED 
AXIS CANNOT BE DISPLAYED. 
NEEDLE MOVEMENT POSSIBLY DUE 
TO VIBRATION 
LOSS OF 10 CPS IN TE Of 
PCMTEA 
PIGCEDUIE 
INTEGRATED GN &!CS FLIGHT DISPLAYS 
Chang• Date ______ _ 
RATE GYRO FAILED ON 
LOSS OF TE OF PCMTEA 
REMARKS 
(if__ Rate needles are not abnormal if 
they are following vehicle dynamics. 
© Switching to AGS might result in 
large vehicle rates. ~~o·• 
brane!'-imPl!es-RGNCSjSailkcontrol . 
1, 
© Automatic maneuvering, rate 
commands, & attitude hold have 
been lost in affected axis when 
AGS is in control. 
(D Assumptions: CB/AC BUS A: 
RNG/RNG RT -closed and CB FLT 
DISP: RNG/RNG RT -closed. 
© Power/signal failure light will go 
on steady for following: 
a. 115v, 400-cps power drops 
below 90,, ± !Ov. 
b. 28-vdc power drops below 
22v ± 2v. 
c. Loss of selected range/ altitude 
signal 
d. Loss of selected rate signal 
e. Range input equal to zero feet 
f. Rate input equal to zero fps 
g. Loss of 512-kc timing input 
Power/signal failure light will 
flash for following: (flashing light 
does not indicate system malfunction) 
a. Range/altitude or rate digital 
word signal not being updated 
at specified rate. 
b. Range rates below 10 fps when 
displaying RR data. 
© If in LOS, MSFN can confirm loss 
of TE of PCMTEA by confirming 
loss of emergency key, voice, EKG, 
and EMU data. 
© Functions lost: · 
a. Emereency key 
b. Voice } 
c. EKG on 1.25-mc carrier 
d. EMU data 
e. RANGE and RANGE RATE ind 
f. Sync signal for frequency 
stability, to inverters No. I and 
2. 
g. Sync signal to CES, for ATCA 
power supply. 
h. Primary sync signal to MSN TMR 
ind and EVNT TMR ind. 
© Primary sync signal to MSN TMR 
ind and EVNT TMR ind is lost. 
l-3001JM.529 
REMARKS 
Page _s._2-_1_4 _ 
~ 
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5.2.3 PRIMARY GUIDANCE & NAVIGATION SECTION 
Table 5-5. PGNS Procedure Entry Shee t 
Sym Page 
Symptom No. No. 
ISS warn lt 1 5. 2-19 
ISS warn lt & TRACKER lt 2 5.2-20 -ISS warn lt & PROG lt 3 5.2-20 
LGC warn lt 4 5. 2-21 
LGC warn lt & RESTART lt 5 5.2-21 
RNDZ RDR caut lt 6 5.2-22 
RNDZ RDR caut lt & RNDZ RADAR: NO TRACK lt 7 5.2-22 
LDG RDR c aut lt 8 5.2-23 
TRACKER lt 
I 
9 5,2-23 
PROG lt & TRACKER lt 10 5.2-23 
TEMP lt 11 5.2-24 
GIMBAL LOCK lt 12 5.2-24 
Abnormal DSKY r e sponse 13 5.2-25 
Missing numerics or EL segments appear in PROG ind, VERB ind, 13a 5.2-25 
NOUN ind, or registers 
Mark verb continues flashing after crew response 13b 5.2-26 
V50 N25 continues flashing after crew response 13c 5.2-26 
I 
Table 5-6. PGNS Failure/ Symptom Cross-Reference Index 
Sym Page 
F a ilure Symptom No. No. 
AOT pb (CDR) or LGC logic fa il ed Mark yerb continues fla shing aft e r crew 13b 5.2-26 
r esponse 
CDU +14-vdc power failure ISS warn lt a nd TRACKER lt 2 5. 2-20 
CWEA failure ISS warn lt 1 5.2-19 
LDG RDR caut lt 8 5.2-23 
LGC warn lt 4 5. 2-21 
RNDZ RDR caut lt 6 5.2-22 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date _____ _ Page __ 5_._2_-_1_5 ___ _ 
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Table 5-6. PGNS Failure/Symptom Cross-Reference Index (cont) 
Sym Page 
Failure Symptom No. No. 
DSKY ENTR or PRO pb failed Abnormal DSKY response 13 5.2-25 
(depending on pb used) 
DSKY power supply fa iled (275 V, 800 cps ) Abnormal DSKY response 13 5.2-25 
DSKY relay(s) failed Missing numerics or EL segments I3a 5.2-25 
appear in PROG ind, VERB ind, 
NOUN ind, or registers 
EL light failed Missing numerics or EL segments 13a 5.2-25 
appear in PROG ind, VERB ind, 
NOUN ind, or registers 
ENG THR CONT: THR CONT sw V50 N25 continues flashing after crew 13c 5.2-26 
AUTO position failed open or LGC response 
inbit failed open 
I 
Gimbal lock detection circuit failure GIMBAL LOCK lt 12 5.2-24 
GUID CONT sw PGNS position failed V50 N25 continues flashing after crew 13c 5.2-26 
open or LGC inbit failed open response 
ICDU A/ D section failure ISS warn lt 1 5. 2-19 
ICDU D/ A section failure ISS warn lt 1 5. 2-19 
IMU failure ISS warn lt 1 5.2-19 
IMU has entered gimbal lock. Inertial GIMBAL LOCK lt 12 5.2-24 
reference is lost 
IMU temp control failure TEMP lt 11 5.2-24 
Integral lighting failed Abnormal DSKY response 13 5.2-25 
ISS transient condition or false ISS warn lt 1 5. 2-19 
indication 
LGC failure LGC warn lt 4 5.2-21 
LGC warn lt and RESTART lt 5 5.2-21 
I LGC output channel failure TEMP lt 11 5.2-24 
LGC power failure LGC warn lt 4 5.2-21 
LR data-good logic failure causing LDG RDR c aut lt 8 5.2-23 
absence of data-good signal to LGC 
Numeric pb failed open Missing numerics or EL segments 
appear in PROG ind, VERB ind, 
13a 5.2-25 
NOUN ind, or registers 
One DSKY pb failed closed Missing numerics or EL segments 13a 5.2-25 
appear in PROG ind, VERB ind, 
NOUN ind, or registers 
PIP A failure ISS warn lt and PROG lt 3 5.2-20 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date _____ _ Page ___ 5_._2_-_1_6 ___ _ 
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Table 5-6. PGNS Failure/Symptom Cross-Reference Index (cont) 
Sym Page 
Failure Symptom No. No . . 
Possible LGC failure not detected by LGC warn lt · 4 5.2-21 
self-test, or failed LGC warn lt 
circuitry LGC warn lt and RESTART lt 5 5.2-21 
Possible RR failure or transponder RNDZ RDR caut lt and RNDZ RADAR: 7 5.2-22 -failure not detected by self-tests NO TRACK lt I 
PRO pb failed open V50 N25 continues flashing after crew 
13c 5.2-26 
response 
RNDZ RADAR: NO TRACK It failed off RNDZ RDR eaut It 6 5.2-22 
RNDZ RADAR: NO TRACK lt failed on RNDZ RDR caut lt and RNDZ RADAR: 7 5.2-22 
NO TRACK lt 
RNDZ RADAR sel LGC position failed V50 N25 continues flashing after crew 13c 5.2-2G 
open or LGC inbit failed open response 
RNDZ RDR caut lt failed on RNDZ RDR caut lt and RNDZ RADAR: 7 5.2-22 ;t .~- ... J 
NO TRACK lt --··,,---\..,_ 1 
RR CDU failure TRACKER It 9 5.2-23 
RR frequency tracker failure RNDZ RDR caut lt and RNDZ RADAR: 7 5.2- 22 
NO TRACK lt 
RR range tracker failure RNDZ RDR caut lt and RNDZ RADAR: 7 5.2-22 
NO TRACK It 
RR transmitter failure RNDZ RDR caut It and RNDZ RADAR: 7 5.2-22 
NO TRACK It 
S/ C: PGNS sw - AUTO position failed V50 N25 continues flashing after crew 13c 5.2-26 
open or LGC inbit failed open response 
Temporary loss of track corrected by RNDZ RDR caut lt and RNDZ RADAR: 7 5.2-22 
AGS acquisition NO TRACK lt 
Temporary loss of track corrected by RNDZ RDR caut lt and RNDZ RADAR: 7 5.2-22 
P20 NO TRACK lt 
Temp relay in DSKY failerl closed TEMP lt 11 5.2-24 I 
TRACKER It logic or CDU fail discrete TRACKER lt 9 5.2-23 
circuit failure 
Transient condition PROG lt and TRACKER lt 10 5.2-23 
Transient condition at time of symptom Mark verb continues flashing after crew 13b 5.2-26 
response 
Transient condition in gimbal lock GIMBAL LOCK It 12 5.2-24 
detection circuit 
Transient condition in IMU temp TEMP lt 11 5.2-24 
control circuit 
Transient condition in LGC, PGNCS LGC warn lt and RESTART It 5 5.2-21 
operative 
Basic Dote 3 Februarv 1969 Change Dote Page __ 5_._2_-_1_1 ___ _ 
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Table 5-6. PGNS Failure/Symptom Cross-Reference Index (cont) 
Sym Page 
Failure Symptom No. No. 
Transient condition in PIPA loop, ISS warn lt and PROG lt 3 5.2-20 
PGNCS is operative 
Transient condition in RR CDU circuit PROG lt and TRACKER lt 10 5.2-23 
TRACKER lt 9 5.2-23 
Transient condition in RR or fail detect RNDZ RDR caut lt 6 5.2-22 
circuit, or double failure 
Transient condition in RR or failure RNDZ RDR caut lt and RNDZ RADAR: 7 5.2-22 
detection circuit NO TRACK lt 
Transponder failure RNDZ RDR caut lt and RNDZ RADAR: 7 5.2-22 
NO TRACK lt 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date _____ _ Page __ 5_._2_-_1_8 ___ _ 
ISS 
RED 
Light on if: 
IMU fails 
CDU fails 
PIPA fails during thrust 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 Febr uar y 1969 
16 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
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0 
Switch to AGS control 
MPS thrusting? 
NO 
CAUTION 
Enable automatic eng off command: 
1-Y;.;;;E.;..S-t~•ABORT pb-push !DPS thrust) 
or 
•ABORT STAGE pb-push (APS thrust) 
When eng shutdown complete: 
•ENG THR CONT: ENG ARM sw -Off 
-------t•ABORT pb or ABORT STAGE pb -
reset 
•Compare CDR (PGNCS) & LMP 
(AGS) FOAi total attitude 
•KeyVII NIOE30E 
RI AXXXX 
R2 · · · · · 
R3 · · · · · 
A - 0 or even-lMU fail inbit 
present 
A = Odd-lMU fa il inbit not 
present 
A - Odd? 
NO 
ICDU DIA SECTION FAILURE 
CWEA FAILURE 
YES PGNS 
YES 
YES 
2 I 
IMU FAILURE 
Perform attitude maneuver 
• SIC: AGS sw- ATT HOLD 
ACA- maneuver LM about all axes 
FOAi responds correctly' 
•Perform Crew Defined Maneuver 
Routine (R62), ref para 4.6.1.9, to 
where NIB is displayed 
•Compare COR FOAi total attitude 
with NIB display 
CDR FOAi & DSKY registers agree? 
YES 
15 ICDU DIA section check 
Load error counter manually: 
•Perform Load IMU Attitude Error 
Meters, ref para 4.6.1.23 
or 
Monitor CDU fail inbit 
•Key VII NlOE 30E 
RI XBXXX 
R2 
R3 · · 
B = I or 3- CDU fail inbit 
present 
B = 5 or 7- CDU fail inbit not 
present 
°FOAi error needles = loaded 
values or B = 5 or 7' 
PROCEDURE 
YES 
PRIMARY GUIDANCE & NAVIGATION SECTION 
MSFN monitor ISS performance 
ISS power- down 
• CB PGNS: IMU OPR · open 
• Select desired program not re-
quiring IMU 
CAUTION 
When CB PGNS: IMU QPR open, 
2BV, BOO-cps exci tation power to 
ACA & TTCA under PGNCS control 
is lost 
ICDU AID SECTION FAILURE 
ISS TRANSIENT CONDITION OR 
FALSE INDICATION 
Change Date ______ _ 
0 Nol applicable lo docked DF S bu rn. 
If th is failure occurs, terminate 
burn and transfer attitude control 
lo CSM. AGS is not programmed for 
docked burn. 
CD ISS warn It is not usable for failure detection. 
(D All ISS functions are los t. 
© LGC can perform functions not re-
quiring IMU inputs. Af te r each 
thrust maneuver, state vectors 
must be updated via P27. 
(D Select dynamic check if time & 
propellant permit. 
If automatic attitude maneuver is 
in process, manual attitude maneu-
ver may not be required. 
(D ICDU is incapable of supplying data 
to LGC. (Refer to ICDU Functions 
Table.) 
(D ICDU is incapable of supplying data 
from LGC. (Refer to ICDU Functions 
Table.) 
ICDU Functions Table 
Function AID DIA Failure Failure 
Fine alignment NO YES 
Coarse alignment NO NO 
Attitude error signals NO NO 
Total atti tude to FOAi YES YES 
Gimbal angles to LGC NO YES 
IMU stabilization loop YES YES 
Cage mode YES YES 
IMU fail detect circuit YES YES 
Coarse align in gimbal 
NO YES lock mo1e 
NO = Function not available 
YES - Function available 
A-300LM4-567 
REMARKS 
Page __ 5._2_-_1_9_ 
■ 
SYMPTOM 
RED 
TRACKER 
YELLOW 
Lights on if CDU + 14 
-vdc power supply Is lost 
PROG 
YElLOW 
'1 pt,1s un 1t PIPA I ails 
d11iJ11g thrust 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
A790-l-LM 4 
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0 
• GUID CONT sw-AGS 
MPS thrusting' 
Switch to AGS control 
• GUID CONT sw -AGS 
• Key RSET 
CAUTION 
0 
Enable automat ic eng-off command: 
• ABORT pb- push (DPS thrust) 
or 
1-Y_E_s _..,-t • th~~~t~ STAGE pb-push (APS 
.__ ____ .,....N_O __ __, When eng shutdown complete 
• ENG THR CONT ENG ARM sw-OFF 
• ABORT pb or ABORT STAGE pb -
reset 
TRANSIENT CONDITION IN PI PA 
LOOP. PGNCS IS OPERATIVE 
• Key RSET 
YES PROG It-off ' 
.,_ ___ .... Monitor PIPA's as desired 
• Key Vl6 N21E 
RI X XXX XX pulses 
R2 Y XXXXX pulses 
R3 Z XXXXX pul ses 
MSFN monitor ISS perfo1mance 
PROCEDURE 
PRIMARY GUIDANCE & NAVIGATIO N SECTION 
Change Date ______ _ 
MSFN monitor & evaluate ISS 
performance 
PIPA FAILURE 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
REMARKS 
RR CDU and ICDU are incapable of 
supplying data to & from the LGC: 
a. Attitude error signals are not 
available. 
b. Normal IMU alignment is dis-
abled . 
c. RR use under LGC control is 
disabled. (RR can be used in 
automatic track & slew modes.) 
LGC can perform following: 
a. Funct ions not requiring IMU or 
RR inputs 
b. Receive state vector updates 
via P27 
c. Update AGS state vectors via 
R47. 
Not appl icable to docked DPS burn. 
If this failure occurs. terminate 
burn and transfer altitude control 
to CSM. AGS is not programmed for 
docked burn 
Not applicable to docked DPS burn. 
If this failure occurs. terminate 
burn and transfer attitude control 
to CSM. AGS is not programmed for 
docked bu1n 
Thrust maneuvers should not be 
performed under PGNS control. LGC 
can be used for all normal proced-
ures not IequInng Pf PA data Stale 
vector update must be per fo1med 
after each thrust maneuve I lv1a 
P27) 
(D Monitor registers for erratic pulse 
counts It Is assumed that 1f PIPA 
fail ed du11ng thru st maneuver . PIPA 
wil l still e,h1b1t erratic behavior 
during coast 
B-300LM4-568 
REMARKS 
Page _5_._2_- 2_0_ 
I 
RED 
Light on 11 : 
LGC prime power fails 
seater falls 
Counter fails 
These failures can occur 
when the LGC is in oper-
ate or standby mode 
' J 
I/ 
RED 
LGC warn It may not go 
on if rate of hardware 
failures <0.9 restart / 
,cond 
RESTART 
YELLOW 
Lights on when LGC is in 
operate mode if: 
Parity fail occurs 
RUPT Lock occurs 
TC TRAP occurs 
ight Watchman occurs 
'tage fails 
,cillator fai ls 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
• GUID CONT sw-AGS 
• Key Vl6 N36E 
LGC clock running ' 
Perform LGC Self-Test (para 4.6.1) 
Self-test successful? 
LGC warn It & RESTART It-off? 
YES 
TRANSI ENT CONDITION IN LGC, 
PGNCS OPERATIVE 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
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YES PGNS 
5 1 
CAUTION 
Enable automatic eng - off com· 
mand: 
•ABORT pb -push (DPS thrust) 
PROCEDURE 
MSFN monitor LGC performance 
T STAGE pb-push (AP 
) 
ng shutdown complete: 
HR CONT: ENG ARM s -OFF 
pb or ABORT STAGE p -
PRIMARY GUIDANCE & NAVIGATION SECTION 
Change Date ______ _ 
• Not applicahle to docked DPS burn. 
If this failure occurs, terminate 
burn and transfer alti tude control 
to CSM. AGS is not programmed for 
docked burn. 
(D LGC warn It is not usable for 
fai lure detection . 
If power can be restored, perform 
normal system operation. 
(D This can be a scaler, counter, or a 
+ 4-or + 14-vdc failure. If + 
4-or + 14-vdc fai lure occurs, 
RESTART It may also go on. See 
symptom 5. If LGC is not functional , 
IMU can be used as backup for at· 
titude reference . 
(D LGC performance may be unreliable. 
G) RESTART It remains off as long as 
RSET is keyed. 
0 Not applicable to docked DPS burn. 
If this failure occurs, terminate 
burn and transfer attitude control 
to CSM. AGS is not programmed for 
docked burn. 
(D LGC performance may be. unrel iable. 
(D LGC is not functional ; IMU can be 
used as backup for attitude 
reference. 
A-300LM4-569 
REMARKS 
Page __ 5._2_-_21_ 
■ 
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SYMPTOM I PROCEDURE REMARKS 
~~ , 
I - 1--U I No - 2.J 0 G) RNDZ RDR caut It 1s not usable for RNDZ RDR failure detection Use RNDZ RADAR. 
I I 
I -1 RNDZ RADAR: NO TRACK lt -on1 I • RNDZ RADAR set-SLEW w NO TRACK It for monitoring 4 ~ 
~ 
RNDZ RADAR caut It-off? CWEA FAILURE 
YELLOW 
' rs Light on when RR is in © 0 If this failure occurs. it is assumed automatic track mode if RR loses CSM lock-on s I I that no other failure will be encoun-
4 
~ 
w tered . RNDZ RADAR: NO TRACK It 
I 
is not usable for monitoring 
RNDZ RADAR: NO TRACK It -on? RNDZ RADAR: NO TRACK LT FAILED 
!' 
Off 
. 1 . YES 
~ yy· I ~ _!J I TRANSIENT CONDITION IN RR OR 
,1 \ 
FAIL DETECT CIRCUIT, OR DOUBLE , l..?.l.i.l 
I FAILURE ,~ I 
I 
' 6) I \ 
d~ I t I 
~ AGC loop check w 
I • RADAflVEST MON sel - AGC RR transmitter check 
'I RNDZ RDR rrr • RADAR: TH ind -ll'eTrPure 4- 7 ~ cp G) RR/ transponder fai lure requires 
\ 
NO • RADAR: TEST MON set - XMTR 
AGC within nominal opera tional PWR MSFN and /or CSM assistance & 
YEL LOW I limits? I .2..l use of LGC - derived data when I YES performing rendezvous. ~ f YES RADAR: SIGNAL STRENGTH ind NO I t 2'. 2.1 vdc' -r-iimifii'A'oAR-:-7 - - RR TRANSMITTER FAILURE I w • RNDZ RADAR set-SLEW " I NO fR~CK I I cp (D If this failure occurs it 1s assumed : o r I 0) that no other failure wil l be I RNDZ RADAR caut lt-off7 NO - s I w encountered. t_ _ ______ J I 
YELLOW I . YES RNDZ RDR GAUT LT FAILED ON 
- • RNDZ RADAR se l- AUTO TRACK RNDZ RDR caut It ,s not usable for cp ~ monitoring. Use RNDZ RADAR: NO I RNDZ RADAR: NO TRACK It -off 1 TRACK It 
I 
~ . YES , ,:ht on when RR is in I 0 After switching from SLEW to AUTO ,,utnmat,c track mode if I • RNDZ RADAR sel-AUTO TRACK 
Ril b e, CSM lock-on I RNDZ RADAR caut It and RNDZ 
NO s I 
~ 
w TRACK. wait 15 seconds for lock-on 
I RADAR: NO TRACK It -off' ~ 
GUID CONT sw? TRANSIENT CONDI TION IN RR OR 
enabling da ta-good discrete 
NO TRACK II · off 
I I YES FAILURE DETECTION CIRCUIT 0 After switching from SLEW to AUTO~ I - 7 f GNS Assumption: If thrusting I TRACK. wai t !5 seconds to, tock on ,s ,n process when th is enabling data-good discrete 
symptom occurs. thrust I ~ / ~ J RNDZ RDR caut It · off maneuver wil t be com- I Attempt AGS Acquisition Steering ~ NO TRACK It · off pleted before proceeding I and manual lock- on Attempt automatic LGC acquisit ion q) (D femporary loss of track may be wi th diagnosis I via P20. re f para 4.8.2. l 
I AGC peak reached? NO due to LM attitude excursions 
I Target acquired1 
YES El rs I £0 TEMPORARY LOSS OF TRACK cp 17 CORRECTED BY P20 Q) ~ 
• RNDZ RADAR set-AUTO TRACK 7 
~ 
RNDZ RADAR: NO TRACK It-off? YES -
TEMPORARY LOSS OF TRACK 
r CORRECT ED BY AGS ACQU ISITION .!!l Kv 0 RNDZ RAO~R: NO TRACK It can-RNDZ RADAR: NO TRACK LT FAILED not be used for monitoring. 
15 f--- ON ANO TEMPORARY LOSS OF 
TRACK CORRECTED BY AGS ACOUI-
RNOZ RADAR caut It-off ? SITION. 
to .. 21 Transponder sel f-test Q) G) 
• Request CSM perform transponder 
Rendezvous radar will maintain 
tracking and provide good range 
L!IJ self test YES EJ rate data , good shaft & trunnion 
•Perform RR checkout (para 4.6.3.5) Transponder self-test successfuP PO SSIBLE RR FAILURE OR TRANS- angles to FOAi error needles, & 
~ (!_) F PONDER FAILURE NOT DETECTED 
good azimuth & elevation rates to 
Sel f-test values normal 1 BY SELF-TESTS X pointer ind 
'NO CV © Possible data good logic fai lure. 
~ Continue using RR & monitor per-18 ~EREOUENCT T"'CKER fAIWRE ~ formance. .... TRANSPONDER FAILURE 
Range rate data display good1 
0 
0 
RR RANGE TRACKER FAILURE 
~ 
A- 300LM4-570 
SYMPTOM I PROCEDURE REMARKS ·-
PRIMARY GUIDA NCE & NAVIGATIO N SECTIO N 
Basic Date 3 Fe bruar y 1969 Change Date ______ _ Page _5_. _2-_2_2_ 
SYMPTOM 
~ I 
~J-! 
YELLOW 
Light should go on only 
if there is CWEA failure, 
1ata-good failure. or 
\s of LR Power. 
Light on while RR is 
under LGC control if RR 
GOU fails 
RNDZ RADAR: NO TRACK 
It may also be on. but 
does not represent a 
malfunction if lock-on 
has not been achieved. 
' 
Light on if data good loss 
occurs, during LGC data 
read sequence or RR GOU 
failure occurs while Ren-
'ezvous Navigation Pro-
am (P20) is in progress. 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 F ebruary 1969 
LMA790-3- LM 4 
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TRACKER It-on? 
YES 
• RATE/ERR MON sw - RNDZ RADAR 
• Perform RR Coarse Align, ref para 
4.6.3.6. 
DSKY registers & FOAi error NO 
needles display input shaft & trun-t----• 
nion angles' 
•Key RSET 
PROG It & TRACKER It-off? 
• Key VOS N09E 
Alarm code' 
00515 
• Key KEY REL & RSET 
Attempt to continu·e P20, ref para 
4.8.2.1 
CDU performance satisfactory? 
RR GOU FAILURE 
TRANSIENT CONDITION 
• Key KEY REL & RSET 
PROCEDURE 
CWEA FAILURE 
LR DATA-GOOD LOGIC FAILURE 
CAUSING ABSENCE OF DATA-GOOD 
SIGNAL TO LGC 
Perform manual RR acqui sition 
• RA sel-AGC 
• RATE/ERR MON sw-RNDZ RADAR. 
• X POINTER SCALE sw-as desired 
• RNDZ RADAR: SLEW sw-slew 
antenna until RADAR: SIGNAL 
STRENGTH ind peaks 
• Perform side-lobe check 
• RNDZ RADAR sel-AUTO TRACK 
If LM under AGS control : 
• Perform AGS Manual Rendezvous 
Radar LM Stale Vector Update. 
(para 4.8.2) 
PGNS 
7 11 
Continue P20 
PRIMARY GUIDANCE & NAVIGATION SECTION 
Change Date _____ _ _ 
0 
0 
CD 
0 
0 
CD 
0 
0 
CD 
TRACKER It goes on if LR velocity 
or range data are no good. Discrete 
is present during LGC data- read 
sequence. In LM4. this implies a 
fa ilure of the data-good logic. 
LM 4 is wired such that velocity & 
range data-good signals are 
always present 20 seconds after 
pnwer is turned on . 
LR data are transmitted to MSFN 
regardless of status of data-good 
discretes. 
During RR Coarse Align respond to 
V04 N06 - Option with 00002 con-
tinous designate option. To perm it 
comparison of DSKY registers & 
FOAi error needles. load 000.00° for 
both shaft & trunnion angles. 
RR is not usable under LGC control . 
Select slew & automatic track 
modes. 
■ 
TRACKER It is not usable for I A 
monitoring. Use program alarms ~ 
Alarm codes: 
00521- Data good lapses 
00515-RR CDU fail 
~ 
If data good lapses. RNDZ RADAR-
NO TRACK II will go on. 
Program 20 automatically selects 
RR designate routine for automatic 
reacquisition. 
B- 300LM4-571 
REMARKS 
Page _ s._2_-_23_ 
YELLOW 
Ligh t on if IMU tem-
pernture is not within 
126.3° to l 34.3°F. 
Li ght on ,f MGA 
>± 70' from zero 
posi tion 
S~MPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
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NO 
Input channel check for out-of-
limits temp 
•Key VO i NlOE 30E 
Rl AXXXX 
R2 · 
R3 · · 
PROCEDURE 
TRANSIENT CONDITION 
TEMP CONTROL CIRCUIT. 
A > 3. temp out of limits 
1----'--->-
3
,-----i--'-"'~-~ Output channel check · temp cau-
tion relay 
YES • Key VO! NlOE llE 
MSFN evaluate ISS performance. 
If MSFN not available or if MSFN 
confirms ISS not usable. switch to 
AGS control. 
• Key RSET 
NOAH It -on? 
• Key Vl6 N20E 
R l OGA XXX.X X0 
R2 IGA XXX.X X0 
R3 MGA XXX.X X'' 
R3 (MGAI> ± 70° 1 
YES 
Rl XXXDX 
R2-
R3 · · · · · 
0 Odd-temp caution bit present 
0 ~ 0 or even - temp caution bit 
not present 
0 - Odd 1 
PROCEDURE 
PRIMARY GUIDANCE & NAVIGATION SECTION 
Cha nge Do t~ ______ _ 
& evaluate ISS 
IN OSKY FAILED 
Avoid gimbal lock 
• Key KEY REL 
• Perform P52 to realign IMU 
or 
• ACA maneuver to avoid gimbal 
lock 
REMARKS 
CD G&N system performance will be 
unaffected by IMU temperature out 
of limits for at least 15 minutes. 
Critical maneuvers can be con-
tinued within this time. 
G) IMU stabil izat ion loop and velocity 
measurement accuracy is degraded 
after 15 minutes depending on tem-
perature excursion from nominal 
range. 
CD To prevent gimbal oscillations. LGC 
commands a coarse alignment 
when MGA > ± 85°. 
A-300lM4-572 
REMARKS 
Page 5. 2-24 
.. 
SYMPTOM 
13 
13a 
I 
Missing numerics or EL 
segments appear in 
PROG ind, VERB ind, 
NOUN ind, or registers 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
Mark verb/noun flashing7 
NO 
OSKY continues to flash some 
other verb /noun 
•Key V35E 
OSKY responded as key was 
pushed? 
YES 
Attempt pb test. 
•Key VXX NXX (Do not enter) 
•Key CLR 
Pb test successful? 
LMA790-l-LM 4 
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PROCEDURE 
i.;Y.:;;ES'---------------.... OSKY POWER SUPPLY FAILED (275 V, 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES PGNS 
!3c I 
ONE OSKY PB FAILED 
Segment or entire digit missi ng7 
NUMERIC PB FAILED OPEN. 
PROCEDURE 
DIGIT 
800 CPS). 
INTEGRAL LIGHTING FAILED 
OSKY ENTR OR PRO PB FAILED 
(DEPENDING ON PB USED). 
OSKY RELAY(S) FAILED. 
Possible ambiguity in readout. 
PRIMARY GUIDANCE & NAVIGATION SECTION 
Change Date ______ _ 
REMARKS 
CD EL displays are lost . Display of key-
board or computer data is not pos-
sible . MSFN can update & control 
LGC. 
Q) Capability of inserting data and 
initiating or controlling computer 
operations is lost. 
CD Capability of inserting data and . 
initiating or controlling computer 
operations is lost. 
0 All lights, except CMPTR ACTY, 
will illuminate. All B's and + 's 
are shown on numerical panel. 
After 5 seconds, all lights go off. 
(D Operation of displays is lost or 
improper. 
© Capability to load failed digit is 
lost. MSFN can update and control 
LGC. 
A-300LM-4-573 
REMARKS 
Page _5_. 2_-_2_5_ 
■ 
SYMPTOM 
13b 
Mark verb con tinues 
flashing af ter crew 
response 
13c 
VSO N25 continues 
fl ashing after crew 
response 
lnbit verification 
• Key V 11 NlOE 16E 
•Push & hold appropriate AOT pb 
ICCRO) 
R 1 XXXDE 
0 = 0 Neither MARK Y nor REJECT 
inbits present 
0 - 1 MARK Y inbit present 
0 = 2 REJECT inbit present 
0 = 3 MARK Y & REJECT 
inbits present 
E =0 MARK X inbit not present 
E =4 MARK X inbit present 
LMA790-3- LM 4 
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PROCEDURE 
AOT PB iCCRO) OR LGC LOGIC 
FAILED 
• KEY REL pb-push 
Note: If further thrusting is to be 
performed. switch to AGS. 
R 1 displays inbit corresponding to NO 
AOT pb being pushed 1 
YES 
RI code 1 
00203 
To call GUIO CONT sw and ENG 
THR CONT: THR CONT sw inbits: 
•Key VO! NI OE 30E 
Rl XBXDX 
B =6 GUID CONT discrete 
present 
00062 
00201 
TRANSIENT CONDITION AT TI ME OF .,.___....,~ 
SYMPTOM 
Input channel verification 
To call RNDZ RADAR sel inbil: 
•Key VOi N !OE 33E 
R 1 XXXXE 
E = 1 or 5 rendezvous auto 
discrete present 
IRNOZ RADAR sel-LGC) 
E = I or 51 
GUID CONT SW PGNS POSITION 
FAILED OPEN OR LGC INBIT 
FAILED OPEN For thrusting: 
• GU IO CONT sw-AGS 
D =I or 5 ENG THR CONT: THR 
CONT sw - AUTO, disc rete 
~ ~--p-re-se_n_t I-DP-
8
S-~ -~ly_) __ _ 
ENG THR CONT: THR CONT SW 
AUTO POSITION FAILED OPEN OR 
LGC INBIT FAILED OPEN 
Switch to manual throtling 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
11 
Input channel verif ication 
To call S/C: PGNS sw inbil: 
inbit · 
• Key VO! NlOE 31E 
Rl AXXXX 
PRO PB FAILED OPEN 
A= I or 5 AUTO discrete present 
A = I or 5? 
PROCEDURE 
P RIMARY GUIDANCE & NA VIGATION SECTION 
Change Date ______ _ 
REMARKS 
CD Perform LGC self-test. if desired, 
to confirm LGC capability. PGNS 
star sightings are no longer pos-
sible. Normal IMU alignment proce-
dures are not usable. Extended V41 
N20 may be performed, but should 
not be used for PGNS thrust con-
trol. 
Q) After thrusting, PGNS requires 
state vector update 1f it is to be 
used for futher prethrust calcula-
tions. 
CD V50 N25 codes: 
00062 - Switch LGC power down 
00201 - Switch RR mode to auto 
00203-Switch to PGNCS auto mode 
Q) V33E cannot be used for STBY 
function as requested by FL VSO 
N25 
(D Automatic rendezvous radar ac -
quisition is not possible under LGC 
control 
(D ENG THR CONT: THR CONT sw auto-
matic discrete (regis ter pos1t1on DJ 
applicable to DPS burns only 
(D LGC cannot be used for LM control 
(}) Au tomatic thrust control 1s lost. 
manual th rottling 1s required. 
CD PGNCS automatic control is 
lost. 
A-300LM4-57 4 
REMARKS 
Page 5. 2-26 
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5.2.4 ABORT GUIDANCE SECTION 
Table 5-7. AGS Procedure Entry Sheet 
Symptom 
AGS warn lt 
DEDA response is abnormal I 
DEDA and/ or FDAI anomaly when AGS STATUS sw position is changed j , J ~ 
AGS Initialization complete code is not displayed within 10 seconds after DSKY 
display flashes 
No change in DEDA AV display during thrusting 
Attitude error needles failed at zero 
... 
In deadband, attitude hold error signals are displayed when guidance or Z-body axis 
steering submodes of operation are commanded 
Attitude error signals are non zero when GUID CONT sw - PGNS, S00 = 0 
(Attitude Hold Submode) 
Attitude error signals are non zero when GUID CONT sw - PGNS, S/ C: 
AGS sw - ATT HOLD S00 = 1 or 2 (Guidance steering or Z-body axis steering) 
Attitude error signals are non zero when S/C: AGS sw - ATT HOLD, ACA -
out of detent, S00 = 1 or 2 (Guidance steering or Z -body axis steering) 
PGNCS and AGS total attitude displays disagree in one or more axes immediately 
following PGNCS/ AGS alignment 
MASTER ALARM with AGS warn lt temporarily on or without any caution or warn-
ing light on (excluding cases when it is known that some other system triggered 
MASTER ALARM (only) as part of specific sequence) 
Table 5-8. AGS Failure/Symptom Cross-Reference Index 
Failure Symptom 
AEA has experienced restart MASTER ALARM with AGS warn lt 
temporarily on or without any caution 
or warning light on (excluding cases 
when it is known that some other system 
triggered MASTER ALARM (only) as 
part of specific sequence) 
AEA power supply failure AGS warn lt 
AGS accelerometer failure No change in DEDA AV display during 
thrusting 
AGS self-test detected failure AGS warn lt 
AGS STATUS sw - STAND BY DEDA and/ or FDAI anomaly when AGS 
contracts failed open STATUS sw position is changed 
ASA heater, CWEA , or AEA test AGS warn lt 
mode fail discrete failure 
ASA heater failure AGS warn lt 
Auto discrete ( 134) failed off Attitude error needles failed at zero 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date _____ _ 
Sym Page 
No. No. 
1 5.2-31 
2 5.2-32 
3 5.2-33 
4 5.2-33 
■ 5 5.2-34 
6 5.2-34 
7 5.2-35 
8 5.2-35 
Ba 5.2-35 
8b 5 . 2-35 
9 5.2-35 
10 5.2-36 I 
Sym Page 
No. No. 
10 5.2-36 
I 
1 5.2-31 
5 5.2-34 
1 5. 2-31 
3 5.2-33 
1 5.2-31 
1 5. 2-31 
6 5.2-34 
Page 5. 2-27 
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Table 5-8. AGS Failure/Symptom Cross-Reference Index (cont) 
Sum Page 
Failure Symptom No. No. 
Automatic discrete ( {3 4) failed off In deadband, attitude hold error signals 
are displayed when guidance or Z-body 
7 5.2-35 
axis steering submodes of operation are 
commanded 
Automatic discrete ( {3 4) failed on Attitude error signals are non zero 
when GUID CONT SW - PGNS s/ c: 
Sa 5.2-35 
AGS sw - ATT HOLD S00 = 1 or 2 
(Guidance steering or Z-body axis 
steering) 
CDU zero from LGC failed PGNCS and AGS total attitude displays 9 5.2-35 
disagree in one or more axes immedi-
ately following PGNCS/ AGS alignment 
CLR pb failed open or OPR ERR lt DEDA response is abnormal 2 5.2-32 
failed on 
CWEA or AEA test mode fail discrete AGS warn lt 1 5. 2-31 
failure 
DEDA failure DEDA response is abnormal 2 5.2-32 
DEDA failure or DEDA-AEA inter- AGS Initialization complete code is not 4 5.2-33 
connection failure displayed within 10 seconds after DSKY 
display flashes 
Digit pb failed closed DEDA response is abnormal 2 5. 2-32 
Digit pb failed closed or + /-pb DEDA response is abnormal 2 5.2-32 
failed closed 
Digit pb failed open DEDA response is abnorma l 2 5. 2-32 
ENTR pb failed closed DEDA response is abnormal 2 5.2-32 
Followup discrete ( {3 3) failed Attitude error needles failed at zero 
6 5. 2-34 
Guidance control path of followup Attitude error signals are non zero 8 5. 2-35 
discrete ( {3 3) failed off when GUID CONT sw - PGNS, S00 = 0 
(Attitude Hold Submode) 
Attitude error signals are non zero Sa 5. 2-35 
when GUID CONT sw - PGNS S/C: 
AGS sw - ATT HOLD S00 = 1 or 2 
(Guidance steering or Z-body axis 
steer ing) 
HOLD pb failed closed DEDA r e sponse is abnormal 2 5.2-32 
HOLD pb failed open DEDA response is abnormal 2 5.2-32 
I 
Intermittent out-of-tolerance MASTER ALARM with AGS warn lt 10 5. 2-36 
condition in nonlatching circuit temporarily on or without any caution 
or warning light on (excluding cases 
when it is !mown that some other s ystem 
triggered MASTER ALARM (only) as 
part of specific sequence) 
One axis out-of-detent path followup Attitude error signals are non zero when Sb 5.2-35 
failed off S/ C: AGS sw - ATT HOLD ACA - out of 
detent S00 = 1 or 2 (Guidance steering or 
Z-body axis steering) 
One EL light segment failed DEDA response is abnormal 2 5. 2-32 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date -------- Page 5. 2-28 
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Table 5-8. AGS Failure/Symptom Cross-Reference Index (cont) 
Sym Page 
Failure Symptom No. No. 
Out-of-detent path of followup Attitude error signals are non zero when 8b 5.2-35 
discrete ( (3 3) failed off S/C: 
AGS sw - ATT HOLD ACA - out of 
detent S00 = 1 or 2 (Guidance steering or 
Z-body axis steering) 
Out-of-detent switch or relay failed Attitude error needles failed at zero 6 5.2-34 
closed 
One of six AEA Euler angle inputs PGNCS and AGS total attitude displays 9 5.2-35 
failed disagree in one or more axes immedi-
ately following PGNCS/ AGS alignment 
OPR ERR lt failed off DEDA response is abnormal 2 5.2-32 
0 PR ERR lt failed on DEDA response is abnormal 2 5.2-32 
+ or - pb failed open DEDA response is abnormal 2 5.2-32 
+ pb failed open DEDA response is abnormal 2 5.2-32 
- pb failed open DEDA response is abnormal 2 5.2-32 
- EL display failed off DEDA response is abnormal 2 5.2-32 
READOUT pb failed open No change in DEDA AV display 5 5.2-34 
during thrusting 
DEDA response is abnormal 2 5.2- 32 
Stop pulse from PGNCS not received AGS Initialization complete code is not 4 5.2-33 
or PGNCS downlink register failure displayed within 10 seconds after DSKY 
display flashes 
Transient condition triggering self- AGS warn lt 1 5.2-31 
test fail discrete 
Transient malfunction, such as ID AGS Initialization complete code is not 4 5.2-33 
word not found during first execution displayed within 10 seconds after DSKY 
of R47 display flashes 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date _____ _ Page 5.2-29/5.2-30 
SYMPTOM 
1 
AGS 
RED 
Light on ifc 
+ 28 vdc out of toler-
ance by > 2.8 vdc 
+ 12 vdc out of toler-
ance by >1.2 vdc 
29V, 400cps out of tol -
erance by > 15 cps 
AEA test mode discrete 
signals a fail condition. 
ASA heater fail s on, 
(activated at 150° ± 
5°F, causing temp sen-
sor to open + 12 - vdc 
supply to ASA 
AEA fails to complete a 
minor cycle within 20 
milliseconds. 
SYMPTOM 
\ 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
Switch to PGNCS control 
YES 
F/\ iv 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
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NO 
PROCEDURE 
Self-test initiate 
•Key DEDA: C412 + OOOOOE 
•Key DEDA: C412R 
+ !0000 displayed (within 5 to 30 
sec)' 
YES 
AGS warn It-off' 
NO 
PROCEDURE 
ABORT GUIDANCE SECTION 
AEA POWER SUPPLY FAILURE. 
AGS SELF-TEST DETECTED FAILURE. 
TRANSIENT CONDITION TRIGGERING 
SELF-TEST FAIL DISCRETE . 
Change Date ______ _ 
(D AGS operations are not recommended . 
(D AGS self-test status: 
-412 + xoooo 
X = 0 -Test not completed 
X = 1 • Test successful 
X = 3 -Logic test failure 
X = 4 -Memory test failure 
X = 7 - Logic & memory test failure 
A:;A ,01,t ,.,,,, 'I 
FAlf.Nl.r 
G) Close MSFN monitoring of ASA 
heater status is required. 
8-300LM3-587 
REMARKS 
Page 5. 2-31 
■ 
SYMPTOM 
DEDA response is 
abnormal 
svr.,PTDM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
C R 
NO 
ENTR 
HOLD READOUT 
28 
31 
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PROCEDURE 
Input negative data' NO 
YES 16 
•Digit pb-push 
NO 
OPR ERR lt-on7 
NO 
DIGIT PB FAILED CLOSED 
OR+ /- PB FAILED 
CLOSED 
Was HOLD function being 
exercised when READOUT NO 
pb pushed' Registers blank7 
NO YES 
READOUT PB FAILED OPEN 
• CLR pb-push 
Registers blank? 
NO 
YES 
30 
ENTR PB FAILED CLOSED 
HOLD PB FAILED OPEN 
PROCEDURE 
ABORT GUIDANCE SECTION 
Change Date ______ _ 
12 
15 
17 
CLR PB FAILED OPEN OR 
OPR ERR LT FAILED ON 
+ PB FAILED OPEN 
- EL DISPLAY FAILED OFF 
- PB FAILED OPEN 
/ 
24 
HOLD PB FAILED CLOSED 
29 
DIGIT PB FAILED CLOSED 
REMARKS 
EDA failure may indicate one or 
more of the tollow1ng· 
a. DEDA pwr reg fa ilure 
b. CLR pb tailed closed 
c. ENTR pb tailed closed 
d. Nume11c Its pwr failure 
e. CLR pb tailed open 
t. AGS STATUS sw-STANDBY 
posi tion tai led closed 
(D READOUT & ENTR functions are 
lost. AGS flight display data are 
still available. These will become 
less and less reliable because AGS 
cannot be aligned, updated, or cal· 
ibrated. 
Q) ENTR function is restricted to all 
+ or all - data. If + pb fail , 
open, AGS can no longer be al igned, 
updated, or calibrated. AEA rOU· 
tines, via SXX entry, are lost. 
(D Operator error display is lost 
l"'ttJ;:i.7,,t 
Q. 
' \ 
Q)~ro o.~ -
h)c¾c;l.P&~ 
~) C-W-4U-ar. 
d 
a,L_ pe 
"~ µ'J ~ ~ ~ 
~ 
~-~ 
(DFail~~tes ~ of 
following: ? 
·a. Digit pb failed closed 
b. CLR pb failed open r 4'0LD pt!'tilile~ 
A-300LM4-586 
REMARKS 
Page _ 5_. _2-_3_2_ 
AGS Initialization com- ~~-....J 
µlcte code is not dis-
•Key OEOA: READ OUT 
D1ayed within 10 sec-
onds after uSKY display 
flashes. 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Dote 3 Februa r y 1969 
+ 00000 displayed? 
YES 
•Key OEOA: C414R 
+ 00000 displayed within 10 
seconds after OSKY changes or 
blanks? 
TRANSIENT MALFUNCTION, SUCH AS 
10 WORD NOT FOUND DURING FIRST 
EXECUTION OF R47. 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
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NO READOUT 
PROCEDURE 
AGS STATUS SW -STANO BY 
CONTACTS FAILED OPEN. 
STOP PULSE FROM PGNCS NOT 
RECEIVED OR PGNCS DOWNLINK 
REGISTER FAILURE . 
PROCEDURE 
ABORT GUID ANCE SECTION 
Change Dote _____ _ _ 
OEOA FAILURE OR DEOA - AEA 
INTERCONNECTION FAILURE . 
•Perform AGS update manually 
REMARKS 
G) One or more . of the following as-
pects of the symptom were notic-
ed: 
0 
AEA went to operate status immed-
iately, i.e. AEA was accessible via 
DEOA with AGS STATUS sw-STAND 
BY 
and/Qr 
Flight displays (e.g., FOAi) were 
driven hy AGS 
or 
AEA remained operating and acces-
sible via DEOA 
and/ or 
Flight displays continued to be 
driven by AGS. 
AGS will operate properly after nom-
inal 25-minute ASA warmup. If ASA 
powered-down configurat ion is re-
quired, AGS STATUS sw-OFF. 
G) System status: 
DEOA ENTR & READOUT capability 
is lost. AGS flight display informa-
tion (FOAi. lateral velocity, alt itude, 
and altitude rate) are stil l available. 
0 MSFN can verify abnormal PGNCS 
downlink. 
A·300LM4-585 
REMARKS 
■ 
SYMPTOM 
•~ey: READ OUT 
Updating resumed? 
•GUID CONT sw-PGNS 
LMA790-l- LM 4 
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PROCEDURE 
• Proceed normally; HOLD pb may 
have been pushed 
Select other DEDA readouts 
t!> i{lC6-fl'-tl'J --R-ea-dou-ts,._p:0_ssi-ble_' - .. 
READOUT PB FAILED OPEN . r -,rn1,o.t1.'l,l.J ~ 
,__,....... ______ ........ AGS/ 
GUID CONT sw? 
S/C: AGS sw1 
ATT HOLD 
PGNS/AUTO 
AUTO DISCRETE l,84 ) FAILED 
OFF. FOLLOWUP DISCRETE i{l3) FAILED 
ON. 
PROCEDURE 
ABORT GUIDANCE SECTION 
OUT-OF-DETENT SWITCH 
OR RELAY FAILED CLOSED. 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Dote ___ ___ _ 
REMARKS 
CD c.V displays IDEDA): 
Addre ss Parameter Quantiza tion 
500 c.Vgx 
501 c.Vgy 
502 c.Vgz 
370 c.VG 
• 1 fps 
1 fps ;1 fps 
• 1 fps 
G) AGS can stil l drive FOAi & can be 
aligned to IMU. 
CD SOD+ xoooo 
X = 1 - Guidance steering 
X = 2- Z-body axis steering 
G) Other logical switch setting combi-
nat ions are not relevant to this mal • 
function. 
CD 
0 
0 
AGS capabi ltiy to tu rn MPS on or 
off automatically is lost. AGS can 
stil l compute & display guidance 
acquisition steering attitude signals, 
& retains attitude hold capability 
when S/C: AGS ,w-AUTO 
AGS capability is same as in Re· 
mark 3. except attitude hold capa• 
bility is lost. 
AGS att itude error computation is 
limited to attitude hold. 
A-300LM4-582 
REMARKS 
Page _5_._2_-_3_4_ 
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In deadband, atti tude 
hold error signals are 
displayed when guid-
ance or Z-body axis 
steering submodes of 
operation are command-
ed 
· ude error signals 
are non zero when GUID 
1 
AUTOMATIC DISCRETE (84) FAILED 
Off 
CONT sw-PGNS, S/C: ... +-_..,._;~ Select AEA attitude hold 
AGS sw -ATT HOLD, SOO 
= I or 2 (Guidance 
steering or l-body axis 
steering) 
•Key DEDA C400 + OOOOOE 
Symptom remains7 
'-----,""N"'"0 ___ 
0
_. YES 
, , ,,de error signals 
"'E non m o when S/C: 
AGS sw- '/\TT HOLD, ACA 
- ,1ut of detent , SOD ~ 
1 ;,r 2 (Guidance steer-
;rg er Z-body axis steer-
inr) 
NCS and AGS total 
attitude displays dis-
agree in one or. more 
axes immediately fol -
lowing PGNCS/ AGS a-
lignment 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
AUTOMATIC DISCRETE (.8 4) FAILED 
ON 
Move ACA out of detent in another 
axis and/ or other ACA, move out 
of detent 
Symptom remains in one axis of 
one ACA7 
• GUID CONT :w - PGN S 
Symptom remains7 
• Key DEDA: C400 + OOOOOE 
Symptom remains7 
YES 
PROCEDURE REMARKS 
GUIDANCE CONTROL PATH OF FOL-. 
LOWUP DISCRETE ] ,S3) FAILED OFF:. 
• Recycle S/C: AGS sw to attempt 
to close contacts 
ONE AXIS, OUT-OF-OETENT PATH OF 
FOLLOWUP FAILED OFF. 
'OUT-OF-OETENT PATH OF FOLLOW-
UP DISCRET~ i,S3) FAILE~ Off 
COU ZERO FROM LGC FAILED 
PROCEDURE 
ABORT GUIDANCE SECTION 
• Recycle GUID CONT swJo attempt 
to close contacts 
ONE OF SIX AEA EULER 
ANGLE INPUTS FAILED 
Change Date -~-----=---'--
CD ATTITUDE MON sw- AGS 
0 AGS attitude error computation is limited to attitude hold mode. 
CD ATTITUDE MON SW - AGS 
(D Rotation at 10° / sec may occur 
"when switching to AGS. 
0 
If attitude hold is desired. it must 
be selected via OEDA 
Capabili ty to change AEA attitude 
hold inertial reference with ACA is 
lost. 
AGS may be aligned, using AGS 
Body• axis ~ackup Alignment Tech-
nique (para 4.9.2.2). 
B-300LM4-~B I 
REMARKS 
Page 5. 2-35 . 
■ 
I 
I 
I 
I! 
l 
SYMPTOM 
MASTER ALARM with 
AGS warn It temporar ily 
on or without any cau-
tion or warning lighl on 
(excluding cases when 
it is known that some 
other system triggered 
MASTER ALARM (only) 
as part of speci fic se-
quence). 
IYIIPTIIII 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
Was parameter in AEA location 
470 reset to -07332 or para-
meter§ m ID locations !iii or~ 
thru Soi. reset to 00000~ 
\ 
LMA790-J- LM • 
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l'IICEIUIIE 
...... 
ABORT GUIDANCE SECTION 
C,-..o.ta ____ _ 
1£11AIIS 
Q) At restart, various parameters (de-
pending upon operation performed 
at time of restart) must be verif ied 
or modified before AEA automatic 
functions can be considered re-
liable. 
300lM-1-<108 
IEIIMII 
Page 5.2-36 
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5.2.5 CONTROL ELECTRONICS SECTION 
Table 5-9. CES Procedure Entry Sheet 
Sym Page 
Symptom No. No. 
Abnormal vehicle dynamics 1 5.2-44 
PRE AMPS caut lt 2 5.2-46 
CES AC warn lt 3 5.2-46 
CES AC warn lt & PRE AMPS caut lt 4 5.2-46 
C ES DC warn lt 5 5.2-47 
MPS thrusts as soon as eng is a rm ed via ENG THR CONT: ENG ARM sw 6 5.2-48 
MPS does not thrust when EVNT TMR ind - 00:00 7 5.2-49 -DPS does not respond to thrust increase or decrea se command 8 5.2-50 
ENG THRUST & CMD THRUST ind do not agree during DPS burn 9 5.2-51 
No auto MPS shutdown 10 5. 2-52 
Unsuccessful manual APS shutdown 11 5.2-52 
Rate Gyro Check fails 12 5.2-53 
LM drifts 13 5.2-54 
Single RCS jet failed on 14 5.2-55 
CDR (LMP) ACA jammed out of de tent. Proportional signals always present 15 5.2-55 
Abnormal response to CDR (LMP) ACA commands 16 5.2-56 
Abnormal proportional mode response 16a 5.2-56 
Abnormal response to CDR (LMP) ACA pulse mode commands 17 5.2-57 
Abnormal response to CDR (LMP) ACA direct mode commands 18 5.2-58 
Absence of normal translation via CDR (LMP) TTCA 19 5.2-59 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date ______ _ Page _______ _ 
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Table 5-10. CES Failure/ Symptom Cross-Reference Index 
Sym Page 
Failure Symptom No. No. 
I ACA jammed Abnormal vehicle dynamics 1 5. 2-44 
ACA out-of-detent sw (internal) LM drifts 13 5.2-54 
failed closed 
AEA did not issue eng-off command No auto MPS shutdown 10 5.2-52 
or remove eng-on command, or 
AELD failure 
AELD failure No auto MPS shutdown 10 5.2-52 
Affected axis rate gyro failed Rate Gyro Check fails 12 5.2- 53 
Affected axis S/ C: ROLL, PITCH, or Abnormal response to CDR (LMP) ACA 17 5.2- 57 
YAW sw deck No. 1 failed in DIR, if pulse mode commands 
neg rotation is lost; deck No. 4, if 
pos rotation is lost 
Affected axis S/ C: ROLL, PITCH, or Abnormal response to CDR (LMP) ACA 17 5.2-57 
YAW sw deck No. 1 failed in MODE pulse mode commands 
CONT pos ition, if neg rotation is lost; 
deck No. 4 , if pos rotation is los t 
Affected axis S/ C: ROLL, PITCH, or Abnormal response to CDR (LMP) ACA 18 5. 2-58 
YAW sw deck No. 2 failed in PULSE direct mode command·s 
position 
Affected axis S/ C: ROLL, PITCH, or Abnormal response to CDR (LMP) ACA 17 5.2-57 
YAW sw deck No. 2 failed open or in pulse mode commands 
MODE CONT position 
I 
Affected axis S/ C: ROLL, PITCH, or Abnormal response to CDR (LMP) ACA 17 5.2-57 
YAW sw deck No. 2 failed in DIR pulse mode commands 
position 
Affected axis S/ C: ROLL, PITCH, or Abnormal r es ponse to CDR (LMP) ACA 18 5. 2- 58 
YAW sw deck No. 2 failed open or in direct mode commands 
MODE CONT position, or ACA 2. 5° SW 
(internal) failed open 
Affected axis S/ C: ROLL , PITCH, or Abnormal respons e to CDR (LMP) ACA 17 5. 2-57 
YAW sw deck No. 3 failed open or in puls e m ode commands 
MODE CONT position 
Affected axis S/ C: ROLL, PITCH, or Abnorm al res ponse to CDR (LM P ) ACA 18 5.2-58 
YAW sw deck No. 3 failed open, or in direct m ode com mands 
MODE CONT or PULSE position 
Affected TTCA enable sw deck No. 1 Absence of normal translation via CDR 19 5. 2-59 
failed open or 28-volt line to TTCA (LMP) TTCA 
failed 
AGS did not issue eng-on command or MPS does not thrust •vhen EVNT TMR 7 5.2-59 
did not remove eng-off command, or ind - 00:00 
relay KS of S & C control assy No. 2 
failed open 
I A TCA failure Abnor mal vehicl e dynamic s 1 5 .2-44 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date Page ___ 5_._2-_3_8 ___ _ 
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Table 5-10. CES Failure/Symptom Cross-Reference Index (cont) 
Sym Page 
Failure Symptom No. No. 
Auto throttle circuit failure DPS does not respond to thrust 8 5.2-50 . 
increase or decrease command 
/J 
1 
internal to AGS failed on or relay MPS thrusts as soon as eng is armed via 6 5.2-48 
driver in AELD failed on ENG THR CONT: ENG ARM sw 
/12 internal to AGS failed on or relay MPS thrusts as soon as eng is armed via 6 5.2-48 
driver in AELD failed on ENG THR CONT: ENG ARM sw 
/3 3 followup discrete to AGS failed on No auto MPS shutdown 10 5.2-52 
CDR ACA hardover (single contact) sw Single RCS jet failed on 14 5.2-55 
failed closed 
CDR (LMP) ACA 800-cps fuse blown or Abnormal response to CDR (LMP) 16 ~.2- 56 • CDR (LMP) ACA PROP sw failed open ACA commands Abnormal proportional mode response 16a 5.2-56 
CDR (LMP) ACA jammed out of detent. CDR (LMP) ACA jammed out of detent. 15 5.2-55 
Proportional signals always present. Proportional signals always present. 
CDR (LMP) ACA out-of-detent sw Abnormal response to CDR (LMP) 16 5.2-56 
(internal) failed open in affected axis ACA commands 
Abnormal proportional mode response 16a 5.2-56 
CDR (LMP) ACA single axis moveable Abnormal response to CDR (LMP) 16 5.2-56 
xducer coil (internal) hung up in other ACA commands 
than detent position 
Abnormal proportional mode response 16a 5.2-56 
CDR (LMP) ACA 2. 5° sw (internal) Abnormal response to CDR (LMP) 17 5,2-57 
failed closed ACA pulse mode commands 
Abnormal response to CDR (LMP) 18 5.2-58 
ACA direct mode commands ., 
CDR (LMP) ACA 2. 5° sw (internal) Abnormal response to CDR (LMP) 17 5.2-57 
failed open ACA pulse mode commands 
CDR (LMP) ACA xducer sw (internal) Abnormal response to CDR (LMP) 16 5.2-56 
or xducer coil (internal) failed open ACA commands 
Abnormal proportional mode response 16a 5.2-56 
CDR (LMP) eng STOP sw failure Unsuccessful manual APS shutdown 11 5.2-52 
CDR (LMP) TTCA failure or ENG THR DPS does not respond to thrust increase 8 5.2-50 
CONT: MAIN THROT sw deck No. 1 or or decrease command 
2 failed to LMP (CDR) , or (LMP) TTCA 
fuse blown 
CDR or LMP ACA hardover sw (single Abnormal vehicle dynamics 1 5.2-44 
contact) failed closed 
CbR or LMP ACA pulse/direct sw Abnormal vehicle dynamics 1 5.2-44 
(internal) failed closed 
CES d-c power supply failure C ES DC warn lt 5 5.2-47 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date _____ _ Page __ 5_._2_-_3_9 ___ _ 
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Table 5-10. CES Failure/Symptom Cross-Reference Index (cont) 
Failure 
CMD THRUST ind failure or ENG 
THR CONT: THR CONT sw deck No. 3 
failed to auto 
CMD THRUST ind failure or ENG 
THR CONT: THR CONT sw deck No. 3 
failed to manual 
CWEA failure 
DPS eng pressure transducer failure 
DPS experienced excessive throat 
erosion 
ENG ARM sw failure 
ENG START sw failure 
ENG THR CONT: MAIN THROT sw 
deck No. 2 failed open or manual 
throttle circuit failure 
ENG THRUST ind failure 
I Jet on-off command line is shorted 
LGC did not issue eng-off command or 
remove eng-on command 
LGC did not issue eng-on command or 
did not remove eng-off command 
LGC did not issue translation command 
LMP ACA hardover (single contact) sw 
failed closed 
No enable voltage to primary preamps. 
S/ C: PGNS sw deck No. 2 failed open 
Out-of-detent relay K7 failed closed 
Out-of-detent relay KB failed closed 
Pre amp power supply failure 
I Rate gyro failed on or solenoid driver failed on 
Rate needle failure 
RATE SCALE sw failed open 
RCS oxid valve & fuel valve failed 
open (double failure) or solenoid 
driver shorted to ground 
Basic Date 
3 February 1969 
Symptom 
ENG THRUST & CMD THRUST ind 
do not agree. during DPS burn 
ENG THRUST & CMD THRUST ind 
do not agree during DPS burn 
C ES AC warn lt 
C ES DC warn lt 
ENG THRUST & CMD THRUST ind 
do not agree during DPS burn 
ENG THRUST & CMD THRUST ind 
do not agree during DPS burn 
MPS does not thrust when EVNT 
TMR ind - 00:00 
MPS does not thrust when EVNT 
TMR ind - 00:00 
DPS does not respond to thrust 
increase or decrease command 
ENG THRUST & CMD THRUST ind 
do not agree during DPS burn 
Abnormal vehicle dynamics 
No auto MPS shutdown 
MPS does not thrust when EVNT TMR 
ind - 00:00 
Absence of normal translation via 
CDR(LMP)TTCA 
Single RCS jet failed on 
Absence of normal translation via CDR 
(LMP) TTCA 
LM drifts 
LM drifts 
PRE AMPS caut lt 
Abnormal vehicle dynamics 
Rate Gyro Check fails 
Rate Gyro Check fails 
Single RCS jet failed on 
Change Date _____ _ 
Sym 
No. 
9 
9 
3 
5 
9 
9 
7 
7 
8 
9 
1 
10 
7 
19 
14 
19 
13 
13 
2 
1 
12 
12 
14 
Page 
No. 
5.2-51 
5.2-51 
5.2-46 
5.2-47 
5.2-51 
5.2-51 
5.2-49 
5.2-49 
5.2-50 
5.2- 51 
5.2-44 
5.2-52 
5.2-49 
5.2-59 
5.2-55 
5.2-59 
5.2- 54 
5.2-54 
5.2-46 
5.2-44 
5.2-53 
5.2-53 
5.2-55 
Page __ 5_._2_-_4_0 ___ _ 
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Table 5-10. CES Failure/Symptom Cross-Reference Index (cont) 
Sym Page 
Failure Symptom No. No. 
Relay driver in AELD failed closed MPS thrusts as soon as eng is armed 6 5.2-48 
via ENG THR CONT: ENG ARM SW 
Relay K2, K3, or K4 in S & C control Abnormal response to CDR (LMP) 16 5.2-56 
assy No. 2 failed open ACA commands 
Abnormal proportional mode response 16a 5.2-56 
Relay K2, K3, or K4 in S & C control Abnormal response to CDR (LMP) 16 5.2-56 
assy No. 2 failed open or ATT CONT ACA commands 
sw deck 3 failed to pulse or direct 
Abnormal proportional mode response 16a 5.2-56 
R elay K5 in S & C control assy No. 2 Abnormal response to CDR (LMP) 16 5.2-56 
or PGNCS relay K8 failed open ACA commands 
Abnormal proportional mode response 16a 5.2-56 ■ 
Relay K14 in S & C control assy No. 2 Unsuccessful manual APS shutdown 11 5.2-52 
failed closed 
Relay K14, K16 or K19 II in S & C MPS thrusts as soon as eng is armed 6 5.2-48 
control assy No. 2 failed closed via ENG THR CONT: ENG ARM sw 
Relay K14 or Kl 9 II in S & C control MPS thrusts as soon as eng is armed 6 5.2-48 
assy No. 2 failed closed via ENG THR CONT: ENG ARM SW 
Relay Kl 9 II in S & C control assy MPS thrusts as soon as eng is armed 6 5.2-48 
failed closed via ENG THR CONT: ENG ARM sw 
Relay K19 IT or K16A in S & C control MPS thrusts as soon as eng is armed 6 5.2-48 
assy No. 2 failed closed via ENG THR CONT: ENG ARM SW 
Relay Kl9 (yaw), K20 (pitch) or K21 LM drifts 13 5.2-54 
(roll) in A TCA filed open 
s/c: AGS sw deck No. 2 failed open. LM drifts 13 5.2-54 
No enabl e voltage to abort pre amps 
s/c: AGS sw deck No. 3 failed open . LM drifts 13 5.2-54 
No enabl e voltage t o primary pre amps 
s/c: AGS sw deck No. 3 failed open. Absence of normal translation via CDR 19 5.2-59 
No enable voltage to abort pre amps (LMP) TTCA 
s/c: GYRO TEST ROLL sw failed Rate Gyro Check fa ils 12 5,2-53 
into unaffected axis, or double gyro 
failure 
s/c: GYRO REST POS RT sw failed Rate Gyro Check fails 12 5,2-53 
into unaffected rate (pos or neg) 
s/c: GYRO TEST ROLL sw failed Rate Gyro Check fails 12 5,2-53 
open in affected axis 
s/c: GYRO TEST ROLL sw or Rate Gyro Check fails 12 5.2-53 
GYRO TEST POS RT sw failed open 
or less of test voltage 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date _____ _ Page __ 5_._2-_4_1....,... __ _ 
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Table 5-10. CES Failure/Symptom Cross-Reference Index (cont) 
Sym Page 
Failure Symptom No. No. 
S/C: PGNS sw deck 2 or S/C: AGS Abnormal response to CDR (LMP) 16 5.2-56 
sw deck 3 failed open ACA commands 
Abnormal proportional mode response 16a 5. 2-56 
S/C: PGNS sw deck No. 5 failed open. LM drifts 13 5.2-54 
No attitude hold inbit supplied to LGC 
Single axis in single direction failure Absence of normal translation via 19 5.2-59 
of CDR (LMP) TTCA CDR(LMP)TTCA 
Solenoid driver failed off Abnormal response to CDR (LMP) 16 5.2-56 
ACA commands 
Abnormal proportional mode response 16a 5.2-56 
Abnormal response to CDR (LMP) 17 5.2-57 
ACA pulse mode commands 
I 
Solenoid driver failure Absence of normal translation via CDR 19 5.2-59 
(LMP) TTCA 
TCA valve failed open Abnormal vehicle dynamics 1 5.2-44 
Throttle valve actuator failure or DPS does not respond to thrust increase 8 5.2-50 
DPS failure or decrease command 
Transient out-of-limit condition CES AC warn lt 3 5.2-46 
triggered 1t· 
CES DC warn lt 5 5.2-47 
TTCA enable sw No. 2 failed open Absence of normal translation via CDR 19 5.2-59 
(LMP) TTCA 
TTCA/ TRANSL AGS translation sw Abnormal vehicle dynamics 1 5.2-44 
(internal) failed closed 
TTCA/ TRANSL PGNS translation sw Abnormal vehicle dynamics 1 5.2-44 
(internal) failed closed 
I Voltage out of limits 
CES AC warn lt 3 5.2-46 
CES DC warn lt 5 5.2- 47 
26 V, 800-cps, three-phase failure CES AC warn lt 3 5.2-46 
28 V, 800-cps, single-phase failure CES AC warn lt and PRE AMPS caut lt 4 5.2-46 
CES AC warn lt 3 5. 2-46 
+ X .TRANSL pb (single deck) fail ed Single RCS jet failed on 14 5.2-55 
closed 
+X TRANSL sw failed on Abnormal vehicle dynamics 1 5.2-44 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date Page ___ 5_._2_-_4_2 __ _ 
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SYMPTOM 
Abnormal vehicle 
dynamics 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
Safe sys 
• SIC: PGNS sw - OFF 
•S/C:AGS sw - OFF 
•ACA/4 JET sw (CDR & LMP) -
DISABLE 
• S/C: ROLL, PITCH, & YAW sw 
PULSE 
•CB S/C: ATT DIR CONT - open 
•RCS SYS A(B) ASC FEED I & 2 sw -
CLOSE (if tb gray) 
•RCS SYS A(B) QUAD 1, 2, 3, & 
4 sw -CLOSE (if OPEN) 
•SI C: ROLL. PITCH, & YAW sw-
PULSE 
•RCS: CRSFD sw-CLOSE 
•RATE/ERR MON sw-LDG RDR/ 
CMPTR 
•HCA/TRANSL sw (CDR & LMP)-
DISABLE 
•GUID CONT sw-AGS 
•ACA PROP sw (CDR & LMP) DIS-
ABLE 
NO 
•RCS: SYS A (Bl QUAD I, 2, 3, & 
4 sw-OPEN (individually) 
Failure recurs? 
•CB S/C: ATT DIR CONT -close 
Failure recurs? 
•SIC ROLL, PITCH, & YAW sw-
OIR (individually) 
Failure recurs1 
NO 
18 
(Sheet 2) 
A790-J-LM 4 
ERA TIONS HANDBOOK 
•RCS: SYS A (Bl ASC FEED I & 2 
sw · CLOSE 
•Eng STOP pb/ lt -push 
•ENG THR CONTc ENG ARM sw · 
OFF 
•ABORT (ABORT STAGE) pb reset 
•Key DSKY: V34E 
•RCS: SYS A (Bl QUAD 1, 2, 3, & 4 
sw-CLOSE 
•RCS: SYS A (B) MAIN SOY sw-
OPEN 
TCA VALVE FAILED OPEN 
+ X TRANSL SW FAILED ON 
COR OR LMP ACA PULSE/DIRECT 
SW (INTERNAL) FAILED CLOSED 
PROCEDURE 
WARNING 
._ ___ _, When GUIO CONT sw -AGS, do not 
set failed axis S/C: ROLL, PITCH, 
or YAW sw to MOOE CONT 
•Affected quad RCS: SYS A(B) QUAD 
I, 2, 3, or 4 sw · CLOSE 
Determine affected thruster 
•RCS SYS A: QUAD 2 & 4 TCA sw · 
CLOSE 
•RCS SYS 8: QUAD I & 3 TCA sw · 
CLOSE 
•Open quad valves closed in step 
14, individually, until failed jet 
fires 
•Firing jet RCS: SYS A (Bl QUAD 
I. 2, 3, or 4 sw · CLOSE 
CONTROL ELECTRONICS SECTION 
Change Date ______ _ 
REMARKS 
'1 
0 Steps listed are suggested as order 
of priority. If situation ,s time - cr it-
ical , sys may be sated as follows: 
• SI C: AGS sw - OFF 
•SIC: PGNS sw - OFF 
•CB S/C: ATT DIR CONT -open 
•RCS: SYS A & B MAIN SOV sw -
CLOSE 
•Perform step 5 
•RCS: SYS A & B MAIN SOV sw · OPEN 
0 RCS TCA warn It will go on & 
numerous RCS: SYS A 18) QUAD 
tb's will show red until reset by 
closing RCS: SYS A (B) QUAD sw. 
\. 
(D Alternate failure isolation proce-
dure is to open CB S/C: ATT DIR 
CONT. This re sults in loss of + X 
TRANSL pb & hardover & direct 
modes for all jets 
(D Pulse & direct modes in affected 
axis are lost. 
B-300LM4-589-1 
REMARKS 
Page _s_._2-_4_4_ 
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SYMPTOM 
(Sheet 2 of 21 
(cont) 
Abnormal vehicle 
dynamics. (cont) 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 F ebruary 1969 
18 
•ACA/ 4 JET sw (CDR & LMPI · 
ENABLE (individually) 
Failure recurs? 
NO 
21 
• SIC: AGS sw ATT HOLD 
Failure recurs' 
•ACA PROP sw CDR (LMP) · ENABLE 
(individual ly) 
Fai lure recurs? 
NO 
27 
• HCA/TRANSL sw (CDR & LMP) · 
ENABLE (individual ly) 
Fai lure recurs? 
NO 
30 
• SI C: PGNS sw · AH HOLD 
• HCA/TRANSL sw (CDR & LMPI · 
DISABLE 
•GUID CONT sw · PGNS 
Failure recurs? 
NO 
LMA790-3- LM 4 
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PROCEDURE 
CDR OR LMP ACA HARDOVER SW 
(SINGLE CONTACT) FAILED CLOSED 
ACA JAMMED 
•Affec ted H CA/TRANSL sw (CDR 
or LMP · DISABLE 
LlijE IS 
•Affected H CA/TRANSL sw (CDR 
or LMP) · DI SABLE 
H CA/TRANSL PGNS TRANSLATION 
SW (INTERNAL) FAILED CLOSED 
PROCEDURE 
CONTROL ELECTRONICS SECTION 
•Affected ACA/ 4 JET sw (CDR or 
LMP) · DISABLE 
HCA/TRANSL AGS TRANSLATION 
SW (INTERNAL) FAILrn CLOSED 
Disable affected iet . 
•RCS: SYS A (B) QUAD l , 2, 3, & 4 
sw · CLOSE 
• Open above switches individually 
until jet fires. 
•Affected jet RCS: SYS A (Bl 
QUAD l. 2, 3. or 4 sw · CLOSE 
• All other RCS: SYS A IBI QUAD 
l , 2, 3, & 4 sw · OPEN 
Change Date _ _____ _ 
0 
REMARKS 
AGS automatic and attitude hold 
modes are los t. 
· ~ode is lost. 
A-300LM4-S89-2 
REMARKS 
Page 5. 2-45 
■ 
YELLOW 
Light on 11 e1thc1 -4 7- vdc 
1cg11lated powc1 supply that 
p1ovides bias voltage to RCS 
1et p1eampl11ie1s goes out of 
l1m1t l1m1t IS - 4 2 to - 5.2 
vdc 
RED 
Lignt on if 28 vac, single 
phase, or 26 vac, three 
phase goes out of limits 
Limits are as follows: 
28 vac, single phase 26 
to 30 volts 
26 vac. th ree phase 23 
to 29 volts 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I ) 
4 
CES AC 
RED 
PRE AMPS 
YELLOW 
Light on if 28 vac, single 
phase goes out of limit. 
Limit is 26 to 30 vac 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 F ebruary 1969 
I WA RNING' 
If AGS 1s 1n cont1ol . a lrue 
CES a-c fa il ure causes loss 
of damping. 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
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PROCEDURE 
• SIC: PGNS sw - All HOLD 
• GUID CONT . sw - PGNS 
• S/C: GYRO TEST POS RT 
sw-POS RT 
CES AC wai n lt- on 1 
I 
PROCEDURE 
CONT ROL ELECTl1ONICS SECTION 
Change Date _____ _ _ 
CWEA FAILURE 
0 
CD 
0 
CD 
0 
0 
0 
CD 
REMARKS 
This caut It is inhibited after 
staging 
It is impossible to determine 
whether one or both bias voltages 
are ou l of limit or whe ther CWEA 
fa iled. If both bias voltages are 
out of limit. noise in ATCA may 
cause intermittent, spo1adic, single 
RCS jet firings. RCS Jet firing via 
ATCA wil l not be degradedother-
wise . 
Prope1 response to propo1 11ondl 
commands 1s smc ' Ii 1otat,on 
with damping 
AGS can no longer maintain attitude 
or cont re' · · ~1cle rotation . Manual 
throttle contiol of DPS is al so !ost 
in AGS. 
Gyro testing in AGS causes RCS 
Jets to fife as long as S/C: GYRO 
TEST POS RT sw 1s not set to OFF. 
Onboarp capabili ty c, I mon1t o11ng 
CES ac 1s· lost 
AGS can no longer maintain attitude 
or cont ro l vehicle rotation. Manual 
throttle control of DPS is also lost 
in AGS. 
This caut It 1s 1nh1b1ted after 
staging 
A- 300LM4-5 l 7 
REMARKS 
Page _5_. 2_-_4_6_ 
SYMPTOM 
RED 
Light on 1f any of following 
~TCA power supplies goes 
I of lIm1I: 
. +1 5vdc 
b. - 15 vdc 
c. + 6vdc 
d. - 6 vdc 
e + 4.3 vdc 
tm1 s are: 
a. + I4to + IGvdc 
b. - 14 to - 16vdc 
c. + 5.4 to + 6.6 vdc 
d. -5.4 to - 6.6 vdc 
e. + 3 8 to +4 8 vdc 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I , 
1¥ 
~~ 
m 
SYMPTOM 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
CE$ d -c failu re may cause DPS to 
go to IOO~o thrust level 1f 1gnrlelf 
IPGNS or AGSJ and /or erratic RCS 
lh1usl control (AGS) 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
Above symptoms accomoany light' LY!!E~S----------------------, 
• Eng STOP p'.l / 11-push 
• ENG THR CONT: ENG ARM sw-
OFF 
• ABORT pb- 1ese l IAGS DPS) 
• ABORT STAGE pb- reset IAGS 
APSI 
Complete maneuver 
• GUID CONT sw - PGNS 
• SIC: AGS sw - ATT HOLD 
• GUID CONT sw -AGS 
• Monitor deadband limits 
• ACA- command single-axis 
rotation 
• FOAi - monitor for smooth rotation 
when proportional mode Is 
commanded 
All above check out' 
YES 
• SIC: PGNS sw-ATT HOLD 
• GUID CONT sw - PGNS 
• SIC. GYRO TEST POS RT sw-POS 
i--;R.:.,:T ________ l-'Y-"-ES'--...,-1 
CES DC warn II - on? 
• CB INST: CWEA open 
• CB INST: CWEA close 
CES DC warn II· on' 
YES 
VOLTAGE OUT OF LIMITS 
PROCEDURE 
ND 
CONTROL ELECTRONICS SECTION 
Change Date ______ _ 
TRANSIENT OUT-OF-LIMIT 
CONDITION TRIGGERED LT 
CD 
0 
0 
REMARKS 
Depending on which power supply 
failed or Is degraded, one or more 
of following symptoms may appear: 
a. Jets come on al fu ll thrust 
rathe r than % duty cycle when 
maneuver is commanded. 
Deadband is inoperative. 
c. Jet select logic is not ope ra• 
tional. 
d Pulse ratio modulators are not 
operational. 
e. DPS goes to 100% th rust . 
If DPS goes to 100% thrust. throl · 
!ling capability of DPS is lost in 
either AGS or PGNCS. 
Power supplies have an interlocking 
feature: if one supply output is 
shorted, other d-c supplies also 
fail If short eliminates itself. all 
sup.plies return to normal operation . 
If one supply Is degraded. other 
suppl ies are not degraded 
G) AGS contr ol r, lost 
(D Gyro test ing In AGS ca11se1 RCS 
Ie ts to l11 e as tong a1 S C GYRO 
TEST POS RT sw Is not ;el lo 011 
©. Onboard capabilit y of monrlorrnr CES de IS lost 
A. JQ0LM4-518 
REMARKS 
Page _s_. _2-_4_7_ 
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SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
Reject cng - on enable request 
FL V99 NXX 
•Key DSKY V34E 
• Eng STOP pb/lt - push 
Eng shut down' 
12 
Disarm eng 
• ENG THR CONT: ENG ARM 
sw-OFF 
• ABORT pb-reset (DPS) 
• ABORT STAGE pb-reset 
(APS) 
DPS APS 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
Accept eng-on enable request 
FL V99 NXX 
•Key DSKY · PRO 
MPS se~t ion7 GUID CONT sw 7 
DPS PGNS 
PGNS 
AGS 
GUID CONT sw7 
AGS 
.._ ___ _.M RELAY Kl4. KI 6 OR Kl9 II 
RELAY Kl9 JI OR KloA IN 
S & C CONTROL ASSY NO. 2 
FAILED CLOSED 
PROCEDURE 
CONTROL ELECTRONICS SECTION 
Change Date ______ _ 
IN S & C CONTROL ASSY 
NO. 2 FAILED CLOSED 
0 
0 
0 
REMARKS 
The possibility of this failure (un-
detectable via displays) implies a 
requirement not to arm MPS until 
ullage criterion is reached. 
Shutdown criteria: 
DEDA .1 Vgx XXXXX fps 
DSKY TG XXBXX min-sec 
VG XXXX.X fps 
.1 VM XXXX .X fps 
Step 5 & I 2 are to be accom· 
plished almost simultaneously. 
Crew can detect which action re• 
suits in MPS shutdown 
ENG THR CONT· ENG ARM sw 
must be used as on - off cont rol 
for MPS 
8- JOOLM•-5 19 
REMARKS 
Page 
5. 2-48 
SYMPTOM 
10 
I 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
Wl1 ,1 t start mode was attempled 7 
AUTOMATIC 
START 
Att empl manual start 
•Eng START pb/ 11-push 
• Key DSKY-PRO 
Apply redundant arming 
signal 
• ABORT pb-push (DPS) 
• ABORT STAGE pb-push IAPS) 
ENG ARM SW FAILURE 
LMA790-3- LM 4 
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PROCEDURE 
Attempt automatic start 
• Key DSKY-PRO 
Eng start ' 
• HCA-vary as required 
ENG START SW FAILURE 
GUID CONT sw 7 
AGS 
AGS O/D NOT ISSUE ENG-ON COM-
'----------- MANO OR DID NOT REMOVE ENG-
OFF COMMAND. OR RELAY KB 
PROCEDURE 
CONTROL ELECTRONICS SECTION 
OF S & C CONTROL ASSY NO 2 
FAILED OPEN 
Change Date ______ _ 
CD 
CD 
0 
0 
REMARKS 
Successful eng ignition is only way 
of isolating this failure. There are 
no other onboard capabilities for 
detecting this failure . 
This procedure assumes PGNCS 1s 
in control with appropriate pro-
gram running, but manual start & 
throttle control are desired. 
It is unrealistic to postulate an 
AGS automatic burn with manual 
start . 
Automatic shutdown is expected. 
Regain manual throttle control with-
in 26 seconds of eng ignit ion. 
Manual shutdown, using eng STOP 
pb/ lt. is required . 
Assumption, GUIO CONT sw -PGNS 
When AGS is in control , redundant 
arming signal is present. 
300LM4-520 
REMARKS 
Page _s_. _2-_4_9_ 
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SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 F e bruary 1969 
ENG THR CONT: THR CONT sw7 
MAN 
• ENG THR CONT: MAN THROT 
sw-SE (CORI 
• LMP (CDR) THROTTLE/ JETS 
cont - THROTTLE 
• H CA-increase 
DPS responds' 
LMA790-3-LM ,4 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
YES 
PROCEDURE 
Selecl manual control 
• ENG THR CONT: THR CONT sw-MAN 
• TTCA -adjust as required 
Eng responds' 
NO 
'--------l~r-' THROTTLE VALVE ~.CTUATOR 
FAILURE OR DPS FAILURE 
YES CDR (LMP) TTCA FAILljjE OR ENG 
1----------------■ THR C1JNT: MAN THROT SW DECK 
._ _____ NO ___ __. ~~ (LlM~~ MAA~LJfE T~LO~~ (CORI. 
Swilch to automatic throttle 
-• GUID CONT sw-PGNS 
• SIC: PGNS sw - AUTO 
• ENG THR CONT: THR CONT sw-
AUTO 
• AB ORT pb- re se t 
PROCEDURE 
CONTROL ELECTRONICS SECTION 
) 
- Change Date ______ _ 
CD 
REMARKS 
In automatic control, symtom 
means eng did not follow time 
line 
Q) Auto shutdown 1s still enabled . 
0 Abil ity to throt tle DPS is lost. 
(D Assumption P40 1s 111 progre ss 
Option exists al this time to shut 
down DPS & set up for automatic 
DPS burn . Thrust profile may pre-
vent switching to automalic throt-
tle while DPS burn is in progress. 
due to nature of this failure . 
A-300LM4-522 
REMARKS 
Page _5_._2_-_50_ 
SYMPTOM 
ENG THRUST & CMD 
THRUST ind do not 
agree during OPS burn 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Dote 3 February 1969 
ENG THR CONT: THR CONT sw7 
AUTO 
CMD THRUST ind follows 
time line? 
YES 
Check eni thrust with MSFN • 
MSFN conf irms thrust nominali 
NO 
MSFN conf irms abno1mal1 ly 
due to excess ive ablat ion' 
YES 
LMA790-3- LM 4 
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NO 
YES 
PROCEDURE 
Indicated thrust follows TTCA7 
DPS ENG PRESSURE 
TRANSDUCER FAILURE 
PROCEDURE 
CONTROL EL EC TRONICS SEC TION 
CMO THRUST IND FAILURE OR 
ENG THR CONT: THR CONT SW 
DECK NO. 3 FAILED TO 
MANUAL 
• Continue m1 ss1on using ENG 
THRUST ind to de11ve DPS 
eng performance data 
ENG THRUST IND FAILURE 
• Conti nue m1ss1on using CMD 
THRUST ind to de11 ve DPS 
eng perf ormance da ta 
12 
DPS EXPERIENCED EXCESSIVE 
THROAT EROSION 
Change Dote ___ _ __ _ 
CD 
0 
REMARKS 
.. NO" branch assumes ENG THRUST 
ind is following time line. 
DPS throa t eros ion 1s expected to 
decre ase CMD thrust "" I~; below 
time line and EN G THRUST"" 5°0 
below time line. Thus a 4 °o dif-
ference cou ld be nominal. 
300LM4-523 
REMARKS 
Page _ s_. _2-_s_1_ 
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I , SYMPTOM I PROCEDURE REMARKS 
./ tJ I 
., 
I 
~ ~ w No auto MPS shutdown I Shut down MPS manually 
I 
I • Eng STOP pb/lt - push 
• ENG THR CONT: ENG ARM sw -OFF 
•ABORT pb - reset (OPS) 
•ABORT STA GE pb -reset (APS) 
2 
~ 
l2J 
GUIO CONT sw' Check eng on/off outhits from LGC 
AGS 
•Key OSKY -VOi NIOE, llE 
RI AXXXX A= 0, 
~ I, OR 3 
A displays' __. LGC 010 NOT ISSUE ENG - OFF COM-
MANO OR REMOVE ENG - ON COM-
A=2 MANO 
~ 
.!.I 
Check AEA operation AELO FAILURE 
• SIC: AGS sw -ATT HOLD 
• • ATTl[UOE MON sw (2) -AGS .2J • Moni tor FOAi error needles ~WARNONGtl 
FOAi error needie at zero? ~ AEA 010 NOT ISSUE ENG-OFF COM- ·1ure results in eng MAND OR REMOVE ENG-ON COM-
YES MAND, OR AELD FAILURE 
as soon as eng is armed 
0 G) AGS atti tude hold cannot be used. because AGS is outputting zero 
_!J attitude error signals AGS wil l 
not issue eng on or off commands - /3 3 FOLLOWUP DISCRETE 
TO AGS FAILED ON 
t 
9 
• SIC PGNS sw - ATT HOLD 
• GUIO CONT sw - PGNS 
I 
,~~  0 G) Unsuccessful_ manual OPS shutdown 
1
~ uccessful manual ~ ...!..I 
was not considered. because it 
involves double failure. 
APS shutdown Attempt shutdown. using other ~ 
eng STOP pb/ 11 
• LMP (CORI eng STOP pb/ 11 -pu ,h 
Q] 
APS shut down' YES - COR ILMP) ENG STOP 
SW FAILURE 
NO 
w Disarm eng CD 0 Use ENG THR CONT: ENG ARM sw as on- off control for 
~ subsequent APS burns. • ENG THR CONT: ENG ARM sw-OFF -
• ABORT STAGE pb - reset - RELAY Kl4 IN S & C CONTROL 
ASSY NO 2 FAILED CLOSED 
J 
I U\) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 300LM4-524 
SYMPTOM I PROCEDURE ·- REMARKS 
CONTROL ELECTRONICS SECTION 
Basic Date 3 F ebruary 1969 Change Date _______ _ Page _ 5_. 2_-_5_2 _ 
SYMPTOM 
Rate Gyro Check 
fa il s 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
14 
Rate needles on both 
FOAi 's agree 7 
YES 
NO (BOTH 
DIRECTIONS) 
All rate needles peg 
in both direclions7 
RATE SCALE SW FAILED OPEN 
NO 
YES 
NO 
LMA790- 3- LM 4 
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PROCEDURE 
S/C: GYRO TEST POS 
RT SW FAILED INTO 
UNAFFECTED RATE 
IPOS OR NEG) 
PROCEDURE 
All rate needles remain 
at 07 
NO 
• GUID CONT sw -AGS 
• SIC: AGS sw - ATT HOLD 
• SIC ROLL, PITCH, & YAW 
sw-MODE CONT 
• ACA - command rate in af-
fected axis 
• Monitor vehicle for smooth 
rate with damping 
Vehicle response normal 7 
YES 
CONTROL ELECTRONICS SECTION 
Change Date ______ _ 
10 
RATE NEEDLE FAILURE 
AFFECTED AXIS RATE 
GYRO FAILED 
S/C: GYRO TE ST ROLL 
SW FAILED OPEN IN 
AFFECTED AXIS 
CD 
CD 
0 
REMARKS 
Before entering procedure, test 
all three axes in both di rections 
& note discrepancies, re f para 
4.6.2. IO. 
Dynamic check (s tep 8) may be 
desired at thi s point. 
Assumption: RATE SCALE sw is set 
to 25 ° /SEC. but switch failed open 
when test was run . Failure results 
in selection of 5 ° /SEC scale. 
300LM4-525 
REMARKS 
Page _5_._2_-5_3_ 
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SYMPTOM 
LM drifts 
LM drift is characterized 
by absence of RCS firing 
in one or more axes, 
increasing error of FOAi 
total attitude and/or error 
needles in one or more 
axes. 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
/ LMA790-3-LM 4 
/ APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
Prepare for troubleshooting 
•GUID CONT sw-AGS 
•SIC: DEAD BAND sw-MIN 
•SIC: AGS sw -ATT HOLD 
•SIC: PGNS sw-ATT HOLD 
•SIC: ROLL, PITCH, & YAW sw-
MODE CONT 
•Select FOAi's on alternate sources 
•ACA · command single -axis 
proportional rate (all three axes 
+or-) 
Any axis responds (vehicle motion)? 
YES 
Error needles on both FOAi's 
establish new reference when ACA 
returned to detent? 
NO 
15 
AGS 
DRIVEN 
•GUID CONT sw-PGNS 
•ACA-rotate in slnlfe His only 
(+or-) 
Jets fire (vehicle motion)? 
NO 
PROCEDURE 
4 
S/C: AGS SW DECK NO. 2 FAILED 
OPEN. NO ENABLE VOLTAGE TO 
ABORT PRE AMPS 
ONE AXIS DID 
NOT RESPO~D 
ti 
S/C: PGNS SW DECK NO. S FAILED 
OPEN. NO ATTITUDE HOLD INBIT 
SUPPLIED TO LGC 
PIOCEDUH 
•GUID CONT sw - PGNS 
RELAY Kl9 (YAW), K20 (PITCH), OR 
K21 (ROLLJ IN ATCA FAILED OPEN 
Establish attitude hold via DEDA 
•Key DEDA C 400+00000E 
•SIC AGS sw -AUTO 
To establish new reference and 
maneuver: 
•SIC AGS sw - ATT HOLD 
•SIC: ROLL, PITCH, & YAW sw - as 
desired 
•ACA- maneuver 
When maneuver complete: 
•SIC: AGS sw -AUTO 
•SIC: ROLL, PITCH, & YAW sw -
MODE CONT 
•GUID CONT sw-AGS 
CONTROL ELECTRONICS SECTION 
Change Oat•------
REMARKS 
(D AGS proportional mode, pulse mode, 
attitude hold, guidance steering, & 
translation are lost. 
0 AGS proportional mode, attitude hold, & guidance steering in affect-
ed axis are lost. 
Q) If both FOAi 's establish new refer-
ence, PGNS attitude hold discrete 
is verified. PGNS proportional 
mode, attitude hold, guidance steer-
ing, & translation are lost. 
© Use PGNS for computational pur-
poses only. 
© Neither PGNS nor AGS can display 
attitude error. 
• If PGNS guidance is desired: 
•GUID CONT sw · PGNS 
•SIC: PGNS sw · OFF (momentarily) 
•SIC: PGNS sw · AUTO 
Lock out x-axis override: 
Key DSKY V25 N07E 
RI 1102E 
R2 400E 
R3 IE 
As rotation maneuvers are required: 
•SIC: PGNS sw -ATT HOLD 
•ACA · maneuver 
When maneuver is complete, 
·•SIC: PGNS sw · OFF (momentarily) 
~ 
SIC, PGNS sw is momentarily set 
to OFF to allow CDU's to be driven 
to existin& vehicle orientation. If 
sw is not set to OFF, vehicle will 
be driven to- attitude previously 
stored in CDU's. 
(D AGS cannot display attitude errors. 
A-300LM4-535 
IEIIARKS 
Page 5.2~54 
~ 
SYMPTOM 
Detected bt 
Increased RCS propellant 
consumption 
Continuous RCS jet firing 
Attitude error needles 
oscil laling at high rates 
within deadband 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 Februa r y 1969 
Attrmpl to slop 1e1 firing 
• CB SIC. ATT DIR CONT-open 
Jet fires' 
YES 
Isolate fa iled quad sys A 
Disable failed ACA 
LMA790- 3- LM 4 
A POLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
Isolate failure 
• SI C: PGNS {AGS) sw · ATT 
HOLD 
•ACA/4 JET sw {CDR) 
-D ISABLE 
• SIC: ROLL, PITCH, & YAW 
sw - MODE CONT 
• ACAl 4 JET sw ILMP) 
- DISABLE 
•ACA - null rates via propor-
tional mode 
• CB S/C: ATT DIR CONT 
-close 
Isolate fai led quad sys B 
• RCS: SYS B QUAD I. 2, 3.& 4 sw-
CLOSE until jet firing stops 
• RCS: SYS B QUAD sw - OPEN (not 
associ ated with failure) 
• CB SIC: ATT DIR CONT -close 
RCS OXID VALVE & FUEL VALVE 
FAILED OPEN (DOUBLE FAI LURE) 
OR SOLENOID DRIVER SHORTED 
TO GROU ND 
Jet fires' 
NO 
•ACA , 4 JET sw ICDR) - ENABLE 
+X TRANSL PB (SINGLE 
DECK) fAILED CLOSED 
Determi ne affected jel ls) 
• CB S/C ATT DIR CONJ - open 
• RCS: SYS A QUAD 2 & 4 
sw- CLOSE 
• RCS: SYS B QUAD I & 3 
sw- CLOSE 
• CB SIC AT1 DIR CON T-close 
• RCS: SYS A QUAD 2 & 4 
sw- OPEN . 
• RCS SYS B QUAD I & 3 
sw- OPEN 
•Affecled quad RCS SYS A 
or 8 sw-CLOSE 
• Reconfrgure S/C switches 
as dcsned 
CDR ACA HARDOVER IS IN G-
t-----------1 YES LE CONTACT) SW FAILED 
Jel fires' CLOSED 
NO 
LMP ACA HARDOVER (S ING-
LE CONTACT) SW FAiLED 
CLOSED 
• ACA 4 J[T sw IC DR1 
-DISABLE 
• ACA -1 JET ,w ILMP) 
-E NABLE 
• CDR (LMPJ ACA PROP sw - DISABLE 
• CDR (LMP) ACA/4 JET sw - DISABLE 
• SIC: ROLL. PI TCH, & YAW sw - MODE 
Reorrenl LM 
• LMP iCDRJ ACA - maneuver lo ).,, d ~ CONT 
desired attitude ~ ~C,-C7r\ 
✓ ;~al~~ 
~~ -u~ ~ ,,._ 
..,.,.. '",..D~ 
~y 
· ~ 
/ 
PROCEDURE 
CONTROL EL E CTRONICS SEC TION 
Change Date ______ _ 
REMARKS 
0 jWARNING. 
A single RCS jet failed on when 
compensa ted for by opposing jets 
firing wi ll consume O.12% lsec of 
to tal RCS propellant . 
0 S/C: PGNS (AGS) sw assoc iated 
with controlling guidance section 
is affected only. 
G) Alternative failure isolation 
procedure rs to open CB SIC. 
ATT DIR CONT !hrs rc; ult ; rn 
loss of +X TRANSL pb. 
ha rdover. & direcl modes 
0 
0 
(\ 
Assu mplion, it rs obvious which ACA 
failed . ACA is ,jammed so it cannot 
be used rn any ax,s 
Determine if ACA 1ammed 2.5° or 
more out of detent If ACA rs ,25' 
ou t of detenl. do not select SIC 
ROLL. PITCH. YAW sw DIRECT or 
PULSE 
JOOLM4-526 
REMARKS 
Page _ 5_. _2-_5_5_ 
■ 
SYMPTOM 
16 
Ab1101mal 1esponse lo CDR 
ILMPI ACA commands ,----------, 
Ahno,mal p1oporlional 
mode I esponse 
GUID CONT sw7 
22 
• CDR {LMP) TTCA - com-
mand si ngle axis transla-
tion{+&-) 
Jets fire? 
NO 
25 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
S/C: PGNS SW DECK 2 OR 
SIC: AGS SW DECK 3 
FAILED OPEN 
PGNS 
NO 
LMA790-l- LM 4 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
Coupled motion resulted in 
anyaxis7 
NO 
YES 
CES 
17 
How many axes did nol 
respond properly7 
ALL 
CDR ILMP) ACA SINGLE AXIS 
MOVABLE XDUCER COIL 
{INTERNAL) HUNG UP IN 
OTHER THAN DETENT 
POSITION 
14 
FOAi error needles zeroed 
when ACA moved out of 
detent in failed axis7 
YES 
•LMP ICDR) ACA · rotate ,n 
all axes I+ or-) •LMP (CDRI ACA rotate in 
failed am . 
LM responds 1 
YES 
LM responds 1 
NO 
19 
RELAY K2. K3, OR K4 IN S & C 
CONTROL ASSY NO. 2 FAILED 
OPEN OR A TT CONT SW DECK 
3 FAILED TO PULSE OR 
DIRECT 
PROCEDURE 
CONTROL ELECTRONlCS SECTION 
Change Date ______ _ 
Close affected thruster pa,r 
isolation valves 
• RCS: SYS A or 8 QUAD sw -
CLOSE (affected oairl 
15 
CDR ILMP) ACA XDUCER 
SW {INTERNAL) OR XDUCER 
COIL (INTERNAL) FAILED 
OPEN 
REMARKS 
(D Under PGNCS control. LM will 
not rotate. Under AGS control , 
vehicle will rotate, ~ut will be d11ven 
back to original attitude when ACA 
is released. 
0 CDR (LMP) ACA propor-
tional mode is lost 1n all 
axes (PGNCS & AGS). PGNCS 
minimum impulse mode is 
also lost . 
G) CDR (LMP) ACA proportional 
mode is lost in affected axis 
(PGNCS & AGSJ. PGNCS mini-
mum impulse mode is · also 
lost in affected axis. 
0 Proportional mode and manual 
throttle capabi lity in controlli ng 
guidance section is lost. 
(D Proportional mode in fa iled axis, in 
controlling guidance section, is lost. 
JOOLM-4-528 
REMARKS 
Page _ 5_. _2-_5_6_ 
SYMPTOM 
17 
Abnormal response lo CDR 
ILMP) ACA pulse mode 
com~ HldS 
SYMPTOM 
7C. 
Basic Date 3 Februa r y 1969 
• GUID CONT sw-AGS 
• SIC: ROLL. PITCH, & YAW sw-
PULSE 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
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PROCEDURE . 
Jets fi re immediately when pulse 1-Y_E_S _____________ ~ 
mode is selected' CDR ILMP) ACA 2.5 ° SW (INTERNAL) 
FAILED CLOSED 
NO 
• CDR ILMPI ACA-rotate in + &-
direction in all axes 
Jets fire7 
NO 
Coupled motion in any axis' 
NO 
12 
•Affected axis S/C: ROLL, PITCH, 
or YAW sw- DIR 
•ACA- command rotation in failed 
direction 
Jets fire? 
NO 
YES 
YES 
NO 
11 
•Affected axis S/C: ROLL. PITCH. 
or YAW sw-DIR 
•ACA • command + or - rotation 
Jets fire7 
YES 
Balanced couple (single-axis 
motion)' 
AFFECTED AXIS S/C: ROLL, PITCH. 
OR YAW SW DECK NO. 2 FAILED IN 
DIR POSITION 
15 
AFFECTED AXIS S/C: ROLL. PITCH. 
OR YAW SW DECK NO. 1 FAILED IN 
DIR, IF NEG ROTATION LOST: DECK 
NO. 4. IF POS ROTATION LOST 
PROCEDURE 
CONTROL ELECTRONICS SECTION 
SOLENOID DR IVER FAILED OFF 
AFFECTED AXIS S/C: ROLL. PITCH, 
OR YAW SW DECK NO. 3 FAILED 
OPEN OR IN MODE CONT POSITION 
AFFECTED AXIS S/C: ROLL. PITCH. 
OR YAW SW DECK NO. 2 FAI LED 
OPEN OR IN MODE CONT POSITION 
CDR (LMP) ACA 2.5 ° SW (INTERNAL) 
FAILED OPEN 
16 
AFFECTED AXIS S/C: ROLL. PITCH, 
OR YAW SW DECK NO. 1 FAILED 
IN MODE CONT POS ITION, IF NEG 
ROTATION IS LOST: DECK NO. 4, IF 
POS RO TION IS LOST 
Change Date _ _ _ _ __ _ 
CD 
REMARKS 
Failures to be considered affect one 
am only. Procedures apply lo 
affected axis only and are appl i-
cable to any axis. 
(D Pulse and di rect mode control 1s lost 
in affected axis. 
(D Pulse mode control is lost in 
affected ax is. 
300LM4-530 
REMARKS 
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Basic Date 3 February 1969 
APOLLO ·: ~MPA790:-JYLM 4 
ERATIONS HANDBOOK 
ED AXIS S/C, R 
WSW DECK NO. 
OR IN MODE CON 
A Z.5" SW (INTER 
OPEN . 
affect:~ 1;xi;r~~~dures apply 
cable to any axis. Y and are appl 
Do nof set affected . 
PITCH. or YAW sw . axis S/C, ROLL 
in PULSE or DI R: 
© Pul se & direct m 
lost in affec ted ax~~e control is 
Page 5. 2-58 
I 
Change guidance systems: 
•GUID CONT sw - AGS (PGNS) 
• S/C: PGNS (AGS) sw -ATT 
HOLD 
Using alternative TTCA 
•LMP (CDR) TTCA-translate 
If needed 
•ACA-rotate as required io 
allow + X translation 
• + X TRANSL pb- push & rel 
Isolate failure 
• GUID CONT sw-AGS 
• SIC: AGS sw - ATT HOLD 
•S/C: ROLL, PITCH, & YAW 
sw · PULSE 
•ACA (CDR)- command rota-
tion about all three axes 
Any jets fire in any axis' 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
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PROCEDURE 
NO S/C: AGS SW DECK NO. 3 
F-----''-9"" FAILED OPEN. NO ENABLE -------..i 
.__----.-YE_S __ _, VOLTAGE TO ABORT PRE-
AMPS 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
•Affected TTCA-translate 
+ &-in al l axes 
Successful? 
NO 
How many directions 
do not respond' 
NO 
SOLENOID DRIVER FAILURE 
Successful' 
NO 
axes, 11 
YES AFFECTED TTCA ENABLE SW 
DECK NO. 1 FAILED OPEN 
OR 28-VOLT LINE TO TTCA 
FAILED 
13 
• S/C: ROLL. PITCH, & YAW 
sw-MODE CONT 
•ACA -command 
proportional mode in 
single axis 
Jets fire' 
YES 
16 
PROCEDURE 
LGC DID NOT ISSUE 
TRANSLATION COMMAND 
CONTROL ELECTRONICS SECTION 
Change Date ______ _ 
• Isolate driver 
NO ENABLE VOLTAGE TO 
PRIMARY PREAMPS. S/C: 
PGNS SW DECK NO. 2 
FAILED OPEN 
REMARKS 
G) Absence of normal translation will 
be ind1caled by: 
0 
a. High oscillation rate on error 
needles if only one RCS 1et fires. 
b. Reading on RANGE RATE ind is 
constant. 
c. Lack of, or degraded.acceleration. 
d. Reading on RCS: A & B QUANTITY 
ind is constant 
AGS cannot cause RCS jets to fire 
for proportional & pulse mode ro-
tation, translation, attitude hold, 
and guidance steering. 
G) Affected TTCA cannot command 
translation maneuver in PGNCS. 
(D PGNCS cannot cause RCS jets to 
fire for proportional & minimum im-
pulse mode rotation, translation, at-
titude hold, and guidance steering. 
0 Affected TTCA cannot command 
translation maneuver in AGS. 
300LM4-536 
REMARKS 
■ 
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5.2.6 DESCENT PROPULSION SECTION 
5. 2. 6, 1 
5,2.6,2 
General 
• Double failures are not considered. 
• During descent engine burns, continue the burn unless it becomes apparent that an 
explosion could occur. 
• The DPS is loaded with helium and propellants according to prescribed values. 
• The DPS has been checked before use. 
• The status of all tb' s has been checked and verified before entering the tb malfunction 
procedures. 
Assumptions 
5. 2. 6. 2. 1 Off-Nominal Helium Pressure, or Propellant Temperature or Pressure, Indication 
• Large leaks are not considered. 
• These are troubleshooting procedures intended to locate, identify, and isolate off-
nominal conditions that do not trigger the CWEA or provide discrete malfunction 
indications. 
• The crew does not enter into this symptom unless they have had an obvious off-nominal 
condition. 
• Cold-soak is not a malfunction. 
5. 2, 6. 2. 2 DES REG Warning Light 
• The descent engine arming signal is present. 
5.2.6,2,3 DES QTY Warning Light 
• If the light goes on when the engine is firing, shut down the engine when propellant 
quantity remaining reaches 6%, to avoid possible engine explosion. 
5. 2. 6. 2. 4 ENG GMBL Caution Light 
• Excessive RCS propellants will be consumed if this light goes on while the descent 
engine is firing. 
5. 2. 6. 2. 5 MPS: PRESS Indicator Power Fail Light On 
• The status of the light is verified by cross-checking with APS propellant pressures. 
5. 2. 6. 2. 6 Abnormal PQGS Indication 
• Quantity indications are not reliable until after ullage settling. 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date _____ _ 
II 
Page 5, 2-61 
I • 
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Table 5-11. DPS Procedure Entry Sheet 
Symptom 
Off-nominal helium pressure or propellant temp or pressure indication 
DES REG warn lt 
DES QTY warn lt 
ENG GMBL caut lt 
MPS: PRESS ind pwr fail lt on 
DES He REG 1 (2) tb - bp 
DES He REG 2 (1) tb - gray 
Before venting: DES PROPUL: FUEL (OXID) VENT tb - gray 
After venting: DES PROPUL: FUEL (OXID) VENT tb - bp 
Abnormal PQGS indication 
Table 5-12. DPS Failure/Symptom Cross-Reference Index 
Fai}ure Symptom 
Ambient helium leak upstream of Off-nominal helium pressure of propel-
quad check vlvs lru1t temp or pressure indication 
Cold soak or slow leak. Verify Off-nominal helium pressure or pro-
with MSFN pellant temp or pr essure indication 
C /W circuitry failure DES QTY warn lt 
C /W circuitry failure or liquid low- DES QTY warn lt 
level sensor in propellant tank failed on 
CWEA failure DES REG warn lt 
ENG GMBL caut lt 
Descent helium reg 1 failed closed DES REG warn lt 
Descent helium reg 1 failed open DES REG warn lt 
Descent helium reg 1 failure DES REG warn lt 
Fuel (oxid) vent SOV failed closed After venting: DES PROPUL: FUEL 
(OXID) VENT tb - bp 
Fuel (oxid) vent SOV failed open Before venting: DES PROPUL: FUEL 
(OXID) VENT tb - gray 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date 
Sym Page 
No. No. 
1 5. 2-66 
2 5.2- 68 
3 5.2-69 
4 5.2-69 
5 5. 2-69 
6 5, 2-70 
7 5.2-70 
8 5. 2-70 ( 
9 5, 2-70 
10 5. 2-71 
Sym Page 
No. No. 
1 5.2-66 
1 5.2-66 
3 5.2-69 
3 5. 2-69 
2 5. 2-6 8 
4 5.2 - 69 
2 5.2-68 
2 5.2-68 
2 5.2-68 
9 5. 2-70 
8 5.2-70 
Page __ 5_._2_-_6_2 ___ _ 
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Table 5-12. DPS Failure/Symptom Cross-Reference Index (cont) 
Sym Page 
Failure Symptom No. No. 
Fuel (oxid) vent SOV transient failure Before venting: DES PROPUL: 
(OXID) VENT tb - gray 
FUEL 8 5. 2- 70 
GDA failure ENG GMBL caut lt 4 5.2-69 
Heat soak Off-nominal helium pressure or pr o- 1 5. 2- GG 
pellant temp or pressure indication 
Helium leak DES REG warn lt 2 5. 2- 68 
Helium leak downstream of quad check Off-nominal helium pressure or pro- 1 5, 2-66 
vlvs pellant temp or pressure indication II Helium leak downstream of quad check DES REG warn lt 2 5, 2- 68 valves in affected leg. 
Helium leak in a mbient tank Off-nominal helium pressure or pro- 1 5, 2- 66 
pellant temp or pressure indication 
Helium leak upstream of quad check DES REG warn lt 2 5. 2-68 
valves in affected leg. 
Helium pressure xducer failure Off-nominal helium pressure or pro- 1 5, 2- 66 
pellant temp or pressure indication 
Helium reg 1 (2) SOV failed closed DES He REG 1 (2) tb - bp 6 5. 2- 70 
Helium reg 1 (2) SOV inadvertently DES He REG 1 (2) tb - bp 6 5, 2- 70 
unlatched 
Helium reg 2 (1) SOV failed open DES He REG 2 (1) tb - gray 7 5. 2- 70 
Helium reg 2 (1) SOV inadvertently DES He REG 2 (1) tb - gray 7 5. 2- 70 
opened 
Ind failure Off-nominal helium pressure or pro- 1 5,2-66 
pellant temp or pressure indication 
Instrumentation failure DES REG warn lt 2 5.2-68 
MPS: FUEL & OXID QUANTITY Abnormal PQGS indication 10 5. 2- 71 
ind failure 
MPS: PRESS ind pwr fail lt failed on MPS: PRESS ind pwr fail lt on 5 5. 2- 69 
Possible propellant leak Abnormal PQGS indication 10 5. 2- 71 
Power to MPS: FUEL & OXID PRESS MPS: PRESS ind pwr fail lt on 5 5.2-69 
ind is lost 
PQGS failure Abnormal PQGS indication 10 5. 2- 71 
PQGS failure in propellant tanks Abnormal PQGS indication 10 5. 2-71 
No. 1 (2) 
PQGS power failure Abnormal PQGS indication 10 5. 2-71 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date _____ _ Page __ 5_.2_-_6_3 ___ _ 
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Table 5-12. DPS Failure/Symptom Cross-Reference Index (cont) 
Failure 
Primary descent helium reg failed 
high or low 
I Primary descent helium reg is leaking or regulating high 
Primary descent helium reg 
regulating low 
Probable heat or cold soak 
Probable xducer failure. Verify with 
MSFN 
Propellant leak in off-nominal 
propellant section 
Propellant leak or degraded eng 
performance 
Propellant leak, verify interface 
pressure with MSFN 
Quantity-sensing probe failure 
Secondary descent helium reg 
failed closed 
Secondary descent helium reg 
failed high or open 
Signal line to ind is lost 
Tb failure 
Tb failure or instrumentation failure 
& inadvertently stuck valve 
Tb or instrumentation failure 
Transient drive signal 
Xducer failure 
Xducer failure in affected sys 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
Symptom 
Off-nominal helium pressure or pro-
pellant temp or pressure indication 
Off-nominal helium pressure or pro-
pellant. temp or pressure indication 
Off-nominal helium pressure or pro-
pellant temp or pressure indication 
Off-nominal helium pressur(;) or pro-
pellant temp or pressure indication 
Off-nominal helium pressure or: .pro-
pellant temp or pressure indication 
DES REG warri. lt 
DES QTY warn lt 
Off-nominal helium pressure or pro-
pellant temp or pressure indication 
Abnormal PQGS indication 
Off-nominal helium pressure or pro-
pellant temp or pressure indication 
Off-nominal helium pressure or pro-
pellant temp or pressure indication 
Abnormal PQGS indication 
After venting: DES PROPUL: FUEL 
(OXID) VENT tb - bp 
DES He REG 2 (1) tb - gray 
Before venting: DES PROPUL: FUEL 
(OXID) VENT tb - gray 
DES He REG 1 (2) tb - bp 
ENG GMBL caut lt 
Off-nominal helium pressure or pro-
pellant temp or pressure indication 
Off-nominal helium pressure or pro-
pellant t emp or pressure indication 
Change Date _____ _ 
Sym 
No. 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
1 
10 
1 
1 
10 
9 
7 
8 
6 
4 
1 
1 
Page 
No. 
5.2-66 
5.2- 66 
5.2-66 
5.2-66 
5.2- 66 
5.2-68 
5.2-69 
5.2-66 
5.2-71 
5.2- 66 
5.2-66 
5. 2-71 
5.2-70 
5,2-70 
5,2-70 
502-70 
5.2-69 
5.2-66 
5.2-66 
Page 5 2-64 
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Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date _____ _ Page 5. 2-6 5 
\ 
LMA790-l-
APOLLO OPERA Tl S OK 
SYMPTOM 
Shee t I ol 2 I 
Off -nominal helium 
Select alternative source pressure or propellant 1--i-... -t 
temp or pressure .-----------, 
rndrca tion I 
I 
~i 
;~\r 
~~·i 
~ ~ 
* 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
\ 
23 
•Cycle HELIUM MON sel or 
PRPLNT TEMP/PRESS MON sw 
Associa ted ind responds 7 
NO 
(sheet 2) 
ffil 
MSFN verifies pressure reading 
anomaly with interface pressure 
reading ? 
NO 
XDU CER FAILURE 
MSFN must monitor affected 
helium pressures or propellant 
temp or pressure 
YES 
YES 
Propellant tank pressures normal? 
NO 
Switch to secondary reg 
YES 
NO 
YES 
Off-nominal in high direction? 
YES 
YES 
PROCEDURE 
DESCENT PROPULSION SECTION 
11 
IND FAILURE 
/ 
PROBABLE XOUCER FAILURE. 
VERIFY WITH MSFN 
COLO SOAK OR SLOW LEAK. 
VERIFY WITH MSFN 
HEAT SOAK 
PRIMARY DESCENT HELIUM REG 
REGULATING LOW 
Switch to secondary reg 
•DES He REG I sw · CLOSE 
• DES He REG 2 sw · OPEN 
Change Date ______ _ 
REMARKS 
Possibility exists that, upon initial 
power-up, completely depleted am-
bient helium tank will have effect 
of open xducer. This cannot be de-
!ermined onboard without MSFN 
assistance 
" ;-./~ 
. ~ 
I 
MSFN has alternative pressure 
telemetry point. 
A-300LM4-595-1 
REMARKS 
Page _s_._2_-_66_ 
Off -nom1nal helium 
p,essure or propellant 
temp or pressure 
1nd1ca tion 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
\ 
\ 
DPS pressurized 7 
Propellant pressure' 
Burst disk may rupture if 
pressure remains at 275 psia . 
Do not set DES He REG 2 sw 
to OPEN 
Ambient helium pressure low1 
LMA790-l-LM 4 
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NO 
LOW 
YES 
PROCEDURE 
Which sys abnormaP 
PRPLNT 
HELIUM LEAK DOWNSTREAM OF 
QUAD CHECK VLVS 
SECONDARY DESCENT HELIUM REG 
FAILED CLOSED 
32 
AMBIENT HELIUM LEAK UPSTREAM 
OF QUAD CHECK VLVS 
PROCEDURE 
DESCENT PROPULSION SECTION 
35 
Ambient helium pressure low or 
decreasing' 
NO YES 
HELIUM PRESSURE XDUCER 
FAILURE 
36 
WARNING 
Do not fire ambient helium 
isolation valve 
HELIUM LEAK IN AMBIENT TANK 
PROPELLANT LEAK VERIFY INTER-
FACE PRESSURE WITH MSFN 
PROBABLE HEAT OR COLD SOAK 
CAUTION 
When ambient helium tank 
depleted: 
•DES He REG 2 sw- CLOSE 
•DES He REG I sw CLOSE 
Keep both descent helium shut-off 
vlvs closed. Open primary reg vlv 
before burn. 
Change Date ______ _ 
REMARKS 
Ambient helium isolation valve 
should not be fired. This prevents 
loss of supercritical helium due lo 
backflow through secondary reg-
ulator 
DES REG warn It - on when am-
bient hel ium pressure decays to 
<=:::220 psia. 
B-300LM4-595-2 
REMARKS 
Page 5. 2-67 
DES REG 
RED 
Light on if helium pres-
sure downstream of regs 
< 220 or > 260 psia 
_ lei\~ ~~q-: 
SYMPTOM 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
Expediate closing of 
reg vlv. 
If eng arm ed: 
•ENG THR CONT: ENG ARM 
sw -OFF 
Fuel & oxid pressure both 
<220 psia7 
NO 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
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PROCEDURE 
NO 
Note fuel & oxid quantities 
for immediate use. 
• PRPLNT QTY MON sw -
DES I. DES 2 DESCENT HELIUM REG I 
a, secon s: 
•ENG THR CONT: ENG 
sw-OFF 
• DES He REG 2 sw CLOSE 
If in AGS: 
• ABORT pb · reset 
FAILED CLOSED 
MPS fuel & oxid quantities 
noted in step 10 normal 7 
NO 
DESCENT PROPULSION SECTION 
Change Date ______ _ 
HELIUM REG 1 
tANcrA 
INSTRUMENTATION FAILURE 
HELIUM LEAK 
14 
PROPELLANT LEAK IN OFF -
NOMINAL PROPELLANT 
SECTION 
REG 1 
REMARKS 
0 High pressure downstream of reg-
ulators may indicate regulator fail -
ed open . Expediate closing of reg-
ulator valve to prevent freeze-up 
due to abnormally high helium flow 
and low helium temperatures 
(D Depending on ullage volume, 
~~"'" 
0 
~ 
Setting ENG ARM sw to OFF re-
moves arming signal to throttle act-
uator. causing throttle to move to 
fully open position. To avoid pos-
sible transient thrust surge. pause 
3 seconds after pushing Eng STOP 
pb/ 11. Th is ensures that all engine 
valves have time to close. 
DES REG warn It is enabled after 
ENG THR CONT: ENG ARM sw is set 
to DES for first time : or 1f ABORT 
pb eng-arm,ng signal ,s delayed 
6 seconds afier eng-on command. 
(D Burst disk w,11 probably rupture & 
bleed ullage pressure to < 225 
ps1a. at which point DES REG warn 
It will go off 
Page 5.2-68 
SYMPTOM 
RED 
Light on if burn time 
remaining to propellant 
depletion < 2 minutes 
at :=25% thrust level -~ 
ENG GMBL 
YELLOW 
During DPS burn, light on 
if there is discrepancy 
between gimbal drive sig-
nal & g1mbal response 
signal 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 Febr~ary 19691 
Descent eng firing? 
NO 
C/W CIRCUITRY FAILURE 
Descent eng firing? 
•ENG THR CONT: ENG ARM 
sw -ON 
ENG IGMBLlc.ut It- on? 
YES 
LMA790-3-LM • 
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PROCEDURE 
Monitor propellant quantity 
•PRPLNT QTY MON sw-DES I , 
then DES 2 
C/W CIRCUITRY-FAILURE OR 
LIQUID LOW-LEVEL SENSOR IN 
PROPELLANT TANK FAILED ON 
PROPELLANT LEAK OR DEGRADED 
ENG PERFORMANCE 
Verify excessive RCS firinp 
via RCS: A & B QUANTITY 
ind and attitude erron be-
fore respondin1 to • ENG I , 
GMBL caut It. -
PIIOCEDURE 
• NG GMBL ii -Off · 
1•11CS A & B QUANTITY ind I 
• monitor for excessive 
firin1 · 
If desired to -itop bum, 
'Pllfonn nonnal shutdown: 
, •En1 STOP pb/lt - push ' 
1:tUJ/i1~0~ : ENG ARM 
sw -OFF 
•ABORT b · reset 
ENG GMBL caut It - on? 
CWEA FAILURE 
c-..,IJ ,, ftp 
DESCENT PROPULSION SECTION 
•Eng STOP pb/lt • push 
Wait 3 seconds: 
•ENG THR CONT: ENG ARM 
sw - OFF 
~ fa~ with 
MPS: PRESS IND PWR FAIL LT 
FAILED ON 
POWER TO MPS: FUEL & OXID 
PRESS IND IS LOST 
Chang• .Date ______ _ 
REMARKS 
CD DES _QTY warn It is inhibited by 
staging deadface; enabled only if 
descent eng is on. 
• Setting ENG ARM sw to OFF re-
-,f.Rf;!,~ U(!'Qves arming signal to throttle 
ctuator, causing throttle to move 
to fully open position. To avoid 
possible transient thrust surge, 
pause 3 seconds after pushing Eng 
STOP pb/ 11. This insures that all 
engine valves have time to close 
CD When ENG THR CONT: ENG AR 
sw-OFF, delay is 3 seconds for 
sw action. 
(D MSFN coordination is required, to 
determine failure. 
When ENG GMBL sw - OFF, GOA/ 
RCCA caut It is inhibited. 
: Setting ENG ARM sw to OPF re -
moves arming signal to throttle 
actuator. causing throttle to move 
1 to fully open position. To avoid 
possible transient thrust surce. 
pause 3 seconds after pushing Eng 
STOP pb/11. Th is insures that all 
engine valves have time to close. 
@ It may be possible to reset 1imbal 
•nctes usin1 IMU Reali111 Pro1ram 
(P52) or AGS & ACA. 
CD ASC position of PRPLNT TEMP/ 
PRESS MON sw provides different 
signal input to determine whether 
ind failed. If ind did not fail , it 
reads ascent propellant pressures. 
If ind failed, pointers remain where 
they were when power was lost. 
0 MPS: PRESS ind is operable. There . 
will be no indication that 28 vdc 
to ind is lost. 
CD MSFN must monitor propellant 
pressures. 
C-300UM-5"8 
REMARKS 
Page 5.2-69 
■ 
SYMPTOM 
DES He R[G I 121 tb-bp 
8 
Before venting: DES 
PROPUL: FUEL (OXIO) 
VENT lb- gray 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
Cycle prima,y (secondary) SOV 
• DES He REG I 121 sw-CLOSE. 
lhen OPEN 
TB remains bp? 
Determine sta tus of secondary 
(primary) SOV 
•DES He REG 2 (I) sw-CLOSE 
TB remains gray? 
YES 
HELIUM REG 2 (I) SOV FAILED OPEN 
Close fuel (oxid) venl SOV 
•DES PROPUL: FUEL (OXIO) VENT 
sw-CLOSE 
TB remains gray? 
NO 
FUEL (OXID) VENT SOV TRANSIENT 
FAILURE 
•PRPLNT TEMP/ PRESS MON s 
DES 1, 
MPS: FUEL (OXID) PRESS ind-
decreasing7 
NO 
FUEL (OXIO) VENT SOV FAILED 
CLOSED 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
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NO 
NO 
YES 
PROCEDURE 
TB OR INSTRUMENTATION FAILURE 
•DES He REG 2 (I) sw- OPEN 
TB FAILURE OR INSTRUMENTATION 
FAILURE & INADVERTENTLY STUCK 
VALVE 
FUEL (OXIO) VENT SOV FAILED OPEN 
PROCEDURE 
DESCENT PROPULSION SECTION 
HWUM REG I 121 SOV 
INADVERTENTLY UNLATCHED 
HELIUM REG 2 (I) SOV 
INAOVERTENTL Y OPENED 
TB OR INSTRUMENTATION FAILURE 
TB FAILURE 
Change Date ______ _ 
REMARKS 
0 Dr:\U'.11 1 ht:lrnm 11:f! \(J'/ . r111: 
fl CHfllr1l ly ·, r:I t1'1 lfJllrwr. 
DES He REG I sw - OPEN; lb- gray 
O[S He REG 2 sw - CLOS[; tb- bp 
It ,s prele,ahle to ve ril y '>IJ'/ 
po\1l1on w,th MSFN h1,l01e 1.ytlinE 
(D Heifum ,cg ,eduntlanc, ,; to\! 
0 Descent helium ,eg SO/', a,c 
normally set as follows 
O[S He REG I-OPEN: lb- g,ay 
DES He REG 2- CLOSE: lb- bp 
0 If this failure occurs before venting. 
associated explosive valves isolate 
·;:.,.t.~ 
300LM<l-549 
REMARKS 
Page 5, 2-70 
SYMPTOM 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
Descent eng firing ' 
NO 
MPS: FUEL & OXID QUANTITY ind-
blank7 
NO 
One or both ind read zero' 
ONE 
Switch to other quantity indication. 
• PRPLNT QTY MON sw -DES 2 11) 
Ind still reads zero? 
YES 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
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BOTH 
NO 
PROCEDURE 
Select alternative source by switch-
ing to other QUANTITY ind 
• PRPLNT QTY MON sw- DES 2 II) 
MPS: FUEL & OXID QUANTITY ind -
normal' 
PROCEDURE 
16 
DESCENT PROPULSION SECTION 
Change Date ______ _ 
POSSIBLE PROPELLANT LEAK 
PQGS POWER FAILURE 
QUANTITY-SENSING PROBE 
FAILURE 
SIGNAL LINE TO IND IS LOST 
REMARKS 
0 Ouanl1ly ,nrt1tal1on\ are not 
reliable unl1I aft er ullage 
~cltl,ng 
• etting ENG ARM sw to OFF re-
moves arming signal to throttle 
actuator, causing throttle to move 
to fully open posit ion. To avoid 
possible transient -thrust surge, 
pause 3 seconds after pushing Eng 
STOP pb/lt. This insu res that all 
engine valves have time to close. 
(D PQGS has life of 15 minutes 
(according to spec1f1cat1on). 
G) Onboard capability to monitor 
descent propellant quantity is 
lost. 
(D Propellant quantity is sti ll available 
from MSFN. 
© One _propellant tank can ;till be 
monitored onboard. 
A-300LM4-550 
REMARKS 
Page 5. 2-71 / 5. 2-72 
r 
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5.2.7 ASCENT PROPULSION SECTION 
5. 2. 7.1 
5.2.7.2 
General 
• Double failures are not considered, except that in the ASC HI REG caut lt malfunction 
procedure a double failure (series-parallel regulators) causes the ASC HI REG caut 
lt to go on. 
• During ascent engine burns, continue the burn unless it becomes apparent that an 
explosion could occur. 
• The APS is loaded with helium and propellants according to prescribed values. 
• The APS has been checked before use. 
• The status of all tb' s has been checked and verified before entering the tb malfunction 
procedures. 
Assumptions 
5. 2. 7. 2. 1 Off-Nominal Helium, or Propellant Temperature or Pressure, Indication 
• Large leaks are not considered. 
• These are troubleshooting procedures that cover off-nominal and anomalous conditions 
that do not trigger the CWEA or provide discrete malfunction indications. 
• The crew does not enter into this symptom unless they have had an obvious off-nominal 
condition. 
• Cold-soak is not a malfunction. 
5. 2. 7. 2, 2 ASC PRESS Warning Light 
• If this light goes on during a burn, immediately shut down the engine . 
5. 2. 7. 2. 3 ASC QTY Caution Light 
• A malfunction does not exist if this light goes on at the nominal time. 
• If a propellant leak occurs while the ascent engine is firing, complete the maneuver 
with RCS propellants. 
5, 2, 7. 2. 4 MPS: PRESS Indicator Power Fail Light On 
• The status of the light is verified by cross-checking with the DPS propellant pressures. 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date ______ _ 
■ 
Page 5. 2-73 
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Table 5-13. APS Procedure Entry Sheet 
Symptom 
Off-nominal helium or propellant temp or pressure indication 
ASC PRESS warn lt 
ASC HI REG caut lt 
ASC QTY caut lt 
MPS: PRESS ind pwr fail lt on 
ASC He REG 1 (2) tb - bp 
Table 5-14. APS Failure/Symptom Cross-Reference Index 
Failure Symptom 
Ascent He reg failed open in leg ASC HI REG caut lt 
determined by MSFN 
Ascent He reg 1 (2) failed open ASC HI REG caut lt 
Cold soak ASC PRESS warn lt 
CWEA failure ASC PRESR warn lt 
ASC HI REG caut lt 
CWEA or instrumentation failure ASC HI REG caut lt 
Fuel or oxid leak ASC QTY caut lt 
Heat or cold soak Off-nominal helium or propellant 
temp or pressure indication 
Helium leak between reg 1 or 2 ASC PRESS warn lt 
SOV & quad check valves 
Helium leak downstream of ASC PRESS warn lt 
compatibility explosive valves 
Helium leak downstream of quad check ASC PRESS warn lt 
valves in affected line 
Helium leak upstream of reg 1 or 2 SOV ASC PRESS warn lt 
Helium pressure xducer failure ASC PRESS warn 1t 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date _____ _ 
I 
Sym Page 
No. No. 
1 5. 2- 77 
2 5,2-78 
3 5,2-79 
4 5,2-80 
5 5.2-81 
6 5.2-81 
Sym Page 
No. No. 
3 5.2-79 
3 5.2-79 
2 5.2-78 
2 5.2-78 
3 5.2-79 
3 5.2-79 
4 5.2-80 
1 5.2- 77 
2 5. 2-78 
2 5,2-78 
2 5.2- 78 
2 5.2-78 
2 5.2-78 
5. 2-74 
Page-----~--
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Table 5-14. APS Failure/Symptom Cross-Reference Index (cont) 
Failure 
Helium reg 1 (2) SOV failed closed 
Helium reg 1 (2) SOV inadvertently 
unlatched 
Helium tank leak 
Ind failure 
Instrumentation failure 
Loss of power to MPS: FUEL & OXID 
PRESS ind 
MPS: PRESS ind pwr fail lt failed on 
Probable heat or cold soak. Confirm 
with MSFN 
Propellant leak 
Propellant leak downstream of 
compatibility explosive vlvs 
Tb failure, or instrumentation failure 
and inadvertent stuck valve 
Xducer failure 
Xducer failure in affected sys 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
Symptom 
ASC He REG 1 (2) tb - bp 
ASC He REG 1 (2) tb - bp 
Off-nominal helium or propellant 
temp or pressure indication 
ASC PRESS warn lt 
Off-nominal helium or propellant temp 
or pressure indication 
ASC QTY caut lt 
MPS: PRESS ind pwr fail lt on 
MPS: PRESS ind pwr fail lt on 
Off-nominal helium or propellant temp 
or pressure indication 
ASC PRESS warn lt 
Off-nominal helium or propellant temp 
or pressure indication 
ASC He REG 1 (2) tb - bp 
Off-nominal helium or propellant temp 
or pressure indication 
Off-nominal helium or propellant temp 
or pressure indication 
Change Date 
Sym Page 
No. No. 
6 5. 2-81 
6 5.2-81 
1 5.2-77 
2 5.2- 78 
1 5. 2-77 
4 5. 2-80 
5 5. 2-81 
5 5.2-81 
1 5.2-77 
2 5.2-78 
1 5.2-77 
6 5. 2-81 
1 5. 2- 77 
1 5.2-77 
5.2-75/ 5.2-76 Page ________ _ 
■ 
SYMPTOM 
ff -nominal helium 01 
propellant lemperalure 
or pressure ind1ca lion 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\,l.- ! 
1 i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Select alternative source. 
• Cycle HELIUM MON sel or 
PRPLNT TEMP / PRESS MON sw 
Associated ind responds normally 
for all other sw positions' 
YES 
)~ 
y(\:% 
1 ~~ r~~ 
tt1 -~ 
HELIUM 
~, ! 
SYMPTOM 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Basic Date 3 Februar y 1969 
/ 
APS pressurized? 
NO 
YES 
LMA790-J- LM 4 
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NO 
PROCEDURE 
NO 
APS pressu rized' 
12 
PROBABLE HEAT OR COLO SOAK 
CONFIRM WITH MSFN 
pressure decreasing' 
NO 
15 
Propellant tempera{,,re & pressure 
indication off-nominal in same d,r-
ection7 
NO 
FAILURE 
25 
HELIUM TANK LEAK 
PROCEDURE 
YES 
ASCENT PROPULSION SECTION 
Helium pressure decreasing' 
Other propellant pressu,e (temp-
erature) off nominal in same dir-
ection' 
NO 
INSTRUMENTATION FAI LURE 
PROPELLANT LEAK DOWNSTREAM 
OF CAMPATABI LI TY EXPLOSIVE VLVS. 
20 
Helium pressure decreas1ng7 
NO 
PROBABLE HEAT OR COLD SOAK. 
CONFIRM WITH MSFN 
APS helium tank design limit is 
3500 ps,a. which corresponds to 
140 F tank temperature. If this 
l1m1t ,s approached. pressurize APS 
from affected tankls). 
Change Date - ------
REMARKS 
011 descenl soU1 ceisselectedaflc1 
staging_ indi cator will peg low. 
0 MSFN must monitor all APS/DPS 
tempera tures and pressures for 
affected indica tor 
G) Open transducer results 1n low in-
dication: shorted transduce,. in 
high indica tion. 
0 Assumption. Both helium lank squ,b 
valves have f1red 
B-300LM4-596 
REMARKS 
Page __ 5._2_-_ 77_ 
■ 
RED 
Light on if: 
Pressure in ei ther hel ium 
tank is < 2775 psia. 
Pressure in either fuel or 
oxid tank is< 120 psi a 
SYMPTOM 
NO 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
•PRPLNT TEMP/ PRESS 
MON sw-ASC 
MPS: FUEL or OXID 
PRESS ind < 120 psia & 
decreasing' 
NO 
•HELIUM MON sel-PRESS l , 
PRESS 2 
•MPS: HELI UM ind-monitor 
Either helium tank 
pressure < 2775 psia 1 
Inhibit faulty system. 
• ED: ASC He SEL sw -
TANK I. TANK 2 
24 
Monitor fuel & oxid tank 
inlet pressure 
•PRPLNT TEMP /PRESS 
MON sw-ASC 
MPS: FUEL or OXIO PRESS 
ind< 120 psia? 
NO 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
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PROCEDURE 
• 
LM staged 7 
Monitor helium tank pressure 
•HELIUM MON sel -PRESS l, 
PRESS 2 
•MPS: HELIUM ind-monitor 
22 
Either helium tank 
pressure < 2775 psi a? 
PROPELLANT LEAK 
CWEA FAI LURE 
Helium tank pressure 
decreasing' 
Monitor temp of helium in 
affected tank 
•HELIUM MON sel - TEMP 1 
or TEMP 2 
MPS: HELIUM ind< 30' F' 
NO YES 
CWEA FAILURE 
COLD SOAK 
YES 
WARNING 
Helium is leaking. Hazardous 
condition may exist. System 
capabili ty is degraded. Sys-
tem may be operable but 
unsafe. 
•ASC He REG 1 & 2 sw-
CLOSE 
•HELIUM MON sel - PRESS I. 
PRESS 2 
•MPS: HELIUM ind-monitor 
Either helium tank pressure 
decreasing? 
Monitor fuel & oxid tank 
inlet pressure 
•PRPLNT TEMP / PRESS 
MON sw-ASC 
MPS: FUEL or OXID PRESS 1-'Y.;;.;ES'------
ind -decreasing' 
28 
NO 
17 
L------1MHELIUM LEAK BETWEEN REG 
I OR 2 SOV & QUAD CHECK 
VALVES 
,__ ______________ HELIUM LEAK DOWNSTREAM 
PROCEDURE 
OF COMP,\TIBILITY EXPLO-
SIVE VALVES 
ASCENT PROPULSION SECT ION 
Change Date ______ _ 
• 
0 
CD 
REMARKS 
ASC PRESS warn II is inhibited by 
stage deadface switch 
ASC PRESS warn It does not 
indicate low propellant pressure, 
however, propellant tank ullage 
pressure can be read on MPS: 
FUEL & OXID PRESS ind. 
ASC PRESS warn It remains on . 
A-300LM4-521 
REMARKS 
Page _5_._2_-_7_8_ 
r 
SYMPTOM 
YELLOW 
L1 r,hl on 11 helium manifold 
p1essu1 e >220 psia 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
ASC He REG I & 2 sw-CLOSE 
•PRPLNT TEMP/PRESS MON sw-ASC 
•MPS, FUEL & OXID PRESS ind -
monitor 
Maintain fuel & oxid tank inlet pres-
sure until completion of firing 
When fuel & oxid pressure < 220 
psia or ASC HI REG caut It goes 
off, ' 
•ASC He REG I sw -OPEN 
When fuel & oxid pressure > 220 
psia, 
•ASC He REG I sw - CLOSE 
•ASC He REG 2 sw- OPEN 
ASCENT He Reg I (2) FAILED OPEN 
LMA790-J-LM 4 
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PROCEDURE 
r 
APS pressurized? 
Do not open either helium reg SOV 
until after init iation of next ascent 
eng firing 
pressure 
PROCEDURE 
NO 
ASCENT PROPULSION SECTION 
10 
MPS, FUEL/OXID PRESS ind must 
be monitored during subsequen t 
burns to determine ,f fuel or oxid 
tank inlet pressure > 220 psi a 
Can MSFN del ermine which leg 
failed' 
YES NO 
ASCENT He REG FAILED OPEN IN 
LEG DETERMINED BY MSFN 
11 
• Perform nexl slep du rrng nexl APS 
firing 
Change Date ______ _ 
REMARKS 
(D If propellant tank pressure drops 
below "'135 psia. ASC PRESS warn 
It goes on 
(D Possibility exists of approaching 
maximum design operating pressure 
if leg with failed - open reg is pres-
surized and propellant tanks are 
locked up at greater than normal 
operating pressure. 
(D ASC HI REG caut _II will nol indicate 
high helium manifold pressure. 
However, MSFN can monitor redun-
dant helium manifold pressure 
xducer to provide real-time data on 
helium manifold status. 
0 Eng will continue to burn in blow-
down mode. 
(D Helium reg redundancy 1s lost. 
300LM4-541 
REMARKS 
Page 5. 2-79 
■ 
YELLOW 
Light on when == IO seconds of 
propellant burn time remains. 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
Ascent eng firing? 
YES 
WARNING 
Fuel & oxid ascen t feed interconnect 
valves must be closed before 461"-
~g..maDlllllllr, to 
prevent helium ingestion into RCS 
.thrusters 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
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PROCEDURE 
C-1,..,,sl\. 
INSTRUMENTATION FAILURE 
Shut down APS/RCS fuel & oxid 
interconnect 
• RCS: SYS A & 8 MAIN SOV sw-
OPEN 
• RCS: SYS A ASC mo 1 & 2 SW-
CLOSE 
• RCS: SYS B ASC FEED I & 2 sw -
7 
CAUTION 
Loss of ASC QTY caut It removes 
cue to close ascent feed intercon-
nect valves duri ng APS fi ring 
• Eng STOP pb/ lt - push 
• ENG THR CONT: ENG ARM sw -OFF 
r-------------f-------------1 : :~~RJe si;gEl pt2':!e~CLOSE 
I 
/ 
• PRPLNT TEMP/PRESS MON sw-ASC 
• MPS: FUEL & OXlD PRESS ind -
monitor for decrea se 
• Compare status of fuel & oxid 
pressure with MSFN 
MSFN verifies fuel & oxid quantit ies 
normal? 
NO 
Propellant may be leaking into ve-
hicle causing damage to compon-
ents of other subsystems 
PROCEDURE 
ASCENT PROPULSION SECTION 
Loss of ASC QTY caut It removes 
cue to close ascent feed intercon-
nect valves during subsequent APS 
fi ring 
I 
Change Date ______ _ 
0 
REMARKS 
Mal funct,on doe, not em! ,f ASC 
QTY caut It goes on at nominal 
time. 
0 ASC QTY caut It 1s 1nh1b1ted 
when ascent eng is n~ 
t,,L~\,o 
~v,,1~11-
~--- ....,,----
(D MSFN receives 
crete as ASC QTY caut It. ' 
also has program that comp 
propellant quantity from lo 
rate data received on te lem 
300LM<4-542 
REMARKS 
Page _5_. 2_-_s_o_ 
SYMPTOM 
ASC Hf' REG I 121 tb-bp 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
Determine status of MPS, FUEL & 
OXID PRESS ind by checking 
descent fuel & oxid pressure 
• PRPLNT TEMP/PRESS MON sw-
DES I 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
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Both pointers on MPS, FUEL & ~Y;,;:E.;;.S ______________ _,. .. 
OXID PRESS ind- zero or normal? MPS, PRESS IND PWR FAIL LT 
NO 
Determine status of primary 
(secondary) SOV 
• ASC He REG 1 { 2 w-OPEN 
TB remains bp 1 
YES 
/ 
NO 
PROCEDURE 
ASCENT PROPULSION SECTION 
FAILED ON 
LOSS OF POWER TO MPS, FUEL & 
OXID PRESS IND 
TB FAILURE, OR INSTRUMENTATION 
FAILURE AND INADVERTENT STUCK 
VALVE 
HELIUM REG 1 (21 SOV FAILED 
CLOSED 
Change Date ______ _ 
REMARKS 
CD DES I posi tion of PRPLNT TEMP/ 
PRESS MON sw is used to provide 
different signal input to determine 
status of ind. Provided ind has not 
failed, it will read descent propell · 
ant pressures if unstaged, zero, if 
staged. If ind has failed , pointers 
will remain in position indicated 
when power was lost. 
(D Ind is operable . There will be no 
indication if 28 vdc to ind is lost. 
G) MSFN wi ll have to monitor 
propellant pressures 
CD APS hel ium reg 1 & 2 SOV's are 
normally open al all times. 
(D Helium reg redundancy is lost 
A-JOOLM-4-5,44 
REMARKS 
■ 
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5.2.8 REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
5. 2. 8. 1 General 
• The integrity of the RCS is verified before entering the off-nominal condition indicated 
in the "symptom" column of each RCS malfunction procedure. 
5.2.8.2 Assumptions 
5. 2. 8. 2. 1 RCS Caution Light 
• An RCS propellant leak can cause the RCS caut lt to go on, but this will only happen 
if a leak occurs when the propellant quantity is very low or if the propellant tanks 
rupture. (The probability of the propellant tanks rupturing is very remote.) 
5. 2. 8. 2. 2 RCS TCA Warning Light 
• A translation maneuver must be completed before any action is taken regarding the 
RCS TCA warn lt, except if two or more red tb's appear for the same RCS system 
(A or B). Appearance of the red tb's would indicate that the main SOV's or ascent 
feed vlvs unlatched or failed closed. 
• Crossfeed vlvs are not open. 
• Ascent feed vlvs are not open, except during +X-translation. 
5. 2. 8. 2. 3 Talkback Anomaly 
• The status of all tb's is checked and verified before entering the tb anomaly 
malfunction procedure. 
5. 2. 8. 2. 4 PQMD Off Nominal 
• Temp compensation of the PQMD pressure xducer has considerable time lag. 
During periods of high propellant use, the PQMD may indicate 5% to 10% low 
for several minutes. 
• The PQMD malfunction procedure is primarily for detection of leaks and xducer 
failures. It is not applicable to off-nominal performance of the thrusters or 
digital autopilot. 
5. 2. 8. 2. 5 Off-Nominal RCS Propellant or Helium Indication 
• A helium reg failure is not considered in this malfunction procedure because the RCS: 
RCS caut lt 
A & B PRESS ind are not sensitive enough to reflect regulated helium pressure 
changes less than 20 psia. However, the RCS A & B REG warn lt alerts the crew to 
high and low regulated helium pressure. 
Table 5-15. RCS Procedure Entry Sheet 
Sym Page 
Symptom No. No. 
1 5.2-87 
RCS A REG warn lt & RCS B REG warn lt 2 5.2-88 
RCS TCA warn lt 3 5.2-89 
RCS isolation vlvs, main SOV, crossfeed vlvs, ascent feed vlvs tb anomaly 4 5.2-89 
PQMD off-nominal 5 5.2-90 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date Page __ 5_._2-_8_3 ___ _ 
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Table 5-15. RCS Procedure Entry Sheet (cont) 
Sym Page 
Symptom No. No. 
Off-nominal RCS propellant or helium indication 6 5 . 2-91 
RCS: PRESS ind pwr fail lt on 7 5.2-91 
RCS: QUANTITY ind pwr fail lt on 8 5. 2-91 
Table 5-16. RCS Failure/Symptom Cross-Reference Index 
Sym Page 
Failure Symptom No. No. 
C/W circuit failure RCS TCA warn lt 3 5. 2-89 
CWEA failure RCS A REG warn lt &RCS BREGwarn lt 2 5.2-88 
RCS caut lt 1 5. 2- 87 
Fuel or oxid isolation vlv unlatched RCS TCA warn lt 3 5. 2-89 
Helium leak RCS caut lt 1 5.2- 87 
Helium p/t sensor failure PQMD off-nominal 5 5.2-90 
Instrumentation failure RCS caut lt 1 5.2-87 
Jet failed off RCS TCA warn lt 3 5.2-89 
Jet failed on RCS TCA warn lt 3 5.2- 89 
Leak in lines downstream of thruster PQMD off-nominal 5 5. 2-90 
pair isolation vlvs or failed-open 
TCA vlv 
Measurement indicating abnormality Off-nominal RCS propellant or helium 6 5.2-91 
has instrumentation failure indication 
Power to RCS: A & B PRESS ind RCS: PRESS ind pwr fail lt on 7 5.2- 91 
is lost 
Power to RCS: A & B QUANTITY ind RCS: 
is lost 
QUANTITY ind pwr fail lt on 8 5. 2-91 
PQMD failed in affected sys PQMD off-nominal 5 5.2-90 
Propellant leak upstream of main SOV PQMD off-nominal 5 5. 2-:-90 
vlvs or helium tank leak 
~ 
Propellant manifold leak in affected sys PQMD off-nominal 5 5.2-90 
RCS: A & B QUANTITY ind pwr fail lt RCS: 
failed on 
QUANTITY ind pwr fail lt on 8 5.2-91 
I 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date _____ _ Page __ 5_._2_-8_4 ___ _ 
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Table 5-16. RCS Failure/Symptom Cross-Reference Index (cont) 
Sym Page 
Failure Symptom No. No. 
RCS sys A (B) reg failed closed RCS A REG warn lt & RCS B REG 2 5.2-88 
warn lt 
RCS sys A (B) reg failed high (dual RCS A REG warn lt & RCS B REG 2 5.2-88 
reg in one sys) warn lt 
RCS: A (B) TEMP or PRESS ind failure Off-nominal RCS propellant or helium G 5. 2-91 
or RCS: TEMP/ PRESS MON sel failure indication 
RCS: PRESS ind pwr fail lt failed on RCS: PRESS ind pwr fail lt on 7 5.2-91 
Reg outlet pressure xducer or RCS A REG warn lt & RCS B REG 2 5.2-88 
instrumentation failure warn lt I 
Sys A (B) fuel or oxid main SOV or RCS TCA warn lt 3 5.2-89 
sys A (B) ASC feed fuel or oxid vlv 
hard fail close 
Sys A (B) fuel or oxid main SOV or RCS TCA warn lt 3 5.2-89 
sys A (B) ASC feed fuel or oxid vlv 
unlatched 
Tb failure RCS isolation vlvs, main SOV , cross- 4 5.2-89 
feed vlvs, ascent feed vlvs tb anomaly 
Vlv unlatched RCS isolation vlvs, main SOV , cross- 4 5.2-89 
feed vlv s, ascent fe ed vlvs tb anomaly 
■ 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date Page _5_._2_-_8_5/_5_._2_-_8_6 __ 
SYMPTOM 
RCS 
YELLOW 
Lrght on ii helium tank 
p1es,111e tsys A or 81 
~ 1.700 psia 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
Monitor helium tank pressu re 101 
affected sys 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
RCS: A 01 8 PRESS ind < 1.700 ps1a' I--NO:._ ___ ____________ ..,.. CWEA FAILURE 
YES 
YES 
HELIUM LEAK 
NO 
PROCEDURE 
REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
INSTRUMENTATION FAILURE 
Shut down failed sys when"lrettum 
~ressl:JFB ~rapt to §00 JY.,tMr pro-
pellant pressure drops to 140 psia . 
• RCS:~-OPEN 
• RCS: SYS 8 MAIN SOV sw-
CLOSE 
Change Date _ _____ _ 
CD 
0 
0 
CD 
REMARKS 
II RCS I [MP PR[SS MON , el , •. •, r:I 
to He, RCS r.a111 II goe, off 
RCS caul It r,a nnol be 1e1e1 Hel,11m 
tank pre1111re 1hould be monrlored 
fr equently on RCS A or 8 PRESS rnd 
For subsequent burns: 
a. Propellant quantify remaining in 
sys A & 8, as indicated on QUAN 
TITY ind, should be approximal• 
ely the same for both sys. 
b. RCS: TEMP/ PRESS MON sel · He 
c. Sys A & 8 helium pressures, as 
indicated on PRESS ind, should 
be approximately same for both 
sys. 
Sys redundancy is lost when pres-
sure of affected helium tank drops 
to between 400 and 500 psia . 
A-300LM4-532 
REMARKS 
Page _ 5_. _2-_8_7_ 
SYMPTOM 
2 
RCS A REG 
RED 
RCS B REG 
RED 
Light on if helium regulated 
pressure of sys A or B is 
high 1.::=: 205 psia) or low 
t,165 psia). Li ght inhibited 
when main SOV is closed. 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 F e bruary 1969 
YES 0 
• RCS: TEMP/PRESS MON sel -
PRPLNT 
RCS: A or B PRESS ind? 
< 165 PSIA >205 PSIA 
Check fuel & oxidizer manifold 
pressures of affected sys tem 
• RCS: TEMP/PRESS MON sel 
FUEL MANF & OXIO MANF 
RCS: A or B PRESS ind < t 65 ps1a 1 
0 
REG OUTLET ~ RESSURE- ~ 
<iAo-lNSTRUMENTATION FAILURE 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
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NORMAL 
Check fuel manifold pressu1e of 
affected sys 
RCS SYS A IBI REG FAILED 
CLOSED 
PROCEDURE 
REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
10 
CWEA FAILURE 
CWEA FAILURE 
RCS SYS A (Bl REG FAILED HIGH 
IDUAL REG IN ONE SYS) 
0 
When mani fold pressu1 e < 140 ps1a . 
isolate sys A {Bl & use sys B {Al 
propellant to feed all 16 thrusters 
• RCS: SYS A {Bl MAIN SOV sw -
CLOSE 
• RCS· CRSFO sw-OPEN 
Change Date ______ _ 
0 
0 
REMARKS 
Normal regulator pressure is 178 
to 188 psia. Burst disks rupture 
at 220 7 psia; relief va lves 
crack at 232 8 psia and reseal 
at 212 psia. 
Monitor RC S reg pressure; there 1; 
no warn ing of reg malfuncl 1011 Light 
remains on 
G) Some propellan t in sys A (81 wil l not 
be usable 
0 
Helium venting may occ111 RCS caul 
It goes on 11 helium lank press111 e 
drops below 1.700 psi. 
Rely on affected system A (Bl fuel 
or oxidizer manifold pressure to 
estimate system A IBI helium 
regulator pressure. RCS A REG /RCS 
8 REG) warn It remains on. 
Manifold pressure is approximately 
3 psia lower than helium regulator 
pressure. 
(D A helium manifold p1essure < 140 
ps1a may cause TCA failure 
© Sys redundancy 1s lost All propel lant 
remaining m sys A IB1 1s not usable 
A-300LM4-533 
REMARKS 
Page 5. 2- 88 
SYMPTOM 
3 
RCS TCA 
RED 
Light on 1f · 
One or more thrusters 
farl on or off 
Collinear thrusters are 
firing s1muftaneously 
A1 .y lb red' 
14 
• Affected quad RCS. SYS 
A or 8 QUAD sw - CLOSE 
• S C· ROLL. PITCH, & YAW 
sw-PULSE 
• SC AGS sw- ATT HOLD 
• Affected quad RCS: SYS 
A or 8 QUAD sw -OPEN 
Vehicle motion results' 
NO 
18 
4 
RCS isolation v1vs. main 
SOV, crossfe ed vlvs. as-
cent feed vlvs lb anomaly 
Grav or Barber pole 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 Fe bruary 1969 
C/W CIRCUIT FAILURE 
Isola tion vlv tb red 7 
Cycle vlv and leave in desrred 
pos1l1on 
TB agree' 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
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PROCEDURE 
In same sys' 
NO YES 
• RCS· SYS A or B QUAD 
sw (under red lb)- CLOSE 
• CB RCS SYS A IBI QUAD 
I, 2. 3. or 4 TCA-open 
JET FAILED ON 
RCS TCA warn It- on' 
NO 
22 
FUEL OR OXID ISOLATION 
VLV UNLATCHED 
YES 
YES 
PROCEDURE 
Reset C/W cb 
• CB INST: CWEA-open 
• CB INST: CWEA -close 
;ET FAILED ON 
REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
Change Date ______ _ 
C W CIRCU IT FAILURE 
SYS A 18) FUEL OR OXID 
MAIN SOV OR SYS A 18) 
ASC FEED FUEL OR OXID 
VLV UNLATCHED 
TB FAILURE 
0 
VLV UNLATCHED 
REMARKS 
0 Under two-jet translation cond1t1on, 
fail ure-detection logic may oppose 
commanded transla tion . Monitor 
6V readout on DSKY or DEDA. Ter-
minate translation if this occurs 
0 This fail ure 1s only applica ble 1f main SOV 1s closed 
(D RCS TCA warn II will not go on 
again until failed 1et 1s commanded 
to fire 
0 If isolation vlv (fuel or oxid) fai ls 
closed. ind1cat1on could be same 
Thruster pair would st ill be inop-
erati ve . 
(D Only RCS TCA failure 1nd1cat1on will 
be lb of remaining RCS thruster 
pairs. 
0 Unlatching could occur due to vibration or contamination. 
A- 300LM4-566 
REMARKS 
Page _5_._2-_8_9_ 
■ 
SYMPTOM 
POMO off-nominal Check helium tank pressure of sys 
showing low quantity 
•RCS, TEMP/PRESS MON sel-He 
•RCS, A or B PRESS ind-monitor 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
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PROCEDURE 
1----------- NORMAL POMO FAIL£0 IN AFFECTED SYS 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
Helium tank pressure 1 
If, during burn, RCS A (B) POMO 
approaches 19%, close isolation 
vlvs and main SOV in affected sys 
to prevent possibility of injection. 
Close RCS, QUAD switches of affected sys individually & monitor pressures. 
•CB RCS SYS A or B, QUAD 4, 3, 2, I TCA- open 
•RCS, SYS A or B QUAD I, 2, 3, 4 sw-CLOSE; tb- bp 
•RCS, SYS A or B MAIN SOV sw-CLOSE; lb - bp 
•RCS, A or B PRESS ind-note helium tank pressure for subsequent use in diagnostic 
procedure 
•RCS, TEMP/ PRESS MON sel - FUEL MANF 
• RCS, A or B PRESS ind-monitor pressure of manifold associated with low propellant 
quantity 
Propellant manifold pressurei 
Open RCS , QUAD switches of affected 
sys individually & monitor manifold 
pressures 
•RCS: SYS A or B QUAD I sw -
OPEN; th-gray 
•RCS, TEMP/PRESS MON sel-
FUEL MANF & OXID MANF 
•RCS, A or B PRESS ind- monitor 
•Repeal above sequence for RCS, 
SYS A or B QUAD 2, 3, & 4 sw 
Propellant manifold pressure drops 
to vapor pressure? 
Monitor helium tank pressure 
•RCS, TEMP/PRESS MON sel-He 
•RCS, A or B PRESS ind-monitor 
Any pressure decay from helium 
tank pressure noted in step 47 
, 
LEAK IN LINES DOWNSTREAM OF 
THRUSTER PAIR ISOLATION VLVS 
OR FAILED-OPEN TCA VLV 
PROCEDURE 
REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
PROPELLANT MANIFOLD LEAK IN 
AFFECTED SYS 
RCS, CRSFO sw must remain in 
CLOSE position to avoid loss of 
propellant from good system. 
•RCS, SYS A or B QUAD sw 
(associated with leak, last one 
opened)-CLOSE 
•RCS, SYS A or B QUAD sw 
(remaining switches in failed sys) 
-OPEN 
•RCS, SYS A or B MAIN SOV sw-
OPEN; lb-gray 
•CB RCS SYS A or B, QUAD I, 2, 3, 
or 4 TCA (al l cb·s. except cb for 
failed quad TCA)-close 
Reconfigure affected system 
•RCS, SYS A or B MAIN SOV sw -
OPEN; lb - gray 
•CB RCS SYS A or B: QUAD 4, 3, 
2, I TCA -close 
•When He pressure decreases to 
500 psia or propellant pressure 
decreases to 140 psia, shutdown 
main sov of affected system. 
•RCS CRSFD sw -OPEN 
Change Date ______ _ 
REMARKS 
Q) For subsequent burns, monitor RCS, 
PRESS & QUANTITY ind & determine 
quantity of propellant remaining in 
affected sys as follows, 
•Compare helium tank pressure 
readings for both sys. Readings 
should be approximately equal. 
•Note quantity of propellant re-
maining in good sys. Reading rep-
resents quantity of propellant 
remaining in affected sys. 
(D If QUANTITY ind failed internally, 
MSFN can give indication of quan-
tity remaining for affected system. 
If POMO failed, MSFN will not be 
able to provide indication of quan-
tity. 
0 
\~ 
Use this propellant as last alterna-
tive. 
PGNCS capability to translate in 
+ Z, - Z, or - Y directions is lost 
if RCS system A is isolated via 
QUAD switches. 
PGNCS capability to translate in 
+ Z, - Z, or + Y directions is lost 
if RCS system B is isolated via 
QUAD switches. 
Vapor pressure of fuel and oxidizer 
is· a function of their temperature. 
If fuel manifold pressure reading 
is < 5 psia and/or oxidizer mani-
fold pressure reading < 30 psia, 
vapor pressure is displa~ed. 
Q) With MSFN coordination, it may be 
possible to use any amount of RCS 
residual in leaking sys. 
B-300LM4-576 
REMARKS 
Page _ s_._2-_9_o_ 
SYMPTOM 
nominal RCS pro-
pellant or helium indic-
ation 
RCS, PRESS ind pwr 
fai l It on 
RED 
; ,:;IJ ' an 1f 28-vdc power 
tr ~CS A & B PRESS ind 
1·; l,;1t 
8 
RCS, QUANTITY ind 
pwr fail It on 
RED 
Light on if 28-vdc power 
to RCS, A & B QUANTITY 
ind is lost 
SYMPTOM 
• RCS fEMP /PRESS MON sel -
cycle 
Pointers move' 
Cross-check RCS, SYS A (8) helium 
PRESS & QUANTITY ind 
One sys low or decreasing' 
YES 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
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PROCEDURE 
NO RCS, A 18) TEMP OR PRESS IND 
FAILURE OR RCS TEMP/PRESS 
MON SEL FAI LURE 
i-:N:..:O _____________ ..,,. MEASUREMENT INDICATING ABNOR-
MALITY HAS INSTRUMENTATION 
FAILURE 
•Go to abnormal propellant quan- 1-----+--R.,.c_s-i 
tity measuring device trouble- 5 4 
shooting procedures 
A & B 
• RCS, TEMP/PRESS MON sel -
cycle through all positions 
Both pointers move? 
YES 
RCS, PRESS IND PWR FAIL LT FAIL· 
!: /t:~.._N_O) _________________ POWER TO RCS, A & B PRESS IND IS 
~ LOST 
ED ON 
SYS 
CB remain closed' 
PROCEDURE 
REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
RCS, A & B QUANTITY IND PWR 
FAIL LT FAI LED ON 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date ______ _ 
REMARKS 
(D Propellant temp is indicated only in 
PRPLNT position. ind pointer pegs 
to lowest position. 
(D use 1nd1cat1on1nother ;y1 a1 
1nd1ca t1on of failed mea1111 emenl 
CD Ind is operable. There _will be no 
indication if 28 vdc to ind is lost 
(D MSFN must monitor all helium & 
propel lant pressures. 
CD MSFN_ must monitor for propellant 
quantity remaining. 
(D Ind is operable . There will be no 
indication if 28 vdc to ind is lost. 
300lM4-575 
REMARKS 
Page 5. 2- 91 / 5. 2-92 
■ 
- ' I 
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5.2.9 ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM 
5. 2. 9. 1 Assumptions 
• Troubleshooting will be performed when mission phase and ta sk loading permit. 
Accordingly, certain malfunction procedures will not be performed until a main 
engine burn or critical maneuver is completed. 
• Malfunction procedures are entered from normal operational modes. Procedures for 
checkout modes a re not included. 
• Inverter No. 2 is on line. 
• No a -c circuit breaker opened before entering these procedures. 
• These malfunction procedures make no distinction as to whether a d-c circuit breaker 
opened or was initially open. 
• In the case of loss of bus, recovery procedures for equipment other than EPS are not 
included (except for certain critical ECS recovery procedures indicated in symptoms 
1 and 2 and for a recovery procedure for regaining EL lighting in symptom 4). 
• Symptoms 1 and 2 assume that one or both CB EPS: CROSS TIE BAL LOAD opened. 
• A partial short as referred to in these procedures: (1) Affects either CDR or SE bus 
in such a way as to cause the bus voltage to drop below 26. 5 volts; (2) Does not draw 
current of sufficient magnitude to actuate the associated ECA overcurrent relay (150 
to 200 amps per ECA). 
Table 5-17. EPS Procedure Entry Sheet 
Sym Page 
Symptom No. No. 
DC BUS warn lt (UNSTAGED) 1 5.2-96 
DC BUS warn lt (STAGED) 2 5.2-98 
C/W PWR caut lt (UNSTAGED) 3 5. 2-100 
DC BUS FAULT comp caut lt 3a 5. 2-100 
EPS th - hp 3b 5.2-100 
Flood lights lost if on 3c 5. 2-100 
EL lighting lost if EPS: INVERTER sw - 2 3d 5.2-100 
C/W PWR caut lt (STAGED) 4 5. 2-101 
All EPS th - hp 4a 5. 2-101 
Flood lights lost if on 4b 5.2-101 
EL lighting lost if E PS: INVERTER sw - 2 4c 5. 2-101 
BATTERY caut lt (UNSTAGED) 5 5. 2-102 
BATTERY caut lt (STAGED) 6 5.2-103 
INVERTER caut lt 7 5. 2-104 
Cannot turn descent battery off low tap (UNSTAGED) 8 5.2-105 
I 
I 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date _____ _ Page 5. 2-93 
• 
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Table 5-18. EPS Failure/Symptom Cross-Reference Index 
Symp Page 
Failure Symptom No. No. 
A-c bus A short (bus lost, including EPS INVERTER cault lt 7 5.2-104 
a-c instrumentation) 
A-c bus B short INVERTER caut lt 7 5. 2- 104 
Bat lost due to reverse current DC BUS warn lt (UNSTAGED) 1 5.2 - 96 
Bat main fed contactor inadvertently C/W PWR caut lt (STAGED) 4 5. 2-101 
opened 
Bat overtemperature BATTERY caut lt (UNSTAGED) 5 5. 2-102 
C/ W PWR caut lt (STAGED) 4 5.2- 101 
I 
Battery is lost because of short BATTERY caut lt (UNSTAGED) 5 5.2-102 
between battery & ECA 
Battery is lost due to ECA failure BATTERY caut lt (UNSTAGED) 5 5.2-102 
Bat 6 (5) overtemperature DC BUS warn lt (STAGED) 2 5. 2-98 
Bat 1 short (bat lost) C/W PWR caut lt (UNSTAGEb) 3 5.2-100 
Bat 2 short (bat lost) C/W PWR caut lt (UNSTAGED ) 3 5.2-100 
Bus short C/W PWR caut lt (STAGED) 4 5. 2-101 
DC BUS warn lt (UNSTAGED) 1 5.2-96 
CDR bus short DC BUS warn lt (STAGED) 2 5. 2-98 
CDR (SE) bus partial short DC BUS warn lt (STAGED) 2 5.2-98 
I DC BUS warn lt (UNSTAGED) 1 5. 2-96 
CDR (SE) bus voltage signal DC BUS warn lt (UNSTAGED) 1 5. 2-96 
conditioner fail ed 
CDR (SE ) signal conditioner failure DC BUS warn lt (STAGED) 2 5.2-98 
CWEA failure BATTERY caut lt (STAGED) G 5.2-103 
BATTERY caut lt (UNSTAGED) 5 5.2-102 
DC BUS warn lt (STAGED) 1 5.2-96 
DC BUS warn lt (UNSTAGED) 2 5.2-98 
CWEA or instrument failu re INVERTER caut lt 7 5. 2-104 
I 
EPS: INVERTER sw failed open in all INVERTER caut lt 7 5. 2-104 
positions (a-c power is lost) 
Fault between ECA 3 & bat 5 C/W FWR caut lt (STAGED) 4 5. 2-101 
I Faulty battery low volt switch Cannot turn descent battery off low tap 8 5.2-1 05 failed on 
Feeder short between ECA & bus C/W PWR caut lt (STAGED) 4 5. 2-101 
DC BUS warn lt (STAGED) 2 5. 2-98 
Feeder short between DFR & bus DC BUS warn lt (UNSTAGED) 1 5. 2-96 
(bat 3 & 4 lost) 
-Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date _____ _ Page 5.2.94 
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Table 5-18. EPS Failure/ Symptom Cross - Reference Index (con t. ) 
I Symp Page 
I Failure Symptom No. No. 
Inadvertent actuation of ECA over- BATTERY caut lt (UNSTAGED) 5 5. 2-102 
currcn t relay I 
Instrumentation failure INVERTER caut lt 7 5. 2-104 
Inverter 2 failure INVERTER caut lt 7 5.2-104 
Open circuit between bat & ECA C/ W PWR eaut lt (STAGED) 4 5.2 - 101 
Open circuit between ECA & bus C/W PWR caut lt (STAGED) 4 5. 2-101 
Open circuit bet\.veen switch & Cannot turn descent battery off 8 5. 2-105 
reset coil low tap I 
Overcurrent contact closed DC BUS warn lt (STAGED) 2 5.2-98 
without coil action 
Overtemperature or false ECA BATTERY caut lt (STAGED) (j 5. 2- 103 
indication 
Partial short between DFR & bus DC BUS warn lt (UNSTAGED) 1 5. 2-9(; 
Partial short between ECA & DFR DC BUS warn lt (UNSTAGED) 1 5.2-9G I 
Reverse current BATTERY caut lt (STAGED) (l 5. 2-103 
BATTERY caut lt (UNSTAGED) 5 5. 2-102 
C/ W PWR caut lt (STAGED) 4 5.2-101 
SE bus short C/ W PWR caut lt (UNSTAGED) 3 5. 2-100 
Short between bat & current-sensing DC BUS warn lt (STAGED) 2 5.2-98 
coil, or bat expended ■ Short between current-monitoring DC BUS warn lt (STAGED) 2 5.2-98 
coil & main contact 
Short between deadface & bus C/ W PWR caut lt (UNSTAGED) 3 5.2 - 100 
(Bat 1 & 2 lost) 
Short between ECA & bat 6 DC BUS warn lt (STAGED) 2 5.2 - 98 
I 
Short between ECA & deadface C/ W PWR caut lt (UNSTAGED) 3 5. 2-100 
(bat 1 & 2 lost) 
Short between ECA & DFR DC BUS warn lt (UNSTAGED) 1 5.2-96 
I 
(bat 3 & 4 lost) 
Short between main contact & bus DC BUS warn lt (STAGED) 2 5.2-98 
Short between switch & reset coil Cannot turn descent battery off low tap 8 5. 2- 105 I 
Shorted bat 4 (3) DC BUS warn lt (UNSTAGED) 1 5. 2-96 
Short on feeder line from inverter 2 INVERTER caut lt 7 5.2-104 
I to buses A & B causing loss of inverter 
Short on inverter 1 path (loss of inverter) INVERTER caut lt 7 5.2-104 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Cha nge Da te _____ _ Page 5. 2. 95 
SYMPTOM 
Sheet 1 of 2 
1 UNSTAGED 
DC BUS 
RED 
Light on if either or both 
buses < 26.5 volts. 
I 
il'CDR {SE) bus voltage 
low? 
YES NO 
:-, 
~ ----~-----, 
i( •CB EPS: BAT FEED TIE (21 · open 
\ \ I Bat 3 & 4 {I & 21 EPS: VOLTS & 
I AMPS ind? 
CURRENT>O 
•EPS: BAT 5 (61 NORMAL SE {CORI 
FEED sw · ON ; tb · gray 
•Pnl 16 CB EPS: ASC ECA CONT · 
close 
•EPS: DES BATS sw · DEADFACE: 
tb -bp 
EPS: VOTS & AMPS ind? 
•Open all pnl 11 d•c cb's, 
except: 
CB EPS: 
eAf mo m (2) • clo,e 
~tLJfj~R o~s m close 
DC BUS VOLT · close 
eflnl ii CB £F3. BAT FEEB 
TIHt-open, 
'm, DC BUS FAULT 
It . on? 
NO 
•Pnl II CB S: BAT 
FEED TIE { · close 
•EPS: BAT ORMAL SE 
FEED SW • ; tb . Rrav 
•Pnl 16 CB PS: ASC ECA 
CONT· clo 
·•EPS: DES TS sw · 
DEADFACE b · bp 
CURRENT = 0 
VOLTAGE ~ 28 VOLTS 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
{SHEET 21 
{SHEET 21 
PROCEDURE 
ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM 
Change Date ______ _ 
SHORTED BAT 4 (31 
CAUTION 
Before repowering bus, '{\/ 
remove these loads: 
• CB PGNS: IMU QPR · open 
•CB PGNS: LGC/DSKY · open 
Recover good bat & removeX. 
failed bat from line. 
•EPS: COR BAT 4 (3) HI VOLT sw · 
OFF / RESET; lb · bp 
•EPS: DC BUS FAULT comp caut 
It · off 
• EPS: CDR BAT 3 (41 HI VOLT sw · 
OFF /RESET , then ON; tb · gray 
•DC BUS warn It · off 
•BATTERY caut It · off 
•CB EPS: CROSS TIE BAL LOADS 
(21 • close , 
•EPS: CDR BAT 3 & 4 HI 
VOLT sw · OFF/RESET; 
lb· bp 
•EPS: BAT 6 BACK UP 
SE mo SW • ON; tb ' gray 
•WATER TANK SELECT vlv · SEC 
•GLYCOL sel - INST (SEC) 
•CB ECS: GLYCOL PUMP SEC 
• close 
• SEC EVAP FLOW vlv · OPEN 
•Reconfi gure electrical load for 
secondary glycol loop operation 
per normal procedure. 
"""'.-~··--... e 
steps 
and 18.) 
0 Due to lack of grounding, spurious 
readings will be observed on 
ammeter when monitoring bus 
voltage. 
0 CDR bus functions lost. 
COMM: 
0 
CD 
0 
CDR AUDIO 
UP DATA LINK 
ECS: 
CABIN FAN 1 
GLYCOL PUMP AUTO TRNFR 
GLYCOL PUMP 1 
GLYCOL PUMP 2 
SUIT FAN 1 
ED: 
LOG GEAR FLAG 
FLT OISP: 
COAS 
GASTA 
MSN TMR 
ORDEAL 
RNG/ RNG RT 
THRUST 
HTR: 
AOT 
DOCK WINDOW 
LOG RDR 
RNDZ RDR 
INST: 
SIG CONDR I 
PGNS: 
IMU 
LOG RDR 
LGC /DSKY 
RNDZ RDR 
SIG STR DISP 
PROPUL: 
DES He REG/VENT 
S/C: 
ATCA (PGNS) 
ATT DIR CONT 
DECA PWR 
ENG CONT 
ENG START OVRD 
If E S: CDR BAT 3 tb · bp when 
ov current kicks bat 3 off line, 
ba 3 is good, but overcurrent 
re ults from feeding shorted 
b 4. If EPS: CDR BAT 4 tb · bp, 
c ndition is reversed. 
If reverse . current relay in ·EcA is 
tr pped, faulty battery HI VOLT sw 
m st be held in OFF /RESET pos1-
ti n for 1.5 to 4 seconds to reset 
re y. 
C EPS: CROSS TIE BAL LOADS 
m open depending upon bus 
lo and battery condition. If 
thi CB opens, then CB EPS: 
CR SS TIE BUS (21 should 
be losed. 
DC US warn It remains on. Low 
bus oltage C & W monitoring 
is lot. 
C, Pr im y glycol is inoperative. Only 
seco dary glycol loop is opera· 
lion 
C-300LM4-510-1 
REMARKS 
Page __ 5._2_-9_6_ 
" LMA790-3-LM 4 
POLLD OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
FAILURE PROCEDURE 
Sheet 2 of 2 
1 UNSTAGED 
DC BUS warn It (cont) 
PARTIAL SHORT 
BETWEEN ECA AND 
DFR 
~-----+1..--_,;11-~...:..;:~.;;_;;_--t~ •EPS: SE BAT I & 2 HI VOLT sw 
-OFF /RESET; tb - bp 
PAR°! \AL SHORT 
BETWEEN DFR AND 
BUS 
L-•. ________ ____:_BA.:..T.:..l.:..&.:..2_LO_S_T -~ •EPS: SE BAT I & 2 HI VOLT sw 
--, 
27 
C:HGR"\ BETWEEN ECA & 
li l'R (BAT 3 & 4 LOST) 
--1 
33 
FEEDER SHORT BETWEEN 
DFR & BUS (BAT 3 & 4 
LOST) 
FAILURE 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
•EPS: CDR BAT 3 & 4 HI VOLT sw 
-OFF / RESET; tb - bp 
DES & ASC BATS 
To power both buses from descent 
and ascent bats 
•Pnl 11 CB EPS: BAT FEED TIE (2) 
-open 
•CB EPS: CROSS TIE BUS (2) · 
close 
•EPS: DES BATS sw -CONNECT; 
tb - gray 
•EPS: BAT 6 BACK UP SE FEED 
sw · ON; tb · gray 
•EPS: BAT 5 NORMAL SE FEED sw -
OFF /RESET; tb - bp 
•EPS: CDR BAT 3 & 4 HI VOLT sw 
- OFF /RESET; tb · bp 
DES & ASC BATS 
To power both buses from descent 
and ascent bats 
•Pn\ 11 CB EPS: BAT FEED TIE 
(21 - open 
•CB EPS: CROSS TIE BUS (2) · 
close 
•EPS: DES BATS sw · CONNECT; 
tb -gray 
•EPS: BAT 6 BACK UP SE FEED 
- OFF/ RESET; tb · bp 
Repower bus as required: 
ASC 
BATS 
To power both buses from ascent 
bats only 
•EPS: BAT 6 NORMAL CDR mo 
SW. ON; tb. gray 
•CB EPS: CROSS TIE BAL LOADS (2) 
-close 
Repower bus as required: 
To power both buses from ascent 
bats only. 
•Pnl 11 CB EPS: BAT mo TIE (2) 
-open 1----------, 
•EPS: BAT 6 BACK UP SE mo SW 
· ON; lb · gray 
•CB EPS: CROSS TIE BUS (2) 
• close 
sw · ON ; lb· gray 1---------------~ 
•EPS: BAT 5 NORMAL SE FEED sw · ,__ ________ __. 
OFF /RESET; tb -bp 
PROCEDURE 
ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM 
Change Date 
G) In case of short between DFR and 
bus on CDR side, powering LM d-c 
system with ascent batteries only 
would place both batteries on short 
circuit. 
Panel 11 CB EPS: BAT FEED TIE (2) 
should be opened to isolate short. 
C-300lM4-510-2 
REMARKS 
Page 5. 2-97 
■ 
~ight on if either or both I 
uses <26.5 vdc I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
NO 
.,,,~ 
f) Due to lack of readings will g~ounding, spurious 
ammeter wh e observed on 
voltage. en monitoring bus 
G) Bat voltage reading should 
con_f1rm low bus voltage 
ind1cat1on. 
Bus functions lost· 
COMM: · 
CDR AUDIO 
EC~ DATA LINK 
CABIN FAN t 
GLYCOL PUMP AUTO TRN R 
GLYCOL PUMP t 
GLYCOL PUMP 2 
SUIT FAN I 
FLT DISP: 
COAS 
GASTA 
MSN TMR 
ORDEAL 
RNG/ RNG RT 
THRUST 
HTR: 
AOT 
DOCK WINDOW 
INffDZ RDR 
PG~~: CONDR 1 
IMU 
LGC/DSKY 
RNDZ RDR 
s;i'.G STR DISP 
ATCA (PGNS) 
ATT DIR CONT 
ENG CONT 
ENG START OVRD 
0 Assumption· DC BU 
caut It rem~ins on \ FAULT comp 
load cb's are opene: en pnl 11 d-c 
0 Primary glycol is . . secondary glycol lo~noperat1ve .. Only Pis operati ona l. 
(J) ~~t~uasscent bats now power 
© DC BUS warn It remain 
bus voltage 'C /W _s on . Low 
lost. monitoring is 
C- 300LM4-511-1 
REMARKS 
Page 5. 2-98 
TAGED 
DC BUS warn 
II (cont ) 
Basic Date 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
E PROCEDURE 
LECTRlCAL POW ER SUBSYSTEM 
Change Date Page 5. 2-99 
SYMPTOM 
3 UNSTAGED 
q)_ 
11 C/W PWR ~ I 
YELLOW 
Light on if CWEA power 
failure occurs. 
3a 
,- -----, 
I DC BUS I 
I FAULT I 
I 
0 L-I I I I 
L-----J 
YELLOW 
Light on if CDR or SE bus 
or feeder is shorted to 
ground 
3b 
I EPS tb · bp ~ 
3c I Flood lights lost r-~ I if on 
3d .,..!!Q_ I Loss of EL lighting~ 
if EPS: INVERTER 
sw -2 
.__ 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
©© 
~ 
•Open all pnl 16 cb's, except: 
CB EPS: 
DC BUS VOLT · close 
XLUNAR BUS TIE · close 
BAT FEED TIE (2) · close 
•EPS: SE BAT 1 HI VOLT sw OFF/ 
RESET 
E.l EPS: DC BUS FAULT comp caut YES 
It · off? 7 BAT 1 SHORT (BAT LOST) 
♦NO 
Lu •EPS: SE BAT 2 HI VOLT sw · I 
OFF/RESET 
EPS: DC BUS FAULT comp caul YES Is I w 
It off? 
~ BAT 2 SHORT (BAT LOST) ~ To power SE bus with good descent 
♦ NO bat: 
•E PS: Good bat HI VOLT sw . ON; 
l2..l w tb · gray •CB EPS: CROSS TIE BAL LOADS 
•EPS: BAT 6 NORMAL CDR FEED .--. SHORT BETWEEN ECA & DEADFACE (2) · close sw-ON (BAT 1 & 2 LOST) 
•Pnl 11 CB EPS: ASC ECA CONT · 
close t •EPS: DES BATS sw · DEADFACE ~ EPS: DC BUS FAULT comp caut ~ It off' YES •Close pnl 16 load cb's as re-
Repower bus as required: quired, to activate subsystems. 
DES & ASC BATS 
l + ASC BATS 
~ To power both buses from ~ • descent and ascent batteries 
To power both buses from ascent 
•CB EPS: CROSS TIE BUS (2) batteries only 
• close 
•Pnl 16 CB EPS: BAT FEED TIE (2) •EPS: BAT 5 NORMAL SE FEED 
· open sw • ON ; lb · gray 
•E PS: DES BATS sw · CONNECT; •CB EPS: CROSS TIE BAL LOADS 
tb- gray (2) · close 
•E PS: BAT 5 BACK UP CDR FEED 
SW. ON; tb . gray 
•EPS: BAT 6 NORMAL CDR FEED 
sw ·OFF/RESET; lb · bp 
t ' 
WARNING. __ ~I WARNING·-
~ To avoid feeding into short, do ~ To avoid feeding ioto short, do 
not close Pnl 16 CB EPS: BAT t------+- •Close pnl 16 load cb's as re-~ not place EPS: DES BATS 
FEED TIE (2) quired, to activate subsystems. 
sw · CONNECT while vehicle 
is unstaged. 
~ 0 Q) 
•Pnl 16 CB EPS: BAT FEED TIE (2) 
~ ~ · open 
EPS: DC BUS FAULT comp caut ~ 
SE BUS SHORT ~ •EPS: BAT 5 BACK UP CDR FEED 
It off? sw-ON 
+YES 
~WARNING.,__ 
~ 
. 
SHORT BETWEEN DEADFACE & i-----, To avoid feeding into short, 
BUS (BAT 1 & 2 LOST) do not close Pnl 16 CB EPS: 
BAT FEED TIE (2). 
+ 
DES & ASC BATS 201 Repower bus as required: 
' ~ + ASC BATS 
To power both buses from descent ~ and ascent batteries. 
•CB EPS: CROSS TIE BUS (2) · close 
To power both buses from ascent 
batteries only. 
•EPS: DES BATS sw · CONNECT; 
tb · gray •EPS BAT 5 BACK UP CDR FEED 
•EPS: BAT 5 BACK UP CDR FEED sw -ON; tb -gray i-------~ sw · ON; tb · gray •CB EPS: CROSS TIE BUS (2) · close 
•EPS: BAT 6 NORMAL CDR FEED •Close pnl 16 load cb's as re-
sw ·OFF/RESET; tb · bp quired, to activate subsystems. 
PROCEDURE 
ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM 
Change Date ______ _ 
REMARKS 
(D SE's bus power failure 
0 Assumption: DC BUS FAULT comp 
caut It remains on when pnl 16 
load cb's are opened. 
G) rs·s will ind_icate bp and cannot 
be used until power is restored 
to SE's bus. 
(D SE's bus functions lost: 
COMM: 
DISP 
PMP 
S BO ANT (steerable) 
SE AUDIO 
TV 
ECS: 
CABIN FAN CONT 
CABIN FAN 2 
CABIN REPRESS 
CO2 SENSOR 
DISP 
DIVERT VLV 
GLYCOL PUMP SEC 
SUIT FAN/l P 
SUIT FAN 2 
SUIT FLOW CONT 
SUIT /CABIN REPRESS 
FLT DISP: 
EVNT TMR 
EPS: , 
DISP 
HTR: 
DISP 
S BO ANT 
INST: 
CWEA 
PCM /TE 
SIG CONDR 
SIG SENSOR 
LTG: 
FLOOD 
MASTER ALARM 
TRACK 
PROPUL: 
ASC He REG 
PQGS 
TEMP/ PRESS DISP FLAGS 
RCS SYS B: 
CRSFD 
PQGS/DISP 
TEMP /PRESS DISP FLAGS 
S/C: 
AEA 
ASA 
ATCA 
ATCA (AGS) 
ENG ARM 
DES ENG OVRD 
(D C/W PWR caut It remains ~n. EPS 
tb's remain nonoperational. 
C-300LM4-512 
REMARKS 
Page 5. 2-100 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
/ ~O-ft" 
SYMPTOM I / PROCEDURE REMARKS 
4 STAGED 
o /4w 0 To regain EL lighting: Pnl 14 EPS: INVERTER sw - 1 II ll - u Pnl II CB EPS: INV I -close C/W PWR • Open all pnl 16 cb's, ex/ ~ • EPS: BAT 5 NORMAL SE FEED sw 
YELLOW CB EPS: ~ -OFF /RESET .!.I J)C BUS VOLT -close 
~ FAULT BETWEEN ECA 3 & BAT 5 Light on if CWEA power -,__uw I IC . close ::> EPS: DC BUS FAULT comp caut failure occurs. BAT FEEu 11c \LI - c,ose It off? 
_ 4a EPS: DC BUS FAULT comp caut It - - NO + bp ~I I;. MA. All EPS tb w ~ • CB EPS: CROSS TIE BAL LOADS (2) ,,_~ «or Bat 5 is lost. To repower bus will only be closed during orbital 
•EPS: BAT 6 BACK UP SE FEED sw -
contingency. 
4b 
ON 
•CB EPS: CROSS TIE BAL LOADS 12) -
I Flood lights lost if on ~ 1 close 
t 
4c q) M:ose pnl 16 load cb's as re-
~ uired, to activate subsystems. 
IEL lighting lost 1fJ-
EPS: INVERTER sw -2 • Pnl 16 CB EPS: BAT FEED TIE 12) -
I open w 
EPS: DC BUS FAULT comp caut ~ FEEDER SHORT BETWEEN ECA & BUS 
It off 1 
NO 
r 3 0 Except for CB S/C: DES ENG BUS SHORT OVRD, SE's bus functions lost are as listed in remark 4 of 
symptom 3. 
I, ~ WARNING I-- ~WARNING~ 
1 
To avoid feeding into short, do id feeding into short, do 
not close CB EPS: CROSS TIE ose Pnl 16 CB EPS: BAT 
BUS 12) and CB EPS: CROSS TIE TIE 12) 
BAL LOADS (2) 
.!.I 
.!.!.I • CB EPS: CROSS TIE BUS (2) - close 
To place both ascent bats on • EPS: BAT 5 BACK UP CDR FEED 
CDR's bus: sw- ON; tb gray 
I 
lill •EPS: BAT 5 BACK UP CDR FEED 
1 sw-ON + •EPS; BAT 5 NORMAL SE FEED sw - I OFF /RESET, then ON Ill Power restored ? YES • Close pnl 16 load cb's as re-
NO quired, to activate subsystems. 
13 4 0 Cause of contact opening is not 
.!!I BAT MAIN FEED CONTACTOR defined. Monitor for remainder of 
INADVERTENTLY OPENED mission. Closing both CB EPS: 
•Pnl 16 CB EPS: BAT FEED TIE (2) - CROSS TIE BUS (2) may be 
open desirable to ensure conti nued 
' •CB EPS: CROSS TIE BUS 12) -close power to SE's bus. -•EPS: POWER /TEMP MON sel -BAT 5 
~ 
.w 
I I EPS: BAT FAULT comp caut It on? BAT OVERTEMPERAJLIRE 
NO 
I 
I .!!J 
•Pnl 16 CB EPS: BAT FEED TIE cp (D If reverse-current relay in ECA is (2)-close !!l It 
~ tripped, fau lty battery HI VOLT sw EPS: BAT FAULT comp caut It on? REVERSE CURRENT --o .!!I must be held in OFF/ RESET NO position for 1.5 to 4 seconds to 
Bat 5 lost. To regain SE bus power. reset relay. 
~ •EPS: BAT 5 NORMAL SE FEED sw -
•EPS: BAT 5 BACK UP CDR FEED l!!J OFF /RESET until BATTERY caut It sw-ON: lb -gray _,, · off; tb-bp OPEN CIRCUIT BETWEEN BAT & ECA - •If ON, EPS: BAT 5 BACK UP CDR 
EPS: AMPS ind -normal? ~ FEED sw -OFF /RESET until 
YES 
BATTERY caut It - off: tb - bp 
•EPS: BAT 6 BACK UP SE FEED sw 
-ON; tb -gray 
~ 
•Pnl 16 CB EPS: BAT FEED TIE (2) 
-close 
OPEN CIRCUIT BETWEEN ECA & BUS • CB EPS: CROSS TIE BUS 12) -
-==-- close 
~ 
• Close pnl 16 load cb's as re-
quired, to activate subsystems. 
B-300LM4-513 
I SYMPTOM I PROCEDURE REMARKS 
ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date _ _____ _ Page _s_. 2_-_1_0 _1 
SYMPTOM 
5 UNSTAGED 
I I MITE~ 
YELLOW 
Light on if: 
Bat overtemperature 
~ 145°F (Nominal) 
Bat reverse current> 10 
amp for 4 to 6 seconds. 
Bat overcurrent mini-
mum ultimate trip: 150 
to 200 amp. 
SYMPTOM 
NO 
11 
On CB panel associated with faulty 
bat: 
•CB EPS: BAT FEED TIE (2) -
open 
•Good bat (in faulty pair) HI VOLT 
sw - OFF /RESET; tb - bp 
EPS:' BAT FAUlT comp caut It? 
ON 
15 
BATTERY OVERTEMPERATUR£ 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 I 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
YES 
PROCEDURE 
CWEA FAILURE 
Faulty bat VOLTS ind - normal? 
YES 
•Faulty bat HI VOLT sw - OFF/RE-
SET; then ON 
Faulty bat tb - 1ray? 
NO 
REVERSE CURRENT 
•Faulty bat HI VOI.T sw - OFF /RE· 
SET; lb - bp 
•EPS: BAT FAULT camp caut It -
off 
•BATTERY call It - off 
•Good bit On faulty l)lirl HI VOLT 
sw - ON: lb - il'IY 
ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM 
1 
• aulty bat HI VOLT sw - OFF /RE-
SET; tb - bp 
•EPS: BAT FAULT comp caut It -
off 
•BATTERY caut It - off 
•Faulty bat HI VOLT SW - OFF/RE-
SET until BATTERY caut It - off; 
lb- bp 
•Good bat (in faulty pair) HI VOLT 
sw-ON;tb-lf'IY 
On cb panel associated witll faulty 
bet: 
•CB EPS: BAT FEED TIE (2J -
close 
•Pnl 11 & 16 CB EPS: CROSS TIE 
BUS (2) - open 
Change Date ______ _ 
REMARKS 
(D CB EPS: CROSS TIE BUS (2) must 
be kept closed to ensure sufficient 
bus power. 
(D Battery monitoring via CWEA is 
lost. 
0 BATTERY caut It - off and EPS: 
BAT FAULT comp caut It - off. 
© Cause of battery disconnect is not 
defined. Monitor for remainder of 
mission. 
(!) BATTERY caut It remains on. 
~ BATTERY caut It - off. 
G) One descent battery Is lost. 
© If r~erse-i:urrent relay in ECA has 
tripped, faulty battery HI VOLT sw 
must be held in OFF/RESET posi-
tion for 1.5 to 4 seconds to reset 
-relay. 
(!) Failure of overcurrent, overtem-
per1tur1, or reversiH:urrent con-
tact may cause fault, in addition to 
true overtemperature condition. 
These failures cannot be separated. 
A- 300IM4-51' 
REMARKS 
Page 5. 2-102 
,YMPTOM 
6 STAGED 
llAlll RY 
Yfl I OW 
~ 111 
nperalure 2 145°F 
H.11 1t'Vt' rsc cur1 r11 I > Ill amp 
1111 4 to Ii ~ec 
:{ !l1)\i\"l1' Ul l1 '11 l 111 1111nlllm 
11111111.J IP tri p- 150 lo ?OOamp 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
• EPS: POWER /TEMP MON sel 
-BAT 5, 6 
EPS: BAT FAULT comp cau \ It-on' 
• CB EPS: CROSS TIE BUS (2) · close 
• Pnl 16 (1 \) CB EPS BAT FEED TIE (2) 
-open 
NO 
REVERSE CURRENT 
O· 
•EPS: BAT 5 (6) NORMAL SE (CORI 
FEED sw -OFF /RESET until BAT-
TERY caut It -OFF: tb - bp 
•EPS: BAT 6 (5) BACK UP SE (COR) 
FEED sw -ON: tb · gray 
NO 
NO 
PROCEDURE 
CWEA FAILURE 
To place bat on line 
• CB EPS CROSS TIE BUS (2) -close 
• Pnl 16 (11) CB EPS: BAT FEED 
TIE (2)-open 
• EPS: POWER /TEMP MON sel 
-BAT6(5) 
• EPS: AMPS ind- monitor 
• Pnl 16 (11) CB EPS: BATFEED 
TIE (2l - close 
Bat 6 (51 current decreases' 
INCREASES 
• CB EPS: CROSS TIE BAL LOADS 
(2)- open 
• CB EPS CROSS TIE BUS (21 -
open 
PROCEDURE 
YES 
• CB EPS: CROSS TIE BAL LOADS 
12) - close 
•CB EPS: CROSS TIE BUS (2) - open 
ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM 
Chunge Date _______ _ 
REMARKS 
0 C/ W ca nnot be used for bat 
malfunction 1nd1ca t1ons 
Maintain close check of bat 
status 
• CB EPS CROSS TIE BAL LOADS 
(2) will only be closed du ri ng 
orbital contingency. 
Q) Bat 5 feeds pnl 16 CB EPS: BAT 
FEED TIE (21. Bat 6 feeds pnl II CB 
EPS: BAT FEED TIE (2) 
© Bat may_ be placed on line as 
long as ,t supplies positive 
current and DC BUS warn It 
remains off . 
(D Because BAHERY caut It remains 
on. monitoring capability 1s lost 
when faulty bat is on line 
C, If reverse-current relay in ECA has 
tripped, faulty battery HI VOLT sw 
must be held in OFF /RESET 
position for 1.5 to 4 seconds to 
reset relay. 
8- 300LM4-5 l 5 
REMARKS 
Page 5. 2-103 
SYMPTOM 
7 
INVERTER 
YELLOW 
Light on if : 
A -C voltage < 112 volts 
Frequency < 398 cp 
Frequency >4 cp 
vt, ,. . 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
0 
EPS: VOLTS ind-green band? 
NO 
• CB /AC BUS 8: BUS TIE INV 
l - open 
• CB /AC BUS A: BUS TIE INV 
I -open 
INVERTER caut ll-on7 
YES 
• CB/AC BUS 8: BUS TIE INV 
I-close 
• CB/AC BUS A: BUS TIE INV 
I- close 
• CB EPS: INV 1- close 
• EPS: INVERTER sw-1 
INVERTER caut lt -on 7 
YES 
• CB/AC BUS 8: BUS TIE INV 
2& I -open 
• CB/AC BUS A: BUS TIE INV 
2- open 
• CB / AC BUS 8: BUS TIE INV 
I- close 
• CB/AC BUS A BUS TIE INV 
1- open 
YES 
NO 
LMA790-J-LM 4 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
12 
• CB EPS: INV ! -close 
• EPS: INVERTER sw- 1 
INVERTER 2 FAILURE 
• CB EPS: INV 2- open 
• CB/AC BUS B':13US TIE 
!NV I -close 
16 
To reestablish inverter 
conf1gurat1on on bus A· 
To reestabl ish inverter 
configuration: 
• EPS: INVERTER sw -2 
• CB EPS: INV I - open 
INVERTER caut It remains 
on. MSFN will veri fy loss of: 
SIG CONOR 
CWEA 
SYNC SIG 
I 
SHORT ON FEEDER LINE 
FROM INVERTER 2 TO 
BUSES A & B CAUSING 
LOSS OF INVERTER 
- C BUS B power -on' 
YES 20 • CB IAC BUS 8: BUS TIE INV 
I -open 
NO 
EPS INVERTER SW FAILED 
OPEN IN ALL POSITIONS 
IA- C POWER IS LOST) 
A-C BUS A SHORT (BUS 
LOST. INCLUDING EPS A-C 
INSTRUMENTATION) 
PROCEDURE 
• INVERTER caul It -off 
• CB /AC BUS A BUS TIE INV 
2-close 
•EPS INVERTER sw - 2 
• CB EPS· INV 1- open 
ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM 
Change Date ______ _ 
0 
0 
CD 
0 
REMARKS 
Assumption: INV 2 on. Due to lack 
of grounding. spurious readings 
will be observed on ammeter when 
·moniloring bus voltage. 
Frequency failure of inverter. In-
verter No. 2 (or No. l) is not ren-
dered inoperable due to frequency 
fai lure, because it will free-run at 
390 to 410 cps whenever PCM TEA 
signal line or inverter sync circuit 
fa ils. Inverter frequency - be 
monitored by MSFN. ""~' 
A- C BUS B is out, with loss of 
following functions: 
AGS 
He POGS PROPUL DISP 
NUM LTG 
ORDEAL 
S SD ANT 
SE FOAi 
SE WIND HTR 
A -C BUS A 1s out, with toss of 
following functions: 
AC BUS VOLT 
CDR FOAi 
CDR WIND HTR 
DECA GMBL 
GASTA 
INTGL LTG 
RNG /RNG RT 
RNDZ RDR 
TAPE RCDR 
G) INVERTER cau t It may go off if 
contac t ,s made 
A-300LM4-516 
REMARKS 
Page _ 5_._2_- _1 o_4_ 
SYMl'TOM 
Basic Date 3 February 19691 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
POLLO OPEIATIONS HANDIOOK 
ONT (2) popped 
move battery 
PIIGCoa: 
•Faulty battery HI VOLT sw -OFF/ 
RESET & hold 
TB -bp? 
•EPS: BAT 5 NORMAL SE FEED 
SW • ON; tb . gray 
•EPS: BAT 6 NORMAL CDR FEED 
SW • ON; lb . gray 
•EPS: DES BATS sw · DEAD FACE 
FAULTY BATTERY LOW VOLT 
SWITCH FAILED ON. 
Select high-voltage tap of faulty 
battery. 
•Pnl II CB EPS: DES ECA CONT · 
open 
•Faulty battery HI VOLT sw · OFF/ 
RESET (hold until pnl 16 CB EPS: 
DES ECA CONT -open); lb -bp 
•Faulty battery HI VOLT sw-ON 
(hold until pnl 16 CB EPS: DES 
ECA CONT · close); tb -gray 
•Pnl II CB EPS: DES ECA CONT 
-close 
•Ascent battery .ttQ1 associated 
with faulty pair7filRMAL FEED 
sw • ON; lb· gray 
•CB EPS: CROSS TIE BUS (2) · close 
•On cb panel associated with 
faulty pair: CB EPS: BAT FEED 
TIE (2) · open 
/ 
..... 
ELECTRICAL POWER_ SUBSYSTEM 
Change Oat•------
REMARKS 
G) Assumption: Removal has been 
attempted, using both HI and LOW 
VOLT switches. 
' (!) Faulty battery will be placed on 
low-voltage tap when HI VOLT sw 
is set to OFF /RESET and released. 
Refer to step 4 for removal. 
~12 
IElWU 
■ 
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5.2. l O COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM 
5. 2. 10. 1 Assumptions 
• Troubleshooting procedures such as checking sw's, cb's, redundant PTT pb's, 
alternative antennas, etc are performed before entering malfunction procedures. 
• These malfunction procedures do not assume a particular Communications 
Subsystem sw configuration other than that required to operate the equipment 
before entry into the procedures. 
• Malfunction procedures are entered from norm al operational m odes. (Procedures 
are not included for checkout modes.) 
Table 5-19. CS Procedure Entry Sheet 
Symptom 
Loss of intercom 
One crewman has abnormal (unselected) hot mike condition 
Loss of VHF A simplex voice comm with MSFN or CSM 
Loss of VHF A simplex voice comm with CSM. MSFN not available - not within LOS 
Cannot acquire S-band 0 lock 
Loss of S-band voice comm 
MSFN reports loss of S-band ranging 
MSFN reports loss of LM S-band telem etry , S-band voice OK 
S-BD RCVR caut lt 
Table 5-20. CS Failure/ Symptom Cross-Referenc e Index 
F ailure Symptom 
Audio center failure Loss of intercom 
Audio center ICS circuitry failure Loss of intercom 
Audio center mike amplifier One crewman has abnormal (uns elected) 
continuously keyed hot mike condition 
Audio center removing key has Loss of VHF A simplex voice comm 
abnormal hot mike condition with MSFN or CSM 
Comm carrier or comm cable failure Loss of intercom 
Common S-band rcvr or SPA 30 kc Loss of S-band voice comm 
subcarrier output circuit failure 
CSM or LM xmtr or rcvr failure Loss of VHF A simplex voice comm 
with CSM. MSFN not available (not 
within LOS) 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date 
Sym 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Sym 
No. 
1 
1 
2 
3 
1 
6 
4 
Page 
No. 
5. 2-111 
5. 2 -11 2 
5. 2-113 
5.2-114 
5. 2 -11-l 
5. 2 -11 5 
5. 2- 11/i 
5. 2-ll (i 
5. 2-ll(i 
Page 
No. 
5. 2-111 
5. 2 -]11 
5. 2-l U 
5.2-113 
5. 2- 111 
5. 2 -115 
5. 2-11-l 
Page __ 5_._2_-_1_07 ___ _ 
I 
■ 
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Table 5-20. CS Failure/Symptom Cross-Reference Index (cont) 
Sym Page 
Failure Symptom No. 
No. 
I CWEA failure S BD RCVR caut lt 9 5. 2-lHi 
Failure in CSM Loss of VHF A simplex voice comm 
4 5.2-114 
with CSM. MSFN not available 
(not within LOS) 
Hot mike failure Loss of intercom 
1 5. 2-111 
lntermittant PTT switch One crewman has abnormal (unse lected) 
hot mike condition 
2 5. 2-112 
Loss of 512 kc from PCMTEA Loss of S-band voice comm 
6 5. 2-115 
PCMTEA HBR circuit failure MSFN reports loss of LM S-band 
8 5. 2-116 
telemetry, S-band voice OK 
PMP failure (e.g. , high-pass filter, MSFN reports loss of LM S-band 8 5.2-116 
data modulator amplifier) or telemetry, S-band voice OK 
PCMTEA failure 
PMP failure (e.g., PM mixer) MSFN reports loss of LM S-band 8 5. 2-116 
telemetry, S-band voice OK 
PMP power supply failure Loss of S-band voice comm 6 5. 2-115 
PMP PM circuitry failure (e.g., Loss of S-band voice comm 6 5. 2-115 
PM mixer) 
PMP S-band voice circuit failure Loss of S-band voice comm 6 5. 2-115 
Primary S-band rcvr failure Cannot acquire S-band 0 lock 5 5. 2-114 
I 
S BD RCVR caut It 9 5.2-116 
Primary :::i-banct rcvr 30 kc output Loss of S-band voice comm 6 5. 2-115 
circuit failure 
Primary S-band xmtr failure Loss of S-band voice comm 6 5.2-115 
Primary xmtr/rcvr ranging circuit MSFN reports loss of S-band ranging 7 5. 2-116 
failure 
PTT keying circuit failure Loss of intercom 1 5.2-111 
PTT switch failed on One crewman has abnormal (unselected) 2 5. 2-112 
hot mike condition 
PTT switch failure Loss of intercom 1 5. 2-111 
S-band antennq system failure (e.g. , Cannot acquire S-band 0 lock 5 5. 2-114 
I 
RF switch, coax, diplexer, or xcvr 
S BD RCVR caut It 9 5. 2-116 RF diode switch) 
Short in range enable circuit ~SFN reports loss of S-band ranging 7 5. 2-116 
Short on VHF A keying line Loss of VHF A simplex voice comm 3 5. 2-113 
with MSFN or CSM 
VHF A coax cable failure Loss of VHF A simplex voice comm 3 5. 2-113 
with MSFN or CSM 
. 
. Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date Page ___ 5_._2_-1_o_s _ _ 
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Table 5-20. CS Failure/Symptom Cross-Reference Index (cont) 
Sym Page 
Failure Symptom No. No. 
VHF A rcvr failure Loss of VHF A simplex voice comm 3 5. 2-113 
with MSFN or CSM 
VHF antenna system failure Loss of VHF A simplex voice comm 4 5. 2-114 
with CSM. MSFN not available (not 
within LOS) 
VHF antenna system failure; (e.g., Loss of VHF A simplex voice comm 3 5. 2-113 
diplexer or RF switch) with MSFN or CSM 
VHF A xmtr or keying circuit failed Loss of VHF A simplex voice comm 3 5. 2-113 
open with MSFN or CSM 
VHF keying circuitry common to both Loss of VHF A simplex voice comm 3 5. 2-113 
xmtrs failed open with MSFN or CSM 
VOX circuit failure Loss of intercom 1 5. 2-111 
One crewman has abnormal (unselected) 2 5.2-112 
hot mike condition 
■ 
Basic Dote 3 February 1969 Change Dote _____ _ Page 5.2-109/5.2-110 
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SYMPTOM __ J ________________ P_R_OC_£_DU_R_£ ____ _____ _______ t-_ ___ R£_M_A_RK_S ___ -----1 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
Operate intercom 
•AUDIO: MODE sw~ 
pos1t1ons 
NO 
• Check VHf 01 S band vmrr with 
CSM 01 MSFN 
VOX mode fai led 
ICS/PTT mode failed 
PTT mode failed 
• AUDIO: MODE sw-PTT 
• Operate alternative PTT sw 
I 
Intercom OK 1 
NO 
------------ YLS 11 
Vo,cc OK 1 
NU 
lnlercom OK 1 
NO 
~-----... AIIOIU \. I NII R II' , CIRCllllRY FAILURf 
YES 
PROCEDURE 
COMM UNICATIONS SUBSYST EM 
Change Date 
15 
VOX CIRCUIT fAILUR[ 
HOT MIKf FAI LURl 
' 
COMM CARRIER OR COMM 
CABLE FAILURE 
0) Relaycapah1l1ty1s lost 
0 Crewman ha s oplion of ,ema,ning 
on hrs audio center at e,pense of 
intercom function . Crewman's side 
tone signal cannot be used as a 
backup to intercom. 
(D All comm (one crewman) is lost. 
300LM4-503 
REMARKS 
Page 5. 2-111 
■ 
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SYMPTOM I PROCEDURE REMARKS 
I 
2 
I 
I 
One c,ewman has abnormal L!J 
(unselected) hot mike ~ •AUDIO: MODE sw -PTT cond1 t1on • Talk without keying w NO -
~auil. 
' 
VOX CIRCUIT FAILURE 
YES ~ ? ,~ =J ,. 
w 
• Individually cyc le PTT switches 
on comm cable and ACA- Talk 
without keying w NO 
ide-tene-hear INTERMITTENT PTT SWITCH 
YES \~ cF- ~. I --, 
5 
Do not use fa iled switch 
w 
•AUDIO CONT sw -BU 
~ • ffl!IIM8: MODE sw (second 
crewman) - PTT 
•Talk without key ing LLl 
• Side tone heard? 
NO - AUDIO CENTER MIKE AMPLIFIER --I CONTINUOUSLY KEYED 
YES 
' eµcp (i) Hot mike in all modes. 
L!J 
a-. - ~, ~-
0 7 ' VHF comm lone crewman) is lost. 
PTT SWITCH FAILED ON •AU~IO CONT sw-NORM 
•AUDIO: .VHF-~ , , -v, !:"., - • Continuous key on VHF xmtr pre-
· \;r-,~~-- ecW eludes use of simplex. Duplex is available for use, but consumes 
considerable power. 
, 
300LJM.50~ ,. 
SYMPTOM PROCEDURE REMARKS I 
COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM 
Basic Date 3 F ebruary 1969 Change Date ______ _ Page 5. 2-112 
SYMPTOM 
3 
Io-.·. 11! \' IU A "1 111pl rx 
vo1 c1 1 1·111 11111 with MSFN 
lll l' , ~i 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 Februa ry 1969 
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MSFN available lw1lhm LOS)' 
YES 
Eslabhsh S-banrl voice comm 
w1lh MSFN 
•AUDIO.S BAND T /R sw-S RAND T /R 
MSFN reports VHF voice status 
No voice transmission or reception 
No down voice 
No u~ voice 
VHF A RCVR FAILURE 
Xmlr continuously keyed 
AUDIO CENTER REMOVING KEY HAS 
ABNORMAL HOT MIKE CONDITION 
PROCEDURE 
Establi sh VHF B simplex voice 
comm wilh MSFN 
• COMM. VHF 8 XMTR sw-VOICE 
• COMM: VHF B RCVR sw-ON 
•AUDIO: VHF B sw-T /R 
VHF B simplex voice OK ' 
NO 
Establish VHF B simplex voice 
comm with MSFN 
• COMM: VHF B XMTR sw-VOICE 
• COMM: VHF B RCVR sw-ON 
•AUDIO: VHF B sw - T /R 
VHF B simplex voice OK ' 
11 
VHF KEYING CIRCUITRY COMMON 
TO BOTH XMTRS FAILED OPEN 
SHORT ON VHF A KEYING LINE 
PROCEDURE 
COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM 
VHF A COAX CABLE FAIL URE 
VHF ANHNNA SYSffM FAil IIRE, 
(e g DIPI rxrn OR RF SWIT CH) 
14 
VHF A XMTR OR KFYING CIRCU IT 
FAILED OPEN 
Establish VHF B simplex voice 
comm with MSFN 
•COMM: VHF B XMTR sw-VOICE 
•COMM: VHF B RCVR sw-ON 
•AUDIO: VHF B sw-T /R 
Establ ish VHF B sim plex voice 
comm with MSFN 
• COMM VHF A XMTR sw-OFF 
•COMM: VHF A RCVR sw-OFF 
• COMM: VHF B XMTR sw-VOICE 
• COMM: VHF B RCVR sw-ON 
•AUDIO: VHF B sw-T /R 
Change Date ______ _ 
0 
0 
CD 
REMARKS 
May requ ire shorl VHf voice 
check for complete slat us 
MSFN m11 S1 not transmit voice on 
S-band du11ng this slep 
VHF A simplex & VHF A duplex 
are lost. 
0 All VHF capability IS lost. 
VHF A simplex & VHF A duplex 
are lost . 
© All VHF comm is lost. 
0 VHF A simplex & VHF B duplex 
are lost. 
VHF A simplex & VHF B duplex 
are lost. VHF A duplex is available 
but operation in this mode 
consumes considerable amounts 
of power due to continuously 
keyed A XMTR. 
300LM4-505 
REMARKS 
Page _s._2_-1_1_3_ 
■ 
SYMPTOM 
4 
5 
Loss of VHF A simplex 
voice comm with CSM. 
MSFN not available 
(not within LOS) 
Cannot acquire S-band 
c/, lock. 
Loss of uplink lock is 
indicated by noise in 
headset and COMM ANT: 
SIGNAL STRENGTH ind 
reading < I 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
NO 
Establish S-band voice comm 
with MSFN as soon as possible 
•AUDIO: S BANDT /R sw- T /R 
Estab · VHF A ,simplex voice 
comm wit FN 
NO 
• Use VHF for voice comm 
LMA790-l- LM 4 
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PROCEDURE 
•COMM: S-BAND XMTR /RCVR sw-SEC 
(Reacquire <I> lock) 
<I> lock reacquired ? 
NO 
FAILURE IN CSM 
VHF ANTENNA SYSTEM FAILURE 
PRIMARY S-BAND RCVR FAILURE 
L----------- S-BAND ANTENNA SYSTEM FAILURE 
(e.g., RF SWITCH, COAX, DIPLEXER, 
OR XCVR RF DIODE SWITCH) 
PROCEDURE 
COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM 
Change Date ______ _ 
REMARKS 
G) Predetermined procedures IT BDJ 
0 
0 
Both spacecraft will configure 
for VHF B simplex . 
Exac1 fai lure wil l be determine<! 
by VHF A comm check with MSFN 
as soon as possible. 
© LM /CSM VHF voice comm is lost. 
© Al l VHF capability is lost. 
0 Reacquisition requires up to 20 seconds. 
(D All S-band functions are lost. 
A-JOOIM-4-506 
REMARKS 
Page _5_. 2_-_1_14_ 
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SYMPTOM PROCEDURE 
6 
I"''- 11I , h, 11 11I v,11ri• r11n11 11 h--~~Estabilsh VHF voice comm wi th MSFN 
A"111 111·s ,,, lnrk !COMM 
~NI Sll;NAI SIRfNI;111 
IHI 11'.hllll~ > II 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1 !l69 
•AUDIO: VHF A sw-T /R 
No down vo,r.e 
YES 
MSFN reports PCM OK ? 
i-;.;Y[;.;;S ___________ _._.,--PRIMARY S BAND XMTR FAILURE 
,.._----~-----' 
NO 
Nu 
• COMM: S BAND VOICE ,w- ~N 
VOICE BU 
• COMM: S BAND PCM sw -OFF 
1-----Vo-1c_e_O_K_7 ___ 1-_YE_s ____________ __,_ 
NO 
• COMM S BANO XMTR IRCVR sw-SEC 
IReacq1111e ,1, lorkl 
t------------1 m 
Voice OK 7 
NO 
1-------------~ ... 
PROCEDURE 
COMMUNICATIONS 'U IJSYSTEM 
Change Date _ 
16 
LOSS Of ~ 12 KC rROM PCMTEA 
PR IMdRY ', BANI, Rf.VR 10 ~r, 
OUT PUT t: IRCI/IT FAIi URF 
REMARKS 
0 May require short S hand vo,ce 
check lor complele status 
Q) Crew has option of restoring S l,and 
voice at expense of S-hand rang 
ing, by select1np ON VOICE Bil 
G) Reacq111s1t,on reqI11Ie •, 11p 111 20 
seconds 
G) S band PCM & , IngIng 11 los t 
G) Loss of S-band capability, except 
ranging and emergency keying. 
G) S band up-voice capabili ty is lost. 
0 COR°S Al IDIO CONT sw must 
ba set to NORM. 
for LMP S-band reception capa-
bility, set LMP AUDIO: AUDIO CONT 
sw- BU. 
A-300LM4-507 
REMARKS 
Page !i . 2-115 
■ 
1 
8 
SYMPTOM 
MSfN report s loss of 
S-band ranging 
MSFN reports loss of LM 
S-band telemetry. S-band 
voir r. OK 
9 
Light goes on if /J lock 
(received AGC signal) is 
lost. 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
• COMM: S-BAND MODULA TE sw - FM 
MSFN reports PCM OK 7 
NO 
•COMM: TLM PCM sw- LO 
MSFN reports PCM OK ? 
NO 
•COMM: S BAND XMTR/ RCVR sw 
- SEC 
0 lock reacquired? 
S-BAND RCVR FAILURE 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
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PROCEDURE 
YES 
YES 
CWEA FAILURE 
PMP FAILURE (e.g., PM MIXER) 
PCMTEA HBR CIRCUIT FAILURE 
PMP FAILURE (e .g .. HIGH-PASS 
FILTER. DATA MODULA TOR 
AMPLIFIER! 
or 
PCMTEA FAILURE 
Turn off S BO RCVR caut It. 
i-;.N:.::.O _______________ ~ S-BAND ANTENNA SYSTEM FAILURE 
Reset S BO RCVR caut It. 
•COMM: S BAND RANGE sw · OFF/ 
RESET, then TV /CWfA ENABLE 
PROCEDURE 
COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM 
(E.G., RF SWITCH, COAX, DIPLEXER, 
OR XCVR RF DIODE SWITCH) 
Change Date ______ _ 
REMARKS 
CD S-band ranging capability is lost. 
CD Simultaneous ranging and PCM 
capability is lost. Crewman has 
option of retaining S-band PCM as 
configured, or he may reconfigure 
for ranging at expense of PCM as 
follows : 
•COMM: S BAND MODULATE sw-PM 
• COMM: S BA.ND RANGE sw -RANGE 
0 HBR PCM capabiliiy is lost. 
G) S-band telemetry capability is lost. 
ll~ F"t.l.Y-'\ ~ J.i-1. 
CD 
~ 
If uplink - lock is lost, noise will 
be heard in headset if COMM: UP-
LINK SQUELCH sw - OFF. COMM 
ANT: SIGNAL STRENGTH ind < I. 
Reacquisition requires up to 20 
seconds. 
(D All S-band functions are lost. 
A-300LM<l-508 
REMARKS 
Page _5._2_-_11_6_ 
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5.2.11 ENVIRONMENT AL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
Table 5-21. ECS Procedure Entry Sheet 
Sym Page 
Symptom No. No. 
ECS caut lt 1 5. 2- L2:J 
ECS l:aut It & SUIT FAN comp caut lt 2 5. 2-U;) 
ECS caut lt & CO2 comp caut lt 3 5. 2-12 t 
ECS caut lt & II20 SEP comp caut 1t 4 !3. 2-1:2 -l 
GLYCOL comp caut lt 5 5. 2-125 
MASTER ALARM pb/lt, ECS caut lt, & GLYCOL comp caut lt s·a 5. 2-12:::i 
GLYCOL caut lt 6 G. 2-12!i 
CABIN warn lt 7 5.2-127 
WATER QTY caut lt 8 !3 . 2-1 28 
ECS: CABIN TEMP ind high 9 3. 2-129 
ECS: SUIT PRESS ind >4. O psia 10 G.2 -1 20 
02 QTY caut lt 11 !3. 2-1:rn 
Abnormal decay of descent 02 before C/ W activation 12 :J. 2-181 
SUIT/FAN warn lt 13 :J. :2 -182 
High cabin pressure 14 5.2-lJ:J 
ECS: PRESS, GLYCOL, & QUANTITY ind pwr fail Its on 15 5.2 - 134 
ECS: GLYCOL ind pwr fail lt on 16 5. 2-134 
ECS: PRESS ind pwr fail lt on 17 5.2-1% 
ECS: QUANTITY ind pwr fail lt on 18 ,). :2-1:J."j 
Table 5-22. ECS Failure/Symptom Cross-Reference Index 
■ Sym Page 
Failure Symptom No. No. 
Ascent 1 (2) 02 line leak inside cabin High cabin pressure 14 G. 2-133 
Ascent 1 02 line leak inside cabin High cabin pressure 14 G. ~-lJ:J 
Ascent 2 02 line leak inside cabin High cabin pressure 14 5.2-183 
Ascent 2 (1) 02 leak inside cabin High cabin pressure 14 :J. ~- l:J~1 
Ascent tank No. 1 (2) 02 supply is lost CABIN warn lt 7 5. 2-1 27 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date _____ _ Page ___ 5._2_-_1_1_7 __ _ 
I 
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Table 5-22. ECS Failure/Symptom Cross-Reference Index (cont) 
Failure 
Auto operation of cabin temp vlv failed 
Burst diaphragm relief vlv relieved & 
reseated 
Cabin fan No. 1 circuitry failure 
Cabin fan No. 2 circuitry failure 
Cabin pressure xducer or indicator 
failed 
Cabin puncture 
Cabin relief & dump vlv (fwd) leaks 
in auto 
Cabin relief & dump vlv (ovhd) leaks 
in auto 
CABIN REPRESS vlv leak 
CABIN REPRESS vlv leaks in AUTO 
position 
Cabin temp xducer failed 
CB ECS: DISP - open inadvertently 
CO2 partial pressure sensor failure 
C/W circuitry failure 
CWEA failure 
CWEA or glycol low-level sensor failure, 
or slow leak in primary glycol loop 
CWEA or signal conditioner failure 
CWEA or signal conditioner failure, 
or short circuit between CABIN REPRESS 
vlv & cabin pressure sw 
CWEA signal conditioner failure, suit 
isol vlv electrical contacts failed closed, 
or short circuit between CABIN REPRESS 
vlv & cabin pressure sw 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
Symptom 
ECS: CABIN TEMP ind high 
Abnormal decay of descent 02 before 
C /W activation 
ECS: CABIN TEMP ind high 
ECS: CABIN TEMP ind high 
High cabin pressure 
CABIN warn lt 
CABIN warn lt 
CABIN warn lt 
High cabin pressure 
Abnormal decay of descent 02 before 
C /W activation 
High cabin pressure 
ECS: CABIN TEMP ind high 
ECS: PRESS, GLYCOL, & 
QUANTITY ind pwr fail lts on 
ECS caut lt and CO2 comp caut lt 
ECS caut lt 
ECS caut lt and CO2 comp caut lt 
WATER QTY caut lt 
02 QTY caut lt 
GLYCOL caut lt 
CABIN warn lt 
CABIN warn lt 
CABIN warn lt 
Change Date 
Sym 
No. 
9 
12 
9 
9 
14 
7 
7 
7 
14 
12 
14 
9 
15 
3 
1 
3 
8 
11 
6 
7 
7 
7 
Page 
No. 
5. 2-129 
5.2-131 
5. 2-129 
5.2-129 
5. 2-133 
5. 2-127 
5. 2-127 
5. 2-127 
5. 2-133 
5.2 -131 
5.2-133 
5. 2-129 
5. 2-134 
5. 2-124 
5. 2-123 
5.2-118 
5.2-1 28 
5.2-130 
5.2-126 
5.2-127 
5.2-127 
5.2-127 
Page __ 5_._2_-_11_8 __ _ 
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Table 5-22. ECS Failure/Symptom Cross-Reference In Llex (cont) 
Failure 
DL'sccnt 02 leak outside cabin 
Descent 02 line leak inside cabin 
Descent 02 quantity xducer failed 
Descent 02 supply is lost 
Descent 02 xducer calibration shift 
ECS: PART PRESS CO2 ind failure 
ECS: PRESS ind pwr fai l lt failed on 
ECS: QUANTITY incl pwr fail lt 
failed on 
Electrical contacts of one suit isol vlv 
failed closed or short circuit between 
CABIN REPRESS vlv & cabin pressure sw 
Glycol pump t:. P switch failed closed 
(low) 
Glycol pump No. 1 & auto transfer 
failed 
Glycol pump No. 1 failed 
Glycol pump No. 2 fai led following auto 
transfer 
Glycol temp signal conditioner or 
instrumentation failure 
H20 leak in ascent tank No. 1 
H20 leak in ascent tank No. 2 
H20 or N3 leak in descent tank, or 
instrumentation failure 
H20 separator failed 
H20 separator instrumentation failure 
Leak in #1 ASC 02 line inside cabin 
Basic Dote 3 February 1969 
Symptom 
Abnormal decay of descent 02 before 
C / W activation 
02 QTY caut lt 
High cabin pressure 
02 QTY caut lt 
CABIN warn lt 
Abnorm al decay of descent 02 before 
C / W activation 
ECS caut lt and CO2 comp caut lt 
ECS: GLYCOL incl pwr fai l lt on 
ECS: PRESS ind pwr fai l lt on 
ECS: QUANTITY ind pwr fail lt on 
CABIN warn lt 
GLYCOL comp caut lt 
GLYCOL comp caut lt 
GLYCOL comp caut lt 
MASTER ALARM pb/ lt, ECS caut lt, 
& GLYCOL comp cau t lt 
GLYCOL co mp caut lt 
GLYCOL caut lt 
WATER QTY caut lt 
WATER QTY caut lt 
WATER QTY caut lt 
ECS caut lt and H20 SEP comp caut lt 
ECS caut lt and II20 SEP comp caut l t 
02 QTY caut lt 
Change Dote ···--
Sym 
No. 
12 
11 
14 
11 
7 
12 
3 
16 
17 
1 8 
7 
5 
5 
5a 
5 
6 
8 
8 
8 
4 
4 
11 
Page 
No. 
G. 2-1:ll 
G. 2- 1 :;o 
G. 2- l'.J:; 
:;_ 2- 1:w 
5.2-JD 
G.2-13 1 
G. 2- 1:2 -l 
5. 2-13-! 
:J . 2-13G 
:). :2-13G 
5. 2- l D 
5. 2 -1:2 :) 
::i. :2-12(i 
3.' 2-1 :2~ 
:i. :2 -Ul 
3. 2-LlO 
Page -- 5 2 -ll !J 
■ 
I 
I 
I 
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Table 5-22. ECS Failure/Symptom Cross-Reference Index (cont) 
Failure 
Leak in # 1 ASC 02 out.side cabin 
Leak in #2 ASC 02 inside cabin 
Leak in ARS/PGA 
Leak in descent 02 supply be tween 
DES 02 vlv & descent 02 supply line 
penetration of cabin 
Loss of power to ECS: SUIT & CABIN 
PRESS ind 
Low descent 02 quantity & pressure 
Low H2O quantity, or N2 leak 
Normal mission use 
Open circuit between CB ECS: DISP & 
ECS indicators 
Power to ECS: GLYCOL ind is lost 
Power to ECS: PRESS ind is lost 
Power to ECS: QUANTITY ind is lost 
PRESS REG A failed open 
PRESS REG A vlv failed open 
PRESS REG A vlv regulating high or 
failed open 
PRESS REG B failed open 
PRESS REG B vlv failed open 
PRESS REG B v lv regulating high or 
failed open 
Prim evap flow No. 1 vlv closed 
temporarily 
Prim evap flow No. 2 vlv or sec 
evap flow vlv leaks in close position 
Primary glycol loop leak 
Primary glycol loop pumps No. 1 & 2 
inoperative 
Primary LiOH cartridge failed or 
saturated 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
Symptom 
02 QTY caut lt 
02 QTY caut lt 
SUIT/FAN warn lt 
Abnormal decay of descent 02 C/W 
activation 
ECS: SUIT PRESS ind > 4. 0 psia 
02 QTY caut lt 
WATER QTY caut lt 
02 QTY caut lt 
ECS: PRESS, GLYCOL, & QUANTITY 
ind pwr fail Its on 
ECS: GLYCOL ind pwr fail lt on 
ECS: PRESS ind pwr fail lt on 
ECS: QUANTITY ind pwr fail lt on 
High cabin pressure 
Abnormal decay of 02 before C/W 
activation 
High cabin pressure 
ECS: SUIT PRESS ind > 4. 0 psia 
Abnormal decay of descent 02 before 
C / W activation 
High cabin pressure 
High cabin pressure 
ECS: SUIT PRESS ind > 4. 0 psia 
GLYCOL caut lt 
WATER QTY caut lt 
GLYCOL comp caut lt 
GLYCOL comp caut lt 
ECS caut lt and CO2 comp caut lt 
Change Date _____ _ 
Sym Page 
No. No. 
11 5.2-130 
11 5.2-130 
13 5.2-1:12 
12 5. 2-1::n 
10 5.2-129 
11 5.2 - 130 
8 5.2-128 
11 5.2-130 
15 5.2-134 
16 5.2-134 
17 5.2-135 
18 5.2-135 
14 5.2 - 133 
12 5.2-131 
14 5.2-133 
10 5. 2-129 
12 5. 2-131 
14 5.2-133 
14 5. 2-133 
10 5. 2-129 
6 5.2-126 
8 5.2-128 
5 5. 2-125 
5 5.2-125 
3 5.2-124 
Page ___ 5_._2_-_12_0 _ _ 
~ 
I 
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Table 5-22. ECS Failure/ Symptom Cross-Reference Index (cont) 
Failure 
Primary pressure r eg failed closed or 
a line blockage 
Primary sublimator failure 
6 P switch failure or CWEA failure 
Relay 7K5 failed open 
Relay 7K7 contacts failed closed 
Relay 7K9 failed closed 
Short circuit between CABIN REPRESS 
vlv & cabin pressure sw 
Short circuit in ECS display circuitry 
Short circuit of suit fan No . 1 
Suit fan a P sensor failed 
Suit fan a P sw failed 
Suit fan No. 1 failed 
Suit fan No. 1 output degraded 
Suit fan No. 2 failed 
Suit pressure xducer failed 
Temporary closure of pump a P switch 
Temporary closure of pump a P switch 
caused auto transfer 
Temporary leak inside cabin 
Temporary overcurrent 
Temporary overcurrent opened CB 
Temporary overcurrent to suit fan No. 1 
Temporary unseating of cabin relief & 
dump vlv (fwd or ovhd) 
Temporary unseating of CABIN REPRESS 
vlv or temporarily failed-open pressure 
reg 
Thermal overload or degraded perform-
ance of primary sublimator 
Xducer failed or loss of ascent 1 02 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
Symptom 
GLYCOL caut lt 
GLYCOL caut lt 
SUIT/FAN warn lt 
ECS: CABIN TEMP ind high 
CABIN warn lt 
GLYCOL comp caut lt 
CABIN warn lt 
ECS: PRESS, GLYCOL, & QUANTITY 
ind pwr fail Its on 
E CS caut lt & SUIT FAN comp caut lt 
ECS caut lt & SUIT FAN comp caut lt 
SUIT / F ~N warn lt 
ECS caut lt & SUIT FAN comp caut lt 
ECS caut lt & SUIT FAN comp caut lt 
SUIT/ FAN warn lt 
ECS: SUIT PRESS ind > 4. 0 psia 
SUIT/FAN warn lt 
GLYCOL comp caut lt 
GLYCOL comp caut lt 
High cabin pressure 
MASTER ALARM pb/ lt, ECS caut lt, 
& GLYCOL comp caut lt 
ECS: CABIN TEMP ind high 
ECS caut lt & SUIT FAN comp caut lt 
CABIN warn lt 
Abnormal decay of descent 02 before 
C / W activation 
GLYCOL caut lt 
02 QTY caut lt 
Change Date 
Sym 
No. 
6 
G 
13 
9 
7 
5 
7 
15 
2 
2 
13 
2 
2 
13 
10 
13 
5 
5 
14 
5a 
9 
2 
7 
12 
6 
11 
Page 
Page 
No. 
5.2-12G 
5.2-126 
5.2-132 I 
5.2-129 
5.2-127 
5.2-125 
5.2-127 
5.2-134 
5.2-123 
I 
5. 2-123 
5. 2-132 I 
5.2-123 
5.2-123 
5.2-132 
5.2-129 
5. 2-132 
5.2-125 
5.2-125 
5. 2-133 
5.2-125 
5.2-129 ■ 5.2-123 
5.2-127 
5.2-131 
5. 2-126 
5. 2-130 
5.2- 121 
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Table 5-22. ECS Failure/Symptom Cross-Reference Index (cont) 
Sym Page 
Failure Symptom No. No. 
Xducer failure 02 QTY caut lt 11 5.2-130 
I Xducer failure or H20 or N2 leak in WATER QTY caut lt 8 5 . 2-128 tank with lesser quantity 
Xducer failure or loss of #1 ASC 02 02 QTY caut lt 11 5.2-130 
outside cabin 
Xducer failure or loss of #2 ASC 02 02 QTY caut 1t 11 5.2-130 
outside cabin 
I 
7K5 relay grounded ECS: CABIN TEMP ind high 9 5.2-129 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date _____ _ Page __ 5_._2_-1_2_2 __ _ 
SYMPTOM 
ECS 
YELLOW 
YELLOW 
r-------, 
I SUIT FAN I 
I 
: 0 : 
L------ .J 
YEI I.OW 
: ,,;ht ,m 1f fan t::. P<6 
,!>Ches H20 
l ,g ll: uff If fan t::.P >8 
,nrhe, H2 0 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
YES 
• SUIT FAN sel -2 
SUIT FAN comp caut It -
off? 
LMA790-3- LM 4 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
CO2 comp caut It-on 1 
I WARNING I 
Crew can be asphyxiated in 
1 to 3 minutes if suit flow 
stops when crew is fully 
suited. 
• SUIT FAN sel -2 
CB ECS: SUIT FAN !-
open? 
YES 
0 
• CB ECS: SUIT FAN t::. P-
open 
• SUIT FAN sel -1 
NO 
PROCEDURE 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
Change Date ______ _ 
C/W CIRCU ITRY FAILURE 
CD 
CD 
CD 
CD 
0 
0 
0 
REMARKS 
ECS cau tion monitoring is 
degraded. MASTER ALARM 
pb/ lts & comp caut Its are 'V 
only indication to crew of 
symptoms 2. 3. & 4. 
SUIT FAN No. 1 was selected. 
Suit loop flow is sensed by crew. 
H2 0 SEP comp caut II may go on as 
result of no flow from ARS. This 
does not indicate second failure. 
SUIT / FAN warn It will go on mo-
mentarily. This does not indicate 
second failure. 
Crew may not have sensed 
reduction in suit flow 
Life support system is degraded; no 
backup suit fan. 
Fan failure input to crew via CWEA 
is inoperative. H2 0 SEP comp caut 
It and sensing of suit flow are only 
indication to crew of failed suit 
flow. 
B-300LM4-551 
REMARKS 
Page 5. 2-123 
■ 
I 
SYMPTOM 
YELLOW 
r-co;-7 
! 0: 
L-----J 
YELLOW 
Lights on if ECS: PART 
PRESS CO2 Ind > 7.6 
mm Hg 
Lights on if separator 
speed <soo rpm 
SYMPTOM 
1Bo•k Date 3 February 1969 
NO 
(<7.6mm Hg) 
•CO2 CANISTER SEL vlv-SEC 
ECS caut It-off? 
ECS: PART PRESS CO2 IND FAILURE 
SUIT FAN comp c,ut It-on? 
LMA790-3-LM • 
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PROCEDURE 
CANISTER sel vlv - SEC 
ECS: PART PRESS CO2 ind - decays 
& ECS caut It-off? 
NO 
4 
f ~~ FffCuf TOR INSTRUMENT A-
PROCEDURE 
•Remove & replace primary LiOH 
cartridge 
•CO2 CANISTER SEL vlv -PRIM 
H2 0 SEPARATOR FAILED. 
•WATER SEP SEL vlv - PUSH SEP 
I (PULL SEP2) 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
Change Date ______ _ 
REMARKS 
CD ECS caut It & cok comp caut It 
10 on at different ECS: PART PRESS 
CO.( ind readings, ·depending on op-
erating pressure. · 
0 
PSIA 
5 
3.7 
ECS: PART 
-PRESS CO2 
(mmHg l 
8 
7.6 
Actual 
CO2 
(mm Hg) 
5.35 to 8.25 
6.45 to 10 
CO2 partial pressure level on indi• 
cator should drop to zero mm Hg 
in less than I minute. 
,Q) CO2 comp caut It remains on when 
CO2 CANISTER SEL vlv-SEC 
© 
• 
Normal life of primary LiOH car -
!ridge is 41 man-hours; of secondary 
cartridge,\6 man-hours. 
UOH must be changed, based on 
time crew is on suit loop. See re-
mark 4. 
Sensor failure is indicated by 30 
mm Hg. 
System is degraded. Crew must 
read CO2 partial pressure level on 
indicator to determine when to 
change LiOH cartridge. MASTER 
ALARM indication is lost for H2 0 
SEP, GLYCOL, and SUIT FAN I. 
Component caution lights remain 
available for monitioring. 
© Capability of verifyln1 saturated 
LIOH cartridge by reading PART 
PRESS CO2 Ind is lost. 
CD 
0 
• 
H2 0 separator I (2) is selected. 
Time for newly selected H20 sep-
arator to come up to speed varies 
up to several minutes, dependent 
upon whether dry or wet suit loop 
02 is bein1 circulated. 
System dt1raded; no H2 0 sep-
arator backup. 
Failed or dearlded suit fan oper-
ation will cause H2 0 SEP comp 
caut It to 10 on as suit loop flow 
decays or stops. 
Life support system is degraded. 
Crew comfort is only indication of 
~l~T~~a;~;~ 0/n~~~ri~:rii~~{i 
for CO2 , GLYCOL, and SUIT FAN I. 
Component caution lights remain 
available for monitoring. 
REMARKS 
Page 5. 2-124 
SYMPTOM 
light on if pump <'>P 
< 3 psid 
MASTER ALARM 
RED 
ECS 
YELLOW 
( Momentary on) 
,-------. I GLYCOL I 
I 
I □-­' I _____ .J 
YELLOW 
( Momentary on) 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
ECS .. lt-on? 
YES 
An overcurrent condition in 
pump No. 1 causing CB ECS: 
PUMP I to open will cause 
an auto transfer to pump 
No. 2 & result in a MASTER 
ALARM It & a momentary on 
of the ECS caut It & GLYCOL 
comp caut It. 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
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PROCEDURE 
•GLYCOL sel - PUMP 2 
PROCEDURE 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
Change Date ______ _ 
NO I< 15 PSIA) 
Gl YCOL PUMP NO. 1 FAILED 
•WATER TANK SEL vlv-SEC 
•GLYCOL sel -lNST (SEC) 
•CB ECS: GLYCOL PUMP 
SEC-close 
•SEC EVAP FLOW vlv-OPEN 
•GLYCOL sel -PUMP 2 
•CB ECS: GLYCOL PUMP 
AUTO TRNFR -open 
•GLYCOL sel - PUMP 1 
•CB ECS: GLYCOL PUMP 
AUTO TRNFR-close 
REMARKS 
Q) Auto transfer monitoring capability 
is lost. 
(D Primary loop redundancy ,s lost. 
(D Primary loop flow must be started 
within 2 minutes to prevent 
freeze-up of primary subl imator. 
G F,aC causes auto. transfer sig-
nal. Glycol pumps No. 1 and 2 are 
/ operating. ECS caut It and GLYCOL 
comp caut It do not go off with 
GLYCOL sel · PUMP 1 or PUMP 2. 
MASTER ALARM indication is lost 
for SUIT FAN 1, CO2 , and H2 0 
SEP. Component caution lights re-
main available for monitoring. GLY-
COL sel · INST (SEC) causes ECS 
caut It to go off, does not cause 
GLYCOL comp caut It to go off. Mon-
itoring of primary loop temperature 
and pressure is lost with GLYCOL 
sel - INST (SEC). 
0 
Possible contamination of ascent 
H2 O with glycol. 
Assumption: PUMP 1 initially 
selected 
Primary loop pump redundancy 
is lost. 
B-300LM4-555 
REMARKS 
Page 5, 2-125 
[,.I 
■ 
SYMPTOM 
YELLOW 
~ghtonif: 
Glycol temp > + 50°F 
Glycol remaining in ac· 
cumulator < 10% (pri· 
mary loop o~ty) 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
GLYCOL temp ind > 50' f? 
YES 
YES 
1 vlv - OPEN? 
YES 
LMA790-3- LM 4 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
NO 
PROCEDURE 
TEMP SIGNAL CONDI-
TIONER OR INSTRUMENTATION 
FAILURE 
•PRIM EVAP FLOW NO. 1 vlv - OPEN 
GLYCOL 
THERMAL OVERLOAD OR DEGRADED 
PERFORMANCE OF PRIMARY SUB-
LIMATOR 
PROCEDURE 
•ECS: GLYCOL press ind-monitor 
If pressure decreases to < 15 psia, 
slow leak confirmed. When GLYCOL 
comp caut It goes on, proceed 
•WATER TANK SELECT vtv -SEC 
•GLYCOL sel- INST (SEC) 
•CB ECS: GLYCOL PUMP SEC-
close 
•SEC EVAP FLOW vlv-OPEN 
•Reconfigure electrical load for 
secondary glycol loop operation 
per normal procedure 
I VLV 
FAILED 
PRIMARY SUBLIMATOR FAILURE 
If primary sublimator is not restart-
ed, secondary glycol loop must be 
activated. Proceed to step 4. 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
Change Date ______ _ 
0 
CD 
0 
REMARKS 
If CWEA or tow tevet ·sensor failed, 
primary gylcol loop monitoring cap-
ability Is lost. GLYCOL caut II will 
remain on . 
ECS caut It & GLYCOL comp caut It 
go on when pressure < 10 psia 
Glycol temp monitoring is lost. GLY-
COL caut It remains on 
Primary glycol is inoperative. Only 
secondary glycol loop is opera-
tional. 
(D Subsystem is degraded; limited to 
ascent water use. 
JOOLM,i.552 
REMARKS 
Page 5. 2-126 
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/ 
CABIN 
RED 
L1ghl on if cabin p1essure 
<4.3psia 
1 
/ 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 Februa r y 1969 
23 
CWEA OR SIGNAL CONDIT-
IONER FAILURE, OR SHORT 
CIRCUIT BETWEEN CABIN 
REPRESS VLV & CABIN PRES-
SURE SW 
NO 
28 
SHORT CIRCUIT BETWEEN 
CABIN REPRESS VLV & 
CABIN PRESSURE SW 
BIN GAS RETURN vlv -
RESS 
BIN REPRESS vlv -CLOSE 
:::;:-;; 
•PRESS REG B vlv -DIRECT 
02 
ECS: CABIN PRESS ind -
increases7 NO 
NO 
After 5 minutes, cabin 
pressure decays? 
NO 
YES 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
Change Date ______ _ 
32 
CWEA SIGNAL CONDITIONER 
FAILURE, SUIT ISOL VLV 
ELECTRI CAL CONTACTS FAIL-
ED CLOSED, OR SHORT CIR-
CUIT BETWEEN CABIN RE-
PRESS VL V & CABIN PRES-
SURE SW 
• CB ECS: SUIT FLOW CONT 
-open 
• SUIT ISOL vlv (CDR & LMP) 
- SUIT FLOW 
---
9 
ASCENT TANK NO. J (2) 
02 SUPPLY IS LOST 
• Cabin relief & dump vlv 
(ovhd)- CLOSE 
•Cabin relief & dump vlv 
(fwd)-AUTO 
• Configure ECS to cabin 
mode 
• Cabin re lief & dump vlv 
(fwd)-CLOSE 
• Configure ECS to cabin 
mode 
•PRESS REG A & B vlv -
CABIN 
• CABIN RE PRESS vlv -
CLOSE 
• # I (2) ASC 02 vlv- OPEN 
CD CLOS[ & DIRECT 02 p,,-, 111<111 ·. ar~ used _only during 1nil1al mann,nr, & 
s111I checkout. This malfunr. l irm 
procedure 1s only applicable to 
egre ss & cabin modes 
(D Detectable to c1ew by ah,cm.e r, f 
hissing (gas flow). 
(D CABIN warn It remains on II 1s no 
longer func tional. 
(D Torn-suit protection is lost 
© Mission is degraded 
© Restricted to egress mode ~ 
operation. ~
V 
t!) -,,, 
Assumption: ;:: I ASC 02 is used 
initially. If :2 ASC 02 is used 
initially, numbers in parentheses 
apply. 
Redundant cabin re lief & dump vlv 
is lost. 
© utomatic cabin repressurization capability is lost. 
300LM4-562 
REMARKS 
Page 5, 2-127 
■ 
J 
8 
SYMPTOM 
WA!ER illY 
YELLOW 
Light on if· 
Descent H2 0 quantity 
< 16% 
When unstaged, either 
ascent H2 0 tank quan-
tity is, 95% 
When staged. H2 0 
quantity in ascent tank 
No. I cp ascent tank 
No. 2 by >15% 
SYMPTOM 
Staged' 
YES 
• 02 /H2 0 QTY MON sel -
ASC I 
• O~ /H2 0 QTY MON sel 
ASC 2 
ECS, H2 0 QUANTITY ind· 
ASC 1 ASC 2 within 
15%? 
18 
CWEA FAILURE 
Basic Date 3 Februa r y 1969 
LMA790-3-LM. 4 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE REMARKS 
YES NO 
(""0%) 
• 02 /H2 0 QTY MON sel -
ASC 1 
ECS, H2 0 QUANTITY ind 
>95% 1 
YES 
ECS, H2 0 QUANTITY 111d 
>95% 1 
PROCEDURE 
ECS, H2 0 QUANTITY ind 
>95%' 
YES 
ENVTRONMENTAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
Change Date _______ _ 
•When MSFN confirms loss 
of H2 0 feed. or crew no-
tices glycol temp begins to 
rise, WATER TANK SELECT 
vlv-ASC 
PRIM EVAP FLOW NO. 2 VLV 
OR SEC EVAP FLOW VLV 
LEAKS IN CLOSE POSITION 
14 
Verify vlv status 
• PRIM EVAP FLOW NO. 2 
vlv-CLOSE 
• SEC EVAP FLOW vlv-
CLOSE 
G) Nurmill m1·, •,1011 11•.c 
0 
CD 
0 
0 
H2 0 quantity remaining in . descent 
tank is unknown. Increase in glycol 
temp above +50°F is only indi-
cation that descent tank is de-
pleted. 
System capab1l1ly IS deg1aded by 
loss of H2 0 
H2 0 quantity \lrt lwi 1:. 11:111!, ·:! !•J 
reading of l CS 11 2 0 OUA!Jlll r 1n1I 
H2 0 quantity remaining in ascent 
tank is unknown. 
0 WATER QTY cau t It 1s reset 
A· ~00LM4-563 
REMARKS 
Page 5. 2-1 28 
SYMPTOM 
9 
[CS· CABIN 11 Ml' 11HI 
l11gh 
Nominal 1ange + 70° 
to+ so • 
PRESS REG A & B vlv -
EGRESS (Nominal suit 
pressure is 3.8 ± 0.2 
psia) 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
19 
NO 
Both cabin fans on7 
7K5 RELAY GROUNDED 
ECS: PRESS ind pwr fail lt-on7 
LMA790:.J-LM 4 
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PROCEDURE 
ECS: GLYCOL temp ind-
normal7 
YES 
AUTO OPERATION OF CABIN 
TEMP VLV FAILED 
Determine failed fan 
•CB ECS: CABIN FAN !-
open 
CABIN FAN NO. l 
CIRCUITRY FAILURE 
NO 
SUIT PRESSURE XDUCER FAILED 
CABIN TEMP XDUCER FAILED 
• CB ECS: CABIN FAN ! -
close 
• CB ECS: CABIN FAN 2-
open 
.WARNING 
Torn-sui t protec tion is inoperative 
when suit pressure xducer fails 
high or low . 
SUIT PRESS ind - decreases' l-'N""0'----1_. PRESS REG B VLV REGULATING 
HIGH OR FAILED OPEN 
•PRESS REG B vlv - CLOSE 
•PRESS REG A vlv-EGRESS 
PROCEDURE 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
Change Date ______ _ 
0 
0 
CD 
REMARKS 
Aw1mp11on: Cabin is pressurized 
It may become necessary to deter-
m,ne whelher both cab,n fans are 
on, by opera ting cabin fan CB's 
It may take several minutes to, 
cabin temp to decrease 
0 Cab,n temp monitonng 1s los t. 
(D Only manual control of cab,n lemp 
1s ava1lable. 
(D Cabin temp control is degraded. 
0 
0 
0 
CD 
0 
Cabin circulation & temp control is 
lost. 
CB ECS: CABIN FAN I & 2 must 
be opened before dumping cabin . 
Assumption: Egress mode, cabin is 
depressurized. 
During cabin dump the sui t 
pressure follows cabin pressure 
down to 4.15 ± 0.15 psia. (Reseat 
pressure of SUIT CIRCUIT RELIEF 
vlv). Crew metabolic consumption 
and ARS leakage lowers the 
pressure to regulated egress mod 
pressure of 3.8 ± 0.2 psia. 
ECS: SUIT & CABIN PRESS ind are 
lost. Readout will not change. On-
board suit pressure indication is 
limited to PGA cuff pressure gage 
121 while in hard suit. Suit /cabin 
pressure is monitored by MSFN 
Suit pressure is limited to 4.45 ± 
0.15 psia by SUIT CIRCUIT RELIEF 
vlv. 
Pressure indication is limited to 
PGA cuff pressure gage while in 
hard suit . ECS: CABIN PRESS ind 
may be used to monitor suit pres-
sure only when cabin is pressurized. 
02 demand pressure regulator 
redundancy is lost. 
Crew consumption and leakage will 
reduce ECS: SUIT PRESS ind from 
high reading to regulated egress 
pressure 13.8 ± 0.2 psia), when 
failed regulator is closed. 
300LM4-5'5 
REMARKS 
Page 5. 2-129 
SYMPTOM 
JI 02 QTY 
YELLOW 
Light on if: 
I 
Descent quantity < 5% 
Either ascent 02 tank 
quantity < 80% before 
staging 
Ascent 02 tank No. I 
quantity < 10% after 
staging 
r 
SYMPTOM 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
r 
I 
I 
I 
I 
LMA790-l-LM 4 
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PROCEDURE REMARKS 
(µ NO 0 0 
,-1 2.....-1----- ! 3 I 1>10_%! lr4-il,------.,,;,. 
Assu.mplion: = I ASC 02 used 
initially. 
Vehicle staged? l,.:.J NO .,:..J J _ CWEA FAILURE -Crew aware of abnormal use _. •~~6~2 0 QTY MON sel -------.---- before 02 Qty caut It - on ? 1---------1 
---.......,.-YE_S __ _, ~~o~i QUANTITY ind - YES I 5 I NO 
NO 1=0%) - I NORMAL MISSION USE 
(D Loss of CWEA requires observation 
of ECS: 02 QUANTITY ind for 02 
status. 
13 I YES rTcsl ©0 
r.!.1-,-----.~PI 
MSFN monitors 02 manifold pres-
sure to verify loss of 02 . PLSS 
02 fill vlv must be opened & appli-
cable tank selected for monitoring. 
Crew aware of abnormal use 
1 
- 1121 1 1 before 02 QTY caut lt -on7 L.:..:.J...:.J 
NO 
14 
ECS: CABIN PRESS ind -
normal7 
I NO - l.!!J LEAK IN # I ASC 02 
~ OUTSIDE CABIN 
~11 ECS t 
'-o -~---,,-----,,-YE_S__, 
-1,4 22 , q) 
XDUCER FAILURE 
l!!J 
e #l ASC 02 vlv-CLOSE 
• #2 ASC 02 vlv-OPEN 
XDUCER FAILED OR LOSS 
OF ASCENT I 02 
MSFN confirms loss of 02 
.!.I 
• # I ASC 02 vlv · CLOSE 
• #2 ASC 02 vlv -OPEN 
,~ 2!I , l!!J 
~;if QUANTITY ind I NORMAL MISSION USE t-------------4~ =~~ f?c vt~~~i~EN 
._ ______ _. •-------• •02 /H;:,O Q1Y MON sel -
NO NO C/W RtSET, then ASC I 
(>5%) (::.:0%) •CABIN REPRESS vlv-
-~ 
ECS: CABIN PRESS ind -
decreasing? 
YES 
~ DESCENT 02 LEAK 
OUTSIDE CABIN 
~ 
::f f?c ~v-:i~~1~EN 
•CABIN REPiESS vlv -
CLOSE 
NO 18 
•PRESS REG B vlv-
DIRECT 02 for::::: JO min 
19 
t 
ECS: CABIN PRESS ind -
increases to 5.4 psi a? 
CLOSE 
~ ~ DESCENT 02 QUANTITY I XDUCER FAILED ----~,N-0 __ __, 
lE.I 
..,_ LOW DESCENT 0 
QUANTITY & PRE~SURE 
~ 
•PRESS REG B vlv - CABIN 
•02 /H2 0 QTY MON sel-
C/W RESET, then DES 
lill 
~~ 
•SUIT GAS DIVERTER vlv -
PULL EGRESS 
•CABIN GAS RETURN vlv-
EGRESS ...,.. ______ __, 
•~t~2 0 QTY MON sel -
~~~~ QUANTITY ind 
YES 
l 
.......... ______ .--,.------, ~ 
I """" YE~29 ~ES XDUCER FAILURE OR LOSS 
10 ~ ECS: CABIN PRESS ind 4.6 OF #2 ASC 02 OUTSIDE 
_, •O /H
2
Q QTY MON sel _ to 5.0 psia? CABIN 
27 
A~C 2 (>5 PSIA) * NO G:\ ______ ,. 
~t~i QUANTITY ind 
NO 
--.--., 
~ 
LEAK IN #2 ASC 02 LINE 
INSIDE CABIN 
CWEA FAILURE I J 
32 ~~~~~~·!._----"'~~-/ 
to 5.0 psia? t © 
© Onboard 02 quantity monitoring 
capability is lost. 
© 02 is lost. Mission is degraded 
ECS: CABIN PRESS ind 4.6 NO (>S"PStA \ 
YES © © ~ ~ 
341 LEAK IN #I ASC 02 LINE \ : ~ 
~DUCER FAILURE OR LOSS INSIDE CABIN •~fiHRti~~h~~~;;I -
OF #I ASC 02 OUTSIDE t-------------------~ -1-~ 
CABIN '-::::::'-!-'---.._----_, 
, 
I 
300lM-4-564 I 
PROCEDURE -= REMARKS 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date ______ _ Page 5. 2-130-
~ 
SYMPTOM 
SYMPTOM 
Rri!.iC Date 3 February 1969 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
ECS: CABIN ~RESS ind > 5 psia 1 
YES 
• SUIT GAS OIVERTER vlv-PULL 
EGRESS 
:m1~,~~ri"&0:i~ -CLOSE 
• Dump cabin pressure to 4.8 psia . 
NO 
PROCEDURE 
•DES 02 vlv-CLOSE 
• CABIN REPRESS vlv-CLOSE 
•=I ASC 02 vlv-OPEN 
• SUIT GAS DIVERT ER vlv- PULL 
EGRESS 
• 02 /H2 0 QTY MON sel- OES 
ECS: 02 QUANTITY ind-02 
quantity decay continues? 
NO 
LEAK IN DESCENT 02 SUPPLY BE· 
ECS: CABIN PRESS ind - stable 1 1--~~ TWEEN DES 02 VLV & DESCENT 
L-------.-Y-ES ___ ...J ~fB~NUPPL-Y LINE PENETRATION OF 
(STABLE) 
•PRESS REG A vlv -CLOSE 
•DES 02 vlv -OPEN NO 
1-E-C-S,-C-A-BI_N_P-RE_S_S -in-d - 4-.6- t_o _5_-Q-I ( > 5 psi a) 
psia 1 
•PRESS REG B vlv - CLOSE 
•PRESS REG A vlv-CABIN NO 
ECS: CABIN PRESS ind 4.6 to 5.0 ( > 5 psia) 
PRESS REG B VLV FAILED OPEN 
psia? PRESS REG A VLV FAILED OPEN 
YES 
TEMPORARY UNSEATING OF CABIN 
REPRESS VLV OR TEMPORARILY 
FAILED-OPEN PRESSURE REG 
CABIN REPRE SS VLV LEAKS IN 
AUTO POSITION 
PROCEDURE 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
Change Date ______ _ 
• .:;: I ASC 02 vlv -CLOSE 
• DES 02 vlv-OPEN 
• CABIN REPRE SS vlv-AUTO 
• SUIT GAS OIVERTER vlv - PUSH 
CABIN 
•PRESS REG B vlv-CLOSE 
• PRESS REG A vlv-CABIN 
• CABIN REPRESS vlv-AUTO 
• SUIT GAS OIVERTER vlv - PUSH 
CABIN 
•PRESS REG A vlv-CLOSE 
•PRESS REG B vlv-CABIN 
• CABIN REPRESS vlv-AUTO 
• SU IT GAS OIVERTER vlv - PUSH 
CABIN 
CD 
0 
0 
0 
CD 
REMARKS 
Assumption Cabin modr uf 
operation. & crew has been 
aler ted to this s1tuat1on 
Decision to use remaining descent 
02 or to switch to ascent 02 tank 
No. I will be determined real time, 
based on remaining quantity & de· 
cay rJte of descent 02 . 
Descent 02 quantity display is de· 
graded. Ind will read less than ac· 
tual 02 remaining. 
Descent 02 supply is degraded. 
Burst diaphragm vlv assembly vents 
descent Oi tanks to maximum pres-
sure of 1,000 psia & reseats to pro· 
vide one cabin repressuri zat ion up 
to I hour after initial rupture. 
High pressure leaking into cabin 
maintains cabin pressure at dump -
vlv- activation level. 
Excess 02 flow from failed vlv 
increased cabin pressure to dump 
vlv relief pressure. 
Descent 02 supply is degraded. 
Remaining quantity determines 
mission continuation. 
AUTO position of CABIN REPRESS 
vlv is inoperative. 
Cycl ing pressure regs & cabin 
repress vlv may have corrected 
malfunction. 
300LM-4-553 
REMARKS 
Page · 5. 2-131 
■ 
SYMPTOM 
RED 
Light on if suit pressure 
<3.12 psia or suit fan 
No. 2 fails when 
selected. 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
Suit flow? 
NO 
•SUIT FAN sel -1 
•CB ECS: SUIT FAN 2 · open 
LMA790-l-LM 4 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
OR 
PRESS ind > 3.12 
NO 
LEAK IN ARS/PGA 
PROCEDURE 
SUIT PRESSURE 
TRANSDUCER FAILURE 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
Change Date· ______ _ 
CWEA FAILURE 
• open 
•SUIT ISOL vlv (CDR and/ 
or LMP) • SUIT FLOW 
10 
Repressurize cabin per para 
4.13.1.9 (Cabin 
Repressurization). 
0 
REMARKS 
Operating on suit fan No. 2 and 
suit fan No. l is still operable. 
SUIT / FAN warning It and SUIT FAN 
com·p caut It • off when CB ECS: 
SUIT FAN ~p · open. CWEA inputs 
of suit fan No. l or 2 are de . 
activated. Crew must rely on 
sensing 02 flow. 
SUIT /FAN warning is lost. If suit 
fan No. 2 fails, crew must rely on · 
sensing 02 flow. 
H2 0 SEP comp caut It will go on 
when H2 0 separator~ 800 rps. 
Automatic torn suit protection is 
lost when CB ECS: SUIT FLOW 
CONT · open. 
300LM4-554 
REMARKS 
Page 5. 2-132 
. ~ 
SYMPTOM 
Pressure > 5 psia. 
SYMPTOM 
I 
I 
I. 
I 
17 
ECS, SU IT & CABIN PRESS ind-
equal7 · 
YES 
ECS, CABIN PRESS ind - increases? 
NO 
22 • 02 /H2 0 QTY MON sel -ASC 2 Ill 
27 
<100% 7 
When performing next step, one 
crewman must be prepared to open 
manually one cab in relief and dump 
valve if ECS, CABIN PRESS ind > 
5.8 psia. 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
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PROCEDURE 
NO (SUIT PRESS = 4.6 TO 5.0 PSIA) 
CABIN REPRESS VLV LEAK 
PRESS REG 8 FAILED OPEN 
PRESS REG A FAILED OPEN ' 
PROCEDURE 
CABIN PRESSURE XDUCER OR 
INDICATOR FAILED 
0 
• 02 /H2 0 QTY MON sel-OES 
• SUIT GAS OIVERTER vlv- PULL 
EGRESS 
• CABIN GAS RETURN vlv-EGRESS 
• DES 02 vlv-CLOSE 
• Cabin relief & dump vlv (fwd & 
ovhdl - CLOSE 
•PRESS REG A & B vlv-CABIN 
26 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date ______ _ 
REMARKS 
(D ECS, SU IT PRESS ind can be used 
to mon itor cabin pressure in cabin 
mode. 
Q) 02 is lost. System is degraded. 
0 
0 
© 
Excess 02 into cab in was dumped 
overboard thru cabin pressure 
relief valves. 
To prevent overpressurization of 
cabin. 
Rate of pressure increase is 
function of 02 leak rate into 
cabin. · 
AUTO position of CABIN REPRESS 
vlv is lost. 
(i) PRESS REG vlv redundancy is lost. 
© Assumption, # 1 ASC 02 is used initially. If #2 ASC 02 is used 
initial ly. numbers in parentheses 
apply. 
PRESS REG vlv can be set to 
CABIN mode as function of 
remaining 02 quantity. Real-time 
decision. 
Open #2 I# I) ASC 02 when 
# I (#2) ASC 02 tank is depleted. 
A-300LM4-565 
REMARKS 
Page _s._2_-_13_3_ 
■ 
SYMPTOM 
15 
ECS: PRESS. GLYCOL 
& QUANTITY ind ~wr 
fail Its on 
RED 
Lights on if ind 28-vdc 
power is lost. 
16 
: 1.:s GLYCOL 1nd pwr 
',' 11 on 
RED 
, ;::11 011 ,I 111d 28-vdc 
'•'lt "fi)!O.') I 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Dote _3_F_e_b_i_·u_a_r_y_1_9_6_9 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
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YES 
CB ECS: DISP - open? 
NO 
OPEN CIRCUIT BETWEEN CB ECS: 
DISP & ECS INDICATORS 
CAUTION 
PROCEDURE 
SHORT CIRCUIT 
CIRCUITRY 
Fol lowing ECS indicators are in-
operative: 
SUIT / CABIN TEMP 
SUIT /CABIN PRESS 
PART PRESS CO2 
GLYCOL TEMP / PRESS 
02 /H2 0 QUANTITY 
To prevent freeze -up of HTS pri- • CB ECS: GLYCOL PUMP AUTO 
mary sublimator . this pr ocedure ..._ ___ _, TRNFR-open 
must be accomplished within I min- • CB ECS: GLYCOL PUMP I - open 
ute. 
ECS: GLYCOL press ind:,,: 15 psia 7 
YES 
4 
ECS PRESS IND PWR FAIL LT FAIL-
ED ON 
PROCEDURE 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SUl3SYSTEM 
• CB ECS: GLYCOL PUMP I - close 
• CB ECS: GLYCOL PUMP AUTO 
TRNFR - close 
Change Date ______ _ 
REMARKS 
0 Onbcard capability for monitoring 
ECS parameters is lost 
MSFN can monitor ECS parameters 
while in LOS 
0 CWEA still alerts crew to ECS 
malfunctions. but fault isolation is 
!: .. 1i !t:l: 
0 Assumption. Pump No I ,n,1 ,ally 
selected MASTER ALARM pbil t. 
ECS caut It. & GLYCOL comp caut 
It go on 
(D To prevent setting glycol pump 
automatic tr ansler c1rcu1lry, ~" 
not ,everse sequence. 
(D Onboard capabll1ly for mon,lofl og 
glycol tempera ture pressu re ,s tosl 
CWEA still alerts crew lo pfln1ary 
glycol - loop malluncl1on 
MSFN can monil o1 primary gl1cr,I -
loop ope ration while 1n LOS 
B- 300LM4-599 
REMARKS 
Page _s_._2_- _13_4_ 
SYMPTOM 
17 
ECS: PRESS ind pwr fai l 
II on 
RED 
Light on if ind 28-vdc 
power is lost. 
18 
ECS: QUANTITY ind 
pwr fail It on 
RED 
Light on if ind 28-vdc 
power is lost. 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
Cabin pressurized7 
NO 
•CB ECS: CABIN REPRESS - open 
•PGA pressure gage-monitor 
•PRESS REG A vlv - CABIN until 
PGA pressure gage 4.3 psig, then 
EGRESS 
ECS: 
POWER TO ECS: PRESS IND IS LOST 
Vehicle staged 7 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
• SUIT GAS DIVERTER vlv - PULL 
EGRESS 
•CABIN GAS RETURN vlv - EGRESS 
• SUIT CIRCUIT RELIEF vlv - CLOSE 
•PRESS REG A vlv - OPEN for 5 
seconds, then CABIN 
ECS: SUIT PRESS ind-increases? 
YES 
QTY MON sel - DES 
Both pointers move? 
Either pointer move 7 
11 
POWER TO ECS: QUANTITY IND IS 
LOST 
PROCEDURE 
YES 
POWER TO ECS: PRESS IND IS LOST 
•SUIT CIRCUIT RELIEF vlv · AUTO 
•CABIN GAS RETURN vlv · AUTO 
• SUIT GAS DIVERTER vlv · PUSH 
CABIN 
ENVIRONMENT AL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
Change Date ______ _ 
REMARKS 
CD Assumption: Helmet & gloves are 
donned. 
PGA pressure gage is not useful at 
this time because minimum reading 
is 2.5 psig. 
(D Onboard capabil ity for monitoring 
suit & cabin pressure is lost. 
CWEA sti ll alerts crew to low suit 
or cabin pressure. 
MSFN can monitor suit & cabin 
pressure while in LOS. 
CD DES position of 02 /H2 0 QTY MON 
sel is used to provide a different 
signal input to determine status of 
indicator. If indicator has fa iled, 
pointers will remain in position in-
dicated when power is lost. 
(D Onboard capability for monitori ng 
02 and H2 0 quantity is lost. 
G) Assumption: No. I ASC 02 is being 
used; therefore, CWEA still alerts 
crew to low No. I ASC 02 quan-
tity. 
(D Allows MSFN to monitor 1 ASC 02 
and H2 0 quantity when in LOS. 
(D MSFN can monitor descent quan-
tity when in LOS. 
© CWEA still alerts crew to low de-
scent 02 or H20 quantity or leak 
in ASC 02 or H2 0 tanks. 
300LM4-600 
REMARKS 
■ 
Page 5, 2-135 / 5, 2-136 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
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5.2. 12 EXPLOSIVE DEVICES 
Table 5-23. ED Procedure Entry Sheet 
Sym Page 
Symptom No. No. 
ED RELAYS caut lt 1 5.2-139 
Ascent fuel or oxid tank remains . at blanket pressure after ascent pressurization 2 5.2-140 
ED: STAGE SEQ RLY SYS A & B comp caut It not on when attempting to set ED: 3 5.2-140 
MASTER ARM sw to ON 
Table 5-24. ED Failure/Symptom Cross-Reference Index 
Sym Page 
Failure Symptom No. No. 
Ascent tank pressure indicator or Ascent fuel or oxid tank remains at 2 5.2-140 
r circuitry failure blanket pressure after ascent pressurization 
CWEA failure ED RELAYS caut lt 1 5.2-139 
Double failure of ED: ASC He PRESS sw Ascent fuel or oxid tank remains at 2 5.2-140 
blanket pressure after ascent 
pressurization 
Double failure of ED: ASC He SEL sw or Ascent fuel or oxid tank remains at 2 5.2-140 
explosive vlvs blanket pressure after ascent 
pressurization 
ED: ASC He PRESS sw contacts did not Ascent fuel or oxid tank remains at 2 5.2-140 
make on first attempt blanket pressure after ascent 
pressurization 
.c.i..1: ~.1ASTER ARM sw contacts did not ED: STAGE SEQ RLY SYS A & B comp 3 5.2-140 
make on first attempt caut lt not on when attempting to set ED: 
MASTER ARM sw to ON 
ED: MASTER ARM sw failed off ED: STAGE SEQ RLY SYS A & B comp 3 5.2-140 
(double failure) caut It not on when attempting to set ED: 
MASTER ARM sw to ON 
ED: MASTER ARM sw jammed off ED: STAGE SEQ RLY SYS A & B comp 3 5.2-140 
caut It not on when attempting to set ED: 
MASTER ARM sw to ON 
ED sys A relay Kl, K3, K4, K5, or ED RELAYS caut It 1 5.2-139 ■ K6 failed closed 
ED sys A stage command relay K2 ED RELAYS caut It 1 5.2-139 
temporarily failed closed 
ED sys B relay Kl, K3, K4, K5, or ED RELAYS caut It 1 5.2-139 
K6 failed closed 
ED sys B stage command relay K2 ED RELAYS caut It 1 5.2-139. 
temporarily failed closed 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date _____ _ Page 5.2-137/5.2-138 _ 
SYMPTOM 
1 
ED RELAYS 
YELLOW 
Light on if contacts of 
master arm re lay Kl or 
relay K2 through KG in 
;!aging sequence (stage 
command, cable cutting. 
deadfacing, and separa-
tion of nuts & bolts) fail 
closed. 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
ED: STAG£ SfQ RL Y SYS A comp 
caut It -on? 
NO 
LMA790-3- LM 4 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
10 
PROCEDURE 
•ED: STAG£ RELAY sw- RESET 
ED SYS A RELAY Kl , K3, K4, KS, 
OR KG FAILED CLOSED 
CWEA FAILURE 
Re set relay 
•ED: STAGE RfLAY sw - RESET 
ED: STAG£ SfQ RL Y SYS B comp 
caut It-off? 
NO 
ED SYS B RELAY Kl. K3, K4. KS. OR 
KG FAILED CLOSED 
PROCEDURE 
EXPLOSIVE DEVICES 
ED SYS A STAGE COMMAND RELAY 
K2 TEM PORAR ILY FAILED CLOSED 
• CB ED: LOGIC PWR A-open 
CAUTION 
When FITH is to be performed, re-
dundancy of ED system must be 
regained. After ABORT STAGE pb -
push, CB ED: LOGIC PWR A (BJ -
close 
ED SYS B STAGE COMMAND RELAY 
K2 TfMPORARIL Y FAILED CLOSED 
CAUTION 
When FITH is to be performed, re-
dundancy of ED system must be 
regained. After ABORT STAGE pb -
push. CB ED: LOGIC PWR A (B)-
close 
Change Date ______ _ 
REMARKS 
(D MSFN can confirm failure v,a 
telemetry. 
300LM4-538 
REMARKS 
Page _5_. 2_-_1_39_ 
■ 
SYMPTOM 
2 
3 
Ascent fuel or oxid tank 
remains at blanket pres-
sure after ascent pres-
surization. 
it, \ !AGE StO RL Y SYS 
r, & 8 , omp ,au t It not 
,; 1 whrn .1l lempt1 ng to 
" ! I [1 MASlfR ARM sw 
·u UN 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 Fe bruary 1969 
LMA790-J ... LM 4 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
MSfN. Al l ascent tanks 
p1essurized 7 
NO 
Attempt pressurization 
• ED: ASC He SEL sw-unpressu r-
1zed tank 
• ED: MASTER ARM sw-ON 
• ED: ASC He PRESS sw- flRE 
Tank pressu 11zed 7 
• CB SIC: ABORT STAGE (2)-open 
• ABORT STAGE pb -push 
• ABORT STAGE pb - reset 
• CB S/C: ABORT STAGE (2)-close 
Tank pressuwed 7 
NO 
DOUBLE FAILURE Of ED: ASC He 
SEL SW OR EXPLOSIVE VLVS 
• ED: MASTER ARM sw- recycle 
PROCEDURE 
YES 
EO:~M-s RlQ e le AN NO 
posrtion->- 1---- ------ --- - -,---1111~ 
ED: MASTER ARM SW CONTACTS 
DID NOT MAKE ON FIRST ATTEMPT 
ED MASTER ARM SW FAILED OFF 
!DOUBLE FAILURE, 
PROCEDURE 
EX PLOSI VE DEVI CES 
Change Da te ____ _ 
ASCENl TANK PRESSURE INDICATOR 
OR CIRCUITRY FAILURE 
ED: ASC He PRESS SW CONTACTS 
DID NOT MAKE ON FIRST ATTEMPT 
DOUBLE FAILURE Of ED ASC He 
PRESS SW 
ED MASTER ARM SW JAMMfD Off 
3 
Altc1nat1vc method of arm ing ED 
bus 
• CB S 1C: ABORT STAGE 12) open 
• ABORT STA GE pb · push 
• ED RELAY caut It -on 
• MASTER ALARM · on 
• MASTER ALARM pb It · reset 
- • ED sw (desired function) . FIRE 
• ABORT STAGE pb · reset 
• CB SIC: ABORT STAGE 12) clo'se 
0 
REMARKS 
Master alarm comes on when ED: 
MASTER ARM sw set to Of f due to 
relay race removing CWEA inhibit 
0 ED caut It - on and MASTER 
ALARM - on. due to depressing 
ABORT STAGE pb while ABORT 
STAGE pb while ABORT STAGE CB's 
are open. ED ca11t It - off when 
ABORT STAGE pb - reset 
C-300LM4-539 
REMARKS 
Pa 
9 
e _s_. _2-_1_4_0_ 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
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SYMPTOM PROCEDURE REMARKS 
4 
I 
EPS: VOLTS ind M- .2.J < 35 vdc open Affected battery is considered lost, circuit but will be used in conjunction with other ED system to- perform 
ED functions. 
•CB ED: LOGIC PWR A (Bl- open 
I 
5 
rFN informs crew: (~ 2.1 closed failure in relay, 
(K7 thru Kl5) of sys A Disarm failed ED system. Do not 
or B arm system until cryogenic pressurization. 
•CB ED: LOGIC PWR A (Bl · open 
' 
I 
■ I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I : 300LM4-613 
SYMPTOM PROCEDURE REMARKS 
EXPLOSIVE DEVICES 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date, ______ _ Page 5. 2-141 / 5. 2-142 
5.2.13 LIGHTING 
5.2.13.1 Assumptions 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
• Troubleshooting will be performed when mission phase and task loading permit. Accord-
ingly, certain malfunction procedures will not be performed until a main engine burn or 
critical maneuver is completed. 
• Malfunction procedures are entered from normal operational modes. Procedures for 
checkout modes are not included. 
Table 5-25. LTG Procedure Entry Sheet 
Symptom Sym Page 
No. No. 
Overhead floodlights do not go on 1 5 . 2-147 
Overhead floodlights remain on with L TG: FLOOD sw set to OFF & 2 5 .2-147 
overhead hatch closed 
EL numerics failed on 3 5.2-147 
EL numerics failed off 4 5 . 2-14 8 
EL panel lights failed off 5 5.2- 149 
EL panel lights failed on 6 5 . 2-150 
MASTER ALARM pb/ lt and tone come on without C/ W, or comp caut Its 7 5.2-150 
Docking Its do not go on 8 5.2-150 
Tracking lt does not go on 9 5.2-150 
Table 5-26. L TG Failure/Symptom Cross-Reference Index 
Sym Page 
Failure Symptom No. No. 
A-c dimmer failure EL numerics failed off 4 5. 2-148 
Burned-out lamp or blown fuse in EL numerics failed off 4 5.2-148 
single output of lighting control 
assembly transformer 
CB failure or short in forward panels EL panel lights failed off 5 5.2-149 
EL circuitry 
CB left open Docking lts do not go on 8 5.2-150 
Circuitry failure in a-c dimmer EL panel lights failed off 5 5. 2-149 
high-power assembly 
Docking hatch sw or L TG: Overhead floodlights remain on with 2 5.2-147 
FLOOD sw failed closed LTG: FLOOD sw set to OFF & 
overhead hatch closed 
Docking lights circuit open Docking lts do not go on 8 5. 2-150 
Failure in CWEA MASTER ALARM pb/ lt and tone come 7 5. 2-150 
on without C/ W, or comp caut lts 
Failure in d-c circuit of lighting MASTER ALARM pb/ lt and tone come 7 5. 2-150 
control assembly on without C/ W, or comp caut Its 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date _____ _ Page __ 5_._2_-_1_4_3 __ _ 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
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Table 5-26. LTG Failure/ Symptom Cross-Referenc e Index (cont) 
Failure 
Failure in dimmer circuitry 
Failure in EL dimming circuitry or 
control, or in LTG: OVERRIDE . 
INTEGRAL sw 
Failure in L TG: FLOOD sw or 
floodlight circuitry 
Failure in numerics dimming circuit or 
control, or in LTG: OVERRIDE 
NUM SW 
Failure of lamps or exterior lighting 
control circuitry 
Failure of SLA pressure sw on LM. 
Outrigger or associated circuitry, or 
failure of lamps or exterior lighting 
control circuitry 
Hatch pressure sw failed open 
Lamp failure in annuciator associated 
with malfunction 
LTG: ANUM / NUM cont open winding or 
bad wiper contact 
L TG: FLOOD cont winding open 
LTG: FLOOD sw OVHD/ FWD position 
failed 
LTG: OVERRIDE INTEGRAL sw failed 
open in both positions 
L TG: OVERRIDE NUM sw failed or 
numeric lighting circuitry open 
LTG: SIDE PANELS sw failed 
One set of floodlights failed 
Open circuit in EL lamp 
Open winding in dimmer control or 
bad wiper contact 
Short in a-c dimmer low-power 
assembly or in L TG: ANUM/ NUM cont 
Short in a-c dimming assembly 
Short in both side panels EL circuitry 
Short in CDR side panels EL circuitry 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
Symptom 
MASTER ALARM pb/ lt and tone come 
on without C/ W, or comp caut lts 
EL panel lights failed on 
Overhe ad floodlights do not go on 
EL num erics fail ed on 
Docking lts do not go on 
Docking lts do not go on 
Overhead floodlights do not go on 
MASTER ALARM pb/ lt and tone come 
on without C/ W, or comp caut lts 
EL numerics failed off 
Overhead floodlights do not go on 
Overhead floodlights do not go on 
EL panel lights failed off 
EL numerics failed off 
EL pane l lights failed off 
EL pane l lights failed on 
Overhead floodlights do not go on 
EL pane l lights failed off 
E L pane l lights failed off 
EL numerics failed off 
EL panel lights failed off 
EL panel lights failed off 
EL panel lights failed off 
Change Date 
Sym 
No. 
7 
6 
3 
8 
8 
1 
7 
4 
1 
1 
5 
4 
5 
6 
1 
5 
5 
4 
5 
5 
5 
Page 
No. 
5.2-150 
5. 2-150 
5. 2-147 
5. 2-147 
5.2-150 
5.2--150 
5.2-147 
5.2-150 
5.2-148 
5.2-147 
5 . 2-147 
5.2-149 
5. 2-14 8 
5.2-149 
5.2-1 50 
5.2-147 
5.2-149 
5.2-149 
5.2-148 
5.2-149 
5.2-149 
5.2-149 
Page ___ 5_._2_-_14_4 _ _ 
~ 
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Table 5-26. LTG F ailure/Symptom Cross-Reference Index (cont) 
Sym Page 
Failure Symptom No. No. 
Short in LMP side panels EL circuitry EL panel lights failed off 5 5.2-149 
Short in numeric lighting assembly or EL numerics failed off 4 5.2- 148 
CB/ AC BUS B: NUM L TG failure 
Tracking lt or circuitry failure Tracking lt does not go on 9 5.2-150 
■ 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date 5.2-145/5 .2-146 Page _______ _ 
SYMPTOM 
Ovc1l1t•,H1 ll oodl1~lil s do 
not go on 
l 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
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PROCEDURE 
OVHD /FWD 
Overhead & forward floodlighls- on 71-Y_E_S_IN_O_RM_A_L_O_PE_R_A_TI_ON_I ________ _ 
10 
NO HATCH PRESSURE Sw_ FAILED OPEN 
•LTG: FLOOD sw- ALL 
Overhead , forward, & side panel 1-N_O _ _._,. 
floodlights- on? 
YES 
LTG: FLOOD SW OVHD /FWD 
POSITION FAILED 
• LTG: FLOOD con t (CDR or LMP)-
adjosl 
Floodlights on7 
YES 
FAILURE IN LTG: FLOOD SW OR 
FLOODLIGHT CIRCUIT RY 
LTG: FLOOD CONT WINDING OPEN 
LMP can direct light on flight 
instruments wh ile CDR pilots 
vehicle 
\verhead fl oodlights 
.emain on with LTG: 
FLOOD sw set to OFF & !-~------------------------------~ DOCKING HATCH SW OR LTG: 
overhead hatch closed 
3 
EL numerics failed on 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
PROCEDURE 
LIGHTING 
FLOOD SW FAILED CLOSED 
FAILURE IN NUMERICS DIMMING 
CIRCU IT OR CONTROL, OR IN LTG: 
OVERRIDE NUM SW 
Use numerics only when required. 
When numerics are not required: 
• CB/AC BUS B: NUM LTG · open 
Change Date ______ _ 
REMARKS 
Q) II i, a,1umed that CB LTG flOOD 1s 
clo,ed. 
(D Thi s fc.ulu re 1~ det1:r. tr1 1Jl1• 11til{ nh1•n 
hat1.li 11 open 
(D If visual task permits, turn remain-
ing set of floodlights on bright or 
use ot il1ty lights, penlights, or some 
combination of these lights. 
(D l ower brightness ran ge 11 101I 
300LM4-5n 
REMARKS 
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SYMPTOM 
5 
I EL panel lights fai led off 
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PROCEDURE 
cp 
2.1 
How many EL lamps failed off? ~ .!J LTG, S,OE PANELS"' FALL£0 
..... --..-----.----..... 
~ •LTG: SIDE PANELS sw (LMP or 
CDR)- OFF 
•LTG: FLOOD sw -ALL or OVHO/ FWD 
19 
ALL ONE 
OPEN l.2J 
OPEN CIRCUIT IN EL LAMP 
- 51 
•LTG: FLOOD sw- ALL or OVHD /FWD 
(if needed) 
Position of CB/ AC BUS A: INTGL 
LTG 7 
I-C------1 •LTG: SIDE PANELS sw (CDR) - OFF 
•LTG: SIDE PANELS sw (LMP)- OFF 
•CB/AC BUS A: INTGL LTG- close CLOSED 
lE.I 
-
I s I 
YES CB /AC BUS A: INTGL LTG- remains I-N_0 ___ -11---' 
------ closed' - •LTG: OVERRIDE INTEGRAL sw- ON 
• CB/AC BUS A: INTGL LTG-close 
SHORT IN A-C DIMMING ASSEMBLY 
L -~B/AC BUS A: INTGL LTG. remains l7 ~i1osed? ._ ________ .. NO 
~ 
12 
CB FAILURE OR SHORT IN 
FORWARD PANELS EL CIR· 
CUITRY 
•LTG: SIDE PANELS sw (CDR)-ON ~ •LTG: FLOOD sw- ALL or OVHD/ FWD 
CB/AC BUS A: INTGL LTG- remains~ •LTG: SIDE PANELS sw (CDR)-OFF 
closed? · •LTG: SIDE PANELS sw (LMP)-ON 
l!!l 
YES 
SHORT IN LMP SIDE PANELS 
EL CIRCUITRY 
•CB/AC BUS A: INTGL LTG · close 
~ 
CB /AC BUS A: INTGL LTG rema1ns .!!2..., SHORT IN BOTH SIDE PANELS EL 
closed? CIRCUITRY 
.YES ------..----
l!!.J 
SHORT IN CDR SIDE PANELS EL 
CIRCUITRY t 
- ~ 
•LTG: FLOOD sw-OVHD/FWD or ALL 
(as desired) -•LTG: INTEGRAL cont - adjust over 
complete range 
EL lights - on? 
NO - ~ 
•LTG: OVERRIDE INTEGRAL sw- ON 
~ 
EL lights-on 7 !!£....,. LTG: OVERRIDE INTEGRAL SW 
~ 
._ ____ -r-c,_YE"'"S ___ ....,, FAILED OPEN IN BOTH POSITIONS 
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 
OPEN WINDING IN DIMMER CONT-
ROL OR BAD WIPER CONTACT ~ 
CIRCUITRY FAILURE IN A·C DIMMER 
HIGH-POWER ASSEMBLY 
PROCEDURE 
LIGHTING 
Change Date ______ _ 
REMARKS 
(D EL lamps on panels 12. 14. & 16, or 
8 & II 
Q) Floodl ighting remains available. 
Q) Dimming capabi lity is los t. 
300LM4-579 
REMARKS 
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SYMPTOM I PROCEDURE REMARKS 
I 
Q 6 l ? CD II 1,mrl'. ,,11 p,m:1 ', 1;, I 14 & If, I I w u, panel ·, 8 & 11 SOME -[ L pJnel 1,ghts ta,led on 
I 
How many EL lamps failed on 7 
LTG: SIDE PANELS ,SW FAILED ON G) EL side panel Its may still I,<: regu -
I lated by LT G INTEGRAL tunt & LT G 
I t LL OVERRIDE INTEGRAi sw along wrlh 
I 0 the rest of the EL lrghting I ~ I ~ 
I rAILURE IN EL DIMMING CIRCUITRY • CB/AC BUS A: INTGL LTG-open (D Continuous use of failed-on panel 
I OR CONTROL, OR IN LTG: OVERRIDE •LTG: FLOOD sw- ALL or OVHD / FWD Its is not recommended, because 
I INTEGRAL SW of possible short. 
! 
7 
MI\S t 11< ALARM pb / 11 +, YES w ,111d wne come on with- C/W PWR caut It- on' - FAILURE IN CWEA Jt,I C W. 01 comp caut 
:Is t 
w 
•LTG: OVERRIDE ANUN sw-ON w YES -C/W ll(s)- on ? 
FAILURE IN DIMMER CIRCUITRY 
♦NO 
w ,--I CAUTION I-
•LTG: LAMP/TONE TEST sel -cycle 
..!.l Information on C/W malfunction 
C/W ll(s) -on 7 ~ FAILURE IN D·C CIRCUIT OF i-----. must now be derived from MSFN, 
LIGHTING CONTROL ASSEMBLY or relayed via CSM 
. ALL EXCEPT ONE 
.2..1 
LAMP FAILURE IN ANNUNCI ATOR 
ASSOCIATED WITH MALFUNCTION 
I 
8 0 f 
cp CD Condit ion of docking lights can be 
delermined by CSM or EVA only. 
1 TRANSPOSITION w 
Docking Its do not go on 
DOCKING -Mission phase? FAILURE OF SLA PRESSURE SW ON 
LM. OUTRIGGER OR ASSOCIATED 
♦ RENDEZVOUS 
CIRCUITRY, OR FAILURE OF LAMPS 
ORBITAL DOCKING OR EXTERIOR LIGHTING CONTROL 
CIRCUITRY 0 LTG: EXTERIOR LTG sw must be set 
3 ~ ~ to DOCK before launch, for elect rical FAILURE OF LAMPS OR EXTERIOR continuity. 
CB LTG: ANUN / DOCK /COMPNT? LIGHTING CONTROL CIRCUITRY 
♦OPEN 
LU (D There is no practical wai lo 
•CB LTG: ANUN /DOCK/CMPNT-, discriminate be tween these 
close l.2J fa ilure modes. 
Docking lights-on? ~ DOCKING LIGHTS CIRCUIT OPEN 
rES 
l!J 
CB LEFT OPEN 
I 
9 0 G) Determined only by external observation. 
Tracking It does not go - L!J TRACKING LT OR CIRCUITRY 
on ' FAILURE 
I A-300LM4-580 
SYMPTOM I PROCEDURE REMARKS 
LIGHTING 
Basic Date 3 F E,! brua r y 1969 Change Date ______ _ 5. 2-150 P~ge ___ _ 
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5.2.12 HEATERS 
5. 2. 12. 1 Assumptions 
5. 2. 12. 1. 1 HEATER caut lt (RCS) 
• Assume no action will be taken during a critical mission phase. 
• One heat system (4/QUAD) can maintain temperature above 119° F. 
Table 5-23. HTR Procedure Entry Sheet 
Sym Part 
Symptom No. No. 
HEATER caut lt 1 5.2-153 
RCS QUAD 1, 2, 3, or 4 temp< ll9°F or> 190°F 2 5.2 - 153 
S-band antenna temp< -64°F or> +153°F 3 5. 2- 154 
RR temp< -54°F or> +148°F 4 5.2-155 
LR temp< -19°F or> +148°F 5 5.2-155 
T able 5- 24. HTR Failure/ Symptom Cross-Reference Index 
Sym Part 
Failure Symptom No. No. 
Cold soak or instrumentation failure S-band antenna temp< -64°F or 3 5.2-154 
> +153° F 
RR temp< - 54°F or> +148°F 4 5.2-155 
CWEA failure HEATER caut lt 1 5.2-153 
Heater circuitry failure or cold soak LR temp< -19° F or > +148°F 5 5.2-155 
Heat soak S-band antenna te mp < - 64° F or 3 5.2-1 54 , 
> +153°F 
RR temp< - 54 ° F or> +148°F 4 5.2 - 155 
Heat soak or instrumentation failure S-band antenna temp < -64° F or 3 5.2-154 
> +153° F 
RR temp< - 54°F or> +148° F 4 5.2 -1 55 
LR temp< -19 °F or > +148°F 5 5. 2-155 
Instrumentation failure S-band antenna temp < - 64°F or 3 5.2-154 
> +153°F 
RR temp< - 54° F or> +148°F 4 5.2-155 
LR temp< -19°F or> +148°F 5 5. 2-155 
LR heater circuitry failure LR temp< -19° F or> +148°F 5 5. 2-155 
■ 
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Table 5-24. HTR Failure/Symptom Cross-Reference Index (cont) 
Sym Page 
Failure Symptom No. No. 
Probable instrumentation failure S-band antenna temp< -64°F or 3 5.2-1 54 
> +153°F 
RR temp< -54°F or> +148°F 4 5.2-155 
LR temp< -19° or > +148° F 5 5.2-1 55 
Rndz rdr opr heater circuitry failure RR temp<; -54°F or> +148°F 4 5.2-155 
Rndz rdr stby heater circuitry failure RR temp< -54°For> +148°F 4 5.2-155 
S-band antenna heater circuitry failure S-band antenna temp< -64°F or 3 5.2-1 54 
> +153°F 
Sys A/ B-1 automatic heater sys RCS QUAD 1, 2, 3, or 4 temp 2 5.2-153 
failure or quad 1, 2, 3, or 4 < 119°F or> 190° F 
instrumentation failure 
Sys A/ B-2 automatic heater sys RCS QUAD 1, 2, 3, or 4 temp 2 5.2-153 
failure < 119°F or> 190 °F 
.. 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date _____ _ Page 5. 2-152 
r 
SYMPTOM 
HEATER 
L==Y=EL=Lo=w=~ l 
Light on if heater temp is out I 
of tolerance as follows: ) 
RR <· 54° or >148°F 
S-band <· 64° or >153°F 
RCS < 119° or > 190°F 
1,.f.<-lb ~> ISO 
Light goes off when 
HTR CONT: TEMP MON 
sel is set to affected 
heater position. 
2 
I RCS QUAD I. 2. 3, or 4 temp < 119°F or > 190°F. -
SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 3 February llltl9 
•HTR CONT: TEMP MON sel -
QUAD I , 2, 3, or 4 
HEATER caut It - off? 
•HTR CONT: TEMP MON sel · RCS 
QUAD I, 2, 3, or 4 
HTR CONT: TEMP ind? 
LMA790-3-LM • 
APOLLO OPEIATIONS HANDBOOK 
l'IOCEDUIE 
•HTR CONT: TEMP MON sel -
S BAND 
HEATER caut It - off? 
NO 
CWEA FAILURE 
•Affected quad RCS: SYS A & B 
QUAD I , 2, 3, or 4 sw · CLOSE 
•CB HTR RCS SYS A/B I: QUAD 
.__ ______ ...,-I I , 2, 3, or 4 - open 
•Affected quad RCS: SYS A & B 
QUAD ! , 2, 3, or 4 sw · CLOSE 
..... 
HJ:.A.TERS 
•CB HTR RCS SYS A/B 2: QUAD 
I, 2, 3, or 4 - open 
SYS A/B - 2 AUTOMATIC HEATER 
SYS FAILURE 
•Affected~:7T: TEMP 
ind - m or 
When tern >T 
•RCS SYS QUAD I, 2, 3, or 
4 sw - OPEN 
Chai,ge Date ______ _ 
REMARKS 
G) After HEATER caut It goes off, 
temperature of affected heater 
must be monitored to determine 
that it comes back into limits. 
HEATER caut It will not go on 
again for that same fai lure, or 
future fault of that heater unti l 
normal limits are established. 
G) Since 200° F is xducer limit when 
it pegs high, crew will have to 
close all RCS: SYS A & B QUAD I, 
2, 3, & 4 switc~es. TCA valve seat 
deformation can occur at high 
temperatures. 
© MSFN monitor power consumption 
to determine heater performance. 
A-300UMs594 
R£MAIIIIS 
Page 5. 2- 1"3 
■ 
SYMPTOM 
S-band antenna temp 
<- 64°F or 
>+ !53°F. Monitor S-band antenna temp. 
•HTR CONT: TEMP MON 
sel -S BAND 
HTR CONT: TEMP ind? 
antenna operating? 
14 
SYMPTOM 
. I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I ., 
i 
I 
I 
Basic Date 3 February 19691 
Attempt to increase temp. 
•CB/ AC BUS B: S BD ANT 
• close 
•CB COMM: S BD ANT 
-close 
•COMM ANT: TRACK MODE 
sw-SLEW 
TEMP remains same? 
LMA790-3-LM 4 
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PROCEDURE 
oll 
>+ 153°F 
Check heater circuitry. 
•CB HTR: S BO ANT · open 
10 
Temp decreases? 
•Consult MSFN. 
PROBABLE 
INSTRUMENTATION 
FAILURE . 
COLO SOAK DR 
INSTRUMENTATION 
FAILURE 
PROCEDURE 
HEATERS 
S-BANO HEATER 
CIRCUITRY FAILURE 
Check instrumentation. 
•Continue S-band antenna 
operation. 
When S-band antenna 
operation is not needed: 
•COMM ANT: TRACK MODE 
sw -OFF 
•CB/ AC BUS B: S BO ANT 
-open 
•CB COMM: S BD ANT 
• open 
Temp decreases? 
Change Date ______ _ 
•Leave CB HTR, S BD ANT 
open: 
If needed: 
•Cycle CB HTR: S BD ANT 
to maintain temp. 
YES 7 
HEAT SOAK 
REMARKS 
REMARKS 
Page 5. 2-154 
SYMPTOM 
RR temp<- 54°F 
or>+ 148°F · I 
I 
I 
I 
4'_ .. 4,0 I 
I 
,k-.~ ._, 
SYMPTOM 
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PROCEDURE 
Monitor RR temp. 
•HTR CONT: TEMP MON· 
sel · RNDZ RADAR YES 
CB HTR: RNDZ RDR STBY 
HTR CONT: TEMP ind7 and RNDZ RDR OPR · close? 
15 ~ 
INSTRUMENTATION 
FAILURE 
Isolate heater circuitry 
failure. -
H llfR RIIH AIIR4il!Y 
-~ 
•CB HTR: RNDZ RDR OPR 
-close 
21 tfe 
Monitor LR temp. 
•HTR CONT: TEMP MON 
sel - LOG RADAR 
HTR CONT: TEMP ind? 
<-19°F 
>+ 148°F 
Isolate heater circuitry 
failure. 
•CB HTR: RNDZ RDR STBY 
- open 
Temp decreases? 
heater circuitry 
Temp decreases? 
• ontinue RR operation. 
When RR is not needed, 
•CB PGNS: RNDZ RDR 
-open 
•CB AC BUS A: RNDZ RDR 
. n 
Temp decreases? 
Isolate instrumtntltton 
failure 
•Continue LR operation 
--...,•~HEAT SOAK 
When LR is 1101 ftlldld: 5 u.-~., LR 
•CB PGIIS: LDG 11D1t -open .,.,n..,n limp. 
When temp <+ 148°F. 
Isolate 
failure. 
haater circuitry 
Ttmp decllases? •CB PGIIS: LOR RDR- close 
.._ _____ __,YES (if needed) 
14 
PROBABLE 
INSTRUMENTATION FAILURE 
•CB HTRS: LOG RDR - open YES 
Temp remains same? 
PROCEDURE 
HEATERS 
NO •Monitor TEMP ind for 
HEATER CIRCUITRY 
FAILURE OR COLD 
SOAK 
temp increases. 
Basic Date 3 February 1969 Change Date ______ _ 
REMARKS 
JOOlM-4-590 ■ REMARKS 
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